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Abby Wright x Division Review
Artist Statement
I play with the failures of anthropomorphic perception to create experimental abstract films and performances by use of different media such as music, sculpture,
painting, and text. Utilising the philosophy of entanglement as espoused by Karen Barad, and Donna Haraway’s
The Companion Species Manifesto, I aim to challenge the
oppressive forces of capitalism through collaboration and
using only recycled materials to make work. I believe that
the world can be understood as one body inhabiting a
multiplicity of meanings and realities.
My work interrogates characters we play for other
people and ultimately how I as an artist perform. I explore
the performance of painting, mark making techniques,
and sculpture as one of many characters for a photograph.
The work I have made this year focuses on jouissance;
beyond the pleasure principle. I think of the Lacanian term
of the “Encore” to denote a more excessive kind of pleasure
and constant need to transgress the limits imposed on enjoyment and to desire beyond the pleasure principle. My
aim is to play. To engage the pleasure principle by experimenting with aspects of touch and intimacy. I explore space
and the physicality of touch in performance by caressing
and exploring space to create a landscape through nontraditional mark-making. I use oil pastels in-between my
fingers and toes or paint on my feet. As I do this I think
of Georges Bataille’s writings on the big toe as he says it
is the most human part of the body. “...with their feet in
mud but their heads more or less in light, men obstinately
imagine a tide that will permanently elevate them, never to
return, into pure space. Human life entails, in fact, the rage
of seeing oneself as a back and forth movement from refuse
to the ideal, and from the ideal to refuse—a rage that is easily directed against an organ as base as the foot.” (Georges
Bataille: Visions of Excess: Selected Writings, 1927-1939)
Abby is a post-structuralist multidisciplinary American artist based in Berlin. Before pursuing her Masters in
Contemporary Photography; Practices and Philosophies
at Central Saint Martins, she previously graduated with
a BFA in Photography fromw the School of Visual Arts
in New York City. She has been focusing on metal work,
painting (with silicone/resin/natural minerals), moving
images, and text as performance.
Trails of Entropy 2021
Utilising multiple long ropes, I tracked my location
and trail while walking in Iceland. When other people
were with me, they also used rope to track the map of our
movements. We display life’s movement, and inherently
it's chaos, unpredictability, and entropy itself by existing.
Through carrying a heavy rope and repeating these patterns
of mapping, we also display the behaviors that we submit to
illogically and the randomness of our day and night. After
using a line of rope, we may come across that the rope becomes entangled, circular, patterned, and goes nowhere, yet
is a paradox as it becomes part of a greater landscape. This
could show us that our movements have ramifications, are
disorderly even if perceived as organized, and we should not
forget the intangible as we swim through the river of forgetting. The most important things are invisible.

In ‘Journey to the Center of the Earth’ (1864) steampunk visionary Jules Verne’s
team of spelunkers descend down a volcano in Iceland, entrance to a vast prehistoric
version of earth. Abby Wright’s project ‘Trails of Entropy’ 2021 proceeds on a distinctly horizontal path along that island nation’s surface albeit with a lesser dependence
on the durability of rope or cord. In the early 1970’s a clique of young artists living
below Manhattan’s Canal Street familiarized themselves with the tools of construction and demolition to energize spaces producing entropic art often resembling urban
archeological digs. ‘Anarchitect’ Suzanne Harris (1940-79) suspended herself from
‘raw’ art context’s ceilings and walls in harnesses decades before Matthew Barney’s
Guggenheim scaling.
I will allow D/R’s readership to interpret metaphorically or otherwise Wright’s employment on the woven stuff we unravel to bind or attach. When making a quick exit from
a labyrinth (or witch’s lair) thread works better than breadcrumbs. Rope secured from a
single point and held taught it is an ancient measurement tool, here it traces the artist in
the thrilling Icelandic landscape like an umbilical cord leaving a contoured if occasionally
slack record of what is always behind. Wright’s generation has been mapped, scrutinized
and ‘followed’ online since birth.
Art performances or ‘actions’ as they were termed in the late 60’s required photographic documentation if the artist wanted proof that the event actually happened.
Some didn’t. Wright’s lone presence, especially in the black and white image, echoes
controversial shaman and Green Party founder Joseph Beuy’s (1921-86) symbolic interactions with the environs of Scotland and Northern Ireland on his much reported
tour of 1970. Less expected is how in the camera’s framing in each photograph subsequently edits out or ‘cut’s a section of Abby Wright’s rope, now segmented but serially
threaded throughout this publication, linear markings upon the land and page.
z
Tim Maul
abbyhwright.com

This project resulted in altered landscapes and
documentation. z
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THE ANALYTIC FIELD

On Disalienation: Politics, Philosophy, and Radical Psychiatry
in Postwar France
An interview with Camille ROBCIS by Matthew OYER

MO: As a starting point, it doesn’t seem to
me that institutional psychotherapy is well
known or discussed in the American psychoanalytic world. Can you provide some
introduction?
CR: I would say that there are two ways to
answer this question. The first one is to explain how institutional psychotherapy came
about and the second is to say a little bit
more about the theory itself. Institutional
psychotherapy was born during the Second
World War, in a small village in France called
Saint Alban, where a group of psychiatrists
gathered for different reasons. On the one
hand, they were horrified by the death toll
in psychiatric hospitals during the Second
World War. We’ve all heard about the policy
of forced euthanasia of the mentally ill and
cognitively disabled that the Nazi regime carried out, but we don’t know as much about
what is sometimes called the “soft extermination of the mentally ill” carried out by the
Vichy Regime, allowing the mentally ill and
disabled to die of cold, hunger, and lack of
care in the hospitals themselves. In France,
about 40,000 patients died during the war
in psychiatric hospitals. These doctors were
aware of this humanitarian crisis and wanted
to do something to help their patients survive
by hoarding food, with the help of the local
population, and trying to continue providing
care. So, this is one of the historical roots of
institutional psychotherapy.
Another factor that brought these doctors together was their unhappiness with the
shape that mainstream psychiatry was taking
during this period, and in particular the way
that psychiatry was increasingly anchored in
biological essentialism and was hostile to any
perspectives opened up by the human or social sciences. And so the doctors who found
themselves at St. Alban were of course doctors, but they were also avid readers of philosophy, sociology, and especially psychoanalysis,
and more specifically the works of Freud and
Lacan. One of their hypotheses was that psychoanalysis could be helpful in the treatment
of psychosis. This was innovative in two ways:
first because psychiatry had been very resistant
to psychoanalysis historically, but also because
Freud himself wasn’t sure that psychoanalysis
was going to be helpful for psychosis. So, the
kind of challenge these doctors set for themselves was to use some of the foundational
notions of psychoanalysis—the unconscious,
transference, desire—to help their psychotic
patients feel better. So, that’s the context that
gave rise to institutional psychotherapy.
Going back to the theory itself, the central idea of institutional psychotherapy was

that institutions were necessary for all subjective development—so you needed things
like families, schools, hospitals, socially and
psychically. The problem was not so much
that institutions existed, but that they had
the tendency to become stuck, reified, oppressive, authoritarian. The term that comes
up all the time in the writings of institutional
psychotherapy is concentrationist. So, institutional psychotherapy was both a theory and
a praxis directed towards institutions. It was
a praxis in the sense that it was always based
on a clinical practice. The idea was to invent
a set of institutions within the confines of a
psychiatric hospital or clinic that would be
renewed constantly in order to prevent this
authoritarian or concentrationist potential.
And so the foundation of institutional psychotherapy was to use and rely on the structures of the hospital, but to rethink them
radically in order to promote and produce
a particular social—what would be known
as a “healing collective”—as opposed to the
oppressive, alienating social that was, that is
usually the product of institutions. So, that’s
the abstract theory.
In practical terms, what happened was
these psychiatrists set up a series of structures
within the hospital to organize daily life. So,
things like ergotherapy stations where you
could do pottery, or weaving, or painting,
events like theater and musical productions.
They also set up what was called the Club,
which is a kind of self-managed union that
would organize all of the activities of the hospital. All of these different activities were designed to foster new transferential relationships and to eventually “repair” this collective.
MO: This is reminding me of another movement, which American psychoanalysts will
likely be much more familiar with: the antipsychiatry movement of the 1960s and 1970s.
There seems to be some overlap, but also very
significant differences. Can you say a bit
about how these two movements intersected
historically, but also how they converged and
diverged theoretically?
CR: So, if we go back to this question of institutions, one of the main ideas of antipsychiatry
was that institutions were the source of suffering and unhappiness, especially when it came
to hospitals: hospitals were seen as oppressive,
authoritarian, alienating vectors. And so one of
the goals of antipsychiatry was to de-institutionalize, to close down hospitals. This is especially visible in Italy with Franco Basaglia, but you
can also think of movements in Britain, where
R. D. Laing and David Cooper, for example,
lived in communal houses with those who were
4
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deemed “mad.” The idea was that if you could
be de-institutionalized, you could somehow get
to a form of disalienation. Institutional psychotherapy was in conversation with antipsychiatry,
but it was always very clear that it was fundamentally different from it. There are at least two
ways in which these two movements radically
differed. First of all, closing down institutions
was the opposite of what institutional psychotherapy proposed. These practitioners wanted to
preserve hospitals, to preserve institutions, but
to transform them into healing collectives. That
was one big difference.
Next, for institutional psychotherapy,
much of antipsychiatry misunderstood the
nature of mental illness. It considered it a
mere social construction. There was no real
sense of whether people really were psychotic or mentally ill or whether their illness
was simply an angry and justified response
to oppressive social and familial norms.
Institutional psychotherapy was always very
insistent on the medical specificity of psychosis, though of course they thought that
the social contributed to madness (which is
why you had to rethink the hospital and the
community). Again, this was one of the main
points of institutional psychotherapy, that
you could not just understand madness as an
effect of the brain, as mainstream psychiatry
often did, but that you needed to take into account both the brain and the social, that you
could not dissociate the two. So, for example, institutional psychotherapy did not have
any issues administering neuroleptic drugs,
or even conducting electroshocks or insulin
comas; anything that could be useful to the
patient was okay with them.
Historically, the two movements intersected, but not that much in the first generation of institutional psychotherapy. My
impression is that the founding fathers of
institutional psychotherapy had read what
antipsychiatry existed at the time, particularly
Basaglia, who was a little earlier than Laing
and Cooper, and then, later on, in the second
generation around the clinic of La Borde, they
also engaged with Cooper, Laing, Szasz, all the
big names of antipsychiatry, but they always
took a step back. The person who facilitated a rapprochement between the two currents
was Félix Guattari, who also insisted on the
difference between the kind of institutional
psychotherapy he was practicing at La Borde
and antipsychiatry, but several members of his
entourage organized conferences throughout
the 1960s and 1970s where antipsychiatry and
institutional psychotherapy were brought into
dialogue and conversation. This is especially
true of Maud Mannoni, who was not involved
with institutional psychotherapy directly, but
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who invited Cooper to France. The results of
the colloquium were published in Recherches,
the journal that Guattari had started with his
friends, including many institutional psychotherapists. So, I would say institutional psychotherapy and antipsychiatry were always in
conversation but not necessarily in agreement.
The last thing I would say is that for a lot
of the French antipsychiatry that flourished
after May 1968, institutional psychotherapy
was just another form of coercive psychiatry, despite its attempts to look like a more
progressive, humane, and rejuvenated psychiatry. They criticized institutional psychotherapy for being in perfect continuity with
the kinds of power structures that psychiatry
had inhabited before them. This argument
was made with particular force by the sociologist Robert Castel, who was close to Michel
Foucault, and who accused La Borde and institutional psychotherapy more generally of
remaining complicit with the “totalitarian”
regime of psychiatry.
MO: How do you understand that, if there
are these radical experiments in self-governance and this constant questioning of the
institution, what was the argument for it being just as oppressive or more of the same?
CR: Yeah, I think it really comes down to
whether you believe in the unconscious and
the kind of role you grant to the unconscious, whether you think that mental illness
has a more biological or organic substratum
or whether it’s all shaped and determined

by social or historical forces. So, in the case
of Foucault or Castel, these were ultimately
thinkers who, despite their interest in psychoanalysis, did not necessarily believe that
the unconscious was central—or at least,
it is not how they understood the subject.
Foucault talks about subjects being produced
by power, but it’s not a psychoanalytic subject;
it’s a socially and politically constructed subject. His starting point is in this sense quite
different from the starting point of Freudian
psychoanalysis, where the unconscious is key.
They are divergent starting blocks, if you’d
like, and this leads to an impossible—or at
least, very difficult—dialogue.
MO: In your book, you wrote that the “goal
of institutional psychotherapy was . . . to offer
an ethics, a way of thinking and living.” What
can you tell us about this ethics?
CR: I meant ethics here as a practice of everyday life. Institutional psychotherapy was never
supposed to be a rigid model or template that
you could apply indiscriminately; you had to
work with what you were given. This is why
I said it was first of all a praxis that then became a theory. There were, of course, some
theoretical presuppositions that guided the
praxis, but they quickly became completely
indistinguishable or inseparable. So, it was an
ethics in the sense that it sought to help patients live better and to eventually offer them
the means to live a less assisted life, a life in
which they could find a certain solace in intersubjective relations or in a new common that
5
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is often hard to reach if you’re a schizophrenic
or a paranoid patient. The concept of alienation
was central to institutional psychotherapy, and
it was always understood in its French double
meaning of aliéné as mad, but also foreign or
socially unadapted, unable to be integrated into
the common world. For institutional psychotherapy, the social and the psychic component
of madness needed to always be thought together. So, it was an ethics in the sense that
it was trying to come up with very practical
ways to allow other transferential relationships
to flourish and to use the institutions to work
with the patients’ desires, fears, fantasies, projections, etc. That’s the way I would say they
understood ethics. Disalienation was never an
end point, but always a work in progress. It was
always something you would strive for because
alienation was also constitutive of all subjects.
This was something very important for people
like François Tosquelles, the founding fathers
of institutional psychotherapy, that you needed
to treat not just the patients, not just the mad,
but everyone else in the hospital, the doctors,
the staff, the nurses. Tosquelles had learned this
during the Spanish Civil War when he had
started therapeutic communities while he was
serving in the army. His hypothesis was that
everyone in the community could benefit from
treatment: not just the combatants, but also the
army officers, the staff, the ambulance drivers.
MO: One of the things that strikes me,
and you speak about it at certain points in
your book, is that if the idea is that there’s
no end point, this is a constant process, the
institution has to be constantly re-evaluated, reworked, reinvented, there’s something
quite overwhelming and exhausting about
that idea. You write in the book about the
number of meetings there were in a month
at St. Alban, something like 200 meetings. I
guess I think about this because it does seem
like there are many political movements that
are at least touching on a similar ethos—I’m
thinking of Occupy, the Arab Spring—and
they seem like they do have a lot of trouble
creating a sustained, sustainable movement.
CR: I think that’s right. You put your finger on
it when you say that there was a kind of overwhelming or exhausting aspect to all of this.
But someone like Guattari would probably answer that institutions and political movements
will die of exhaustion anyway if, left on their
own, they become concentrationist, authoritarian, hierarchical—small kingdoms, to cite
Jean Oury. At some point, you become really
comfortable in your position as the doctor or
as the nurse or as the patient. Oury referred to
these as “egoized positions,” small kingdoms of
identity. And that’s at the individual level, but
at the collective level, it’s the same thing. This
was especially evident for the first generation
of institutional psychotherapists, who were all
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adamant socialists during the interwar years,
as they witnessed the collapse of the Marxist
dream in the Soviet Union. For them, it was
the exhaustion of Marxism, its reification, that
produced Stalinism. So they were very conscious and very careful to think about ways to
renew not just intellectual enthusiasm, but political fervor. Tosquelles also learned this firsthand when he was involved with the POUM
[Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista/
Workers’ Party of Marxist Unification], one
of the many anti-Stalinist, anarchist-inspired
groups that emerged during this period in
Spain. Self-management was central to the
POUM. This meant that everything was up
for discussion, that critique was not only acceptable but necessary. So, 200 meetings in a
month were perhaps tiring but crucial to keep
this critical spirit alive!
MO: One of the things I’ve been thinking about is that a lot of the people you
write about—Guattari, Fanon, obviously
Foucault—they’ve survived quite well in the
academy, but in the clinical fields, I think not
as much. In a way, this is quite a shock and is
disturbing to me, given how much this work
is rooted in a praxis, as you say. I was wondering if you had any thoughts about this, about
why it might be.
CR: Well, I think you can probably answer
that question better than I can, but I should
say that it’s also interesting that there is a return to these figures in the clinical world today. I’m not a clinician, so I’m only basing this
on what my practitioner friends tell me, but it
seems for example that Fanon’s work has been
very important recently to many psychoanalysts and psychiatrists to reconsider the centrality of race in psychic processes. With the
others—Guattari, Tosquelles, Oury—it’s been
a little harder, and I’m not sure why they are
not being read more frequently. I think some
of it has to do with the field of psychiatry becoming more and more geared towards biology and the neurosciences and foregrounding
the brain, leaving aside these other approaches,
especially psychoanalysis. We can also mention
the evolution of neuroleptic drugs and the fact
that these therapies take a long time and the
results are not measurable in the same way that
they are with pills. But you know, Oury, for example, was always in favor of drugs, as long
as they were not used in a “veterinary science
kind of way” as he would put it. So, the point of
a pill is not to make the patient comatose, but
to bring out symptoms so you can work with
them psychoanalytically through transference.
But, as you know better than I do, psychoanalysis is not exactly the most popular form
of therapy these days. CBTs [cognitive behavioral therapies] for example are perceived as
much more effective with quick, ready, and usable results that you don’t necessarily get when

you spend years uncovering your childhood
trauma through the talking cure.
MO: Yeah, it feels even more extreme in
some ways with institutional psychotherapy,
because even within clinical psychoanalysis, I
feel like this isn’t a realm that is much discussed, though I don’t know to what degree
this is a local problem.
CR: Yes, the other thing with clinical psychoanalysis, going back to something we spoke
about earlier, is also that it is not used very
frequently in the treatment of psychosis. So,
one of the problems with the psychoanalytic
approach to psychosis is that language operates differently in psychosis. Jacques Lacan,
for instance, defined psychosis as the foreclosure of the signifier. So, if language cannot be
used in the same way for psychotic and neurotic patients, then you have to rethink transference and transferential relations, which, in
Freudian psychoanalysis, provide the map for
other intersubjective processes. That’s what
these thinkers were trying to do, and their
hypothesis was that psychotic subjects did in
fact have transference, but it was of a different
nature. It was not necessarily intersubjective,
but “exploded” or “burst,” to use their terms.
This is why the group meetings were so important, but also the ergotherapy, the clubs,
all these activities were designed to allow this
burst transference to take shape.
MO: I find these ideas about the psychotic subject’s exploded, burst, and dissociated
transference really compelling. I used to work
in a program for patients with personality
disorders. At any given time, the community
and the smaller groups would be composed
primarily of borderline-hysterical patients,
not psychotic, but there would be a smaller
contingent of schizotypal and schizoid patients, many of whom would have a psychotic
structure. Borderline patients have a reputation for interpersonal perceptivity, and it’s
true, they are often incredibly perceptive in
relation to the pairings and triangulations in
the group. With the more psychotic patients,
there is very little of this but a kind of exquisite sensitivity to the hospital’s atmosphere,
unknown events preoccupying the staff,
something involving another patient they
don’t even know, things like this.
CR: That’s really interesting. This is why I
love talking to clinicians about the possible
practical application of these theories. I can
often understand the theoretical presuppositions, but it’s hard for me to imagine how
you could have a transferential relation with
objects like a phone, or a painting, or whatever. Oury is the one who perhaps explains this
best in his writings, but it’s still quite puzzling to me as a non-clinician.
6
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MO: Well, it remains pretty mysterious as a
clinician. I wanted to ask you, what led you, or
brought you, to institutional psychotherapy?
What made it compelling to you?
CR: My first book, The Law of Kinship:
Anthropology, Psychoanalysis, and the Family
in France, explored how the concept of the
symbolic taken from Claude Levi-Strauss and
Jacques Lacan was used in French politics and,
more specifically, the ways in which conservative legal and political thinkers invoked this
concept to argue against the legalization of reproductive technologies, same-sex parenting,
surrogacy, divorce, and other modifications
to the traditional family. One of my chapters
in that book revolved around the critiques of
the Lacanian symbolic in the 1970s. In this
context, I wrote about Deleuze and Guattari’s
1972 Anti-Oedipus as well as Luce Irigaray, a
psychoanalytic feminist thinker who also formulated, around this time, a critique of the
phallogocentric model of the symbolic. So, it
was through Deleuze and Guattari that I first
discovered institutional psychotherapy, and I
started to read Tosquelles and then Oury, even
though I didn’t really write much about them
in this first book. Eventually, I got much more
interested in the figure of Tosquelles and started to read about Spanish politics during the
civil war, the POUM, etc., and I became captivated by the relationship between the theoretical and the contextual, trying to understand
how much institutional psychotherapy was
shaped by this context, by the civil war but also
by the refugee camp in which Tosquelles was
placed, by Vichy, etc.
So, that’s what brought me to institutional psychotherapy initially, but I only realized
years later the extent to which institutional
psychotherapy, and psychiatry more generally,
allows us to think about these various connections and currents of French theory that I
had been reading and teaching for years but
hadn’t really seen. To give one example, Fanon
is someone I had taught for years. I always
make my students read The Wretched of the
Earth, which doesn’t really discuss the psyche
except in the last chapter, where Fanon gives
us direct examples of his case studies. I used to
never assign this last chapter because well, you
need to come up with selections, but also because I never quite knew what to make of that
section. Now, when you read Fanon through
the psychiatric lens, it seems to me that The
Wretched of the Earth is deeply engaged with
institutional psychotherapy throughout, even
though it doesn’t mention the term explicitly. (In his medical writings, Fanon prefers the
term socialthérapie.) So, what I tried to do in
the book is to focus on this subtext in order
to show how psychiatry and politics were so
deeply intertwined.
All this is what led me initially to institutional psychotherapy, but more broadly, I
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have also always been interested in ways in
which the political and the psychic intersect.
MO: I loved Oury’s description of Le Borde
as “a site of crystallization, a praxical site.” I
am excited by institutional psychotherapy’s
commitment to praxis. It is part of what startles and disturbs me about its seeming lack of
impact in the clinical field. What about you,
what do you want to do with it?
CR: I think I’m going to take the easy way
out here and say that I’m neither a politician
nor a clinician, but rather a historian who is
describing how other people have wrestled
with this question. I will say, however, that
I am very interested in new types of political imaginaries, and, in the conclusion to
the book, I suggest several ways in which
institutional psychotherapy can contribute to
this conversation. I draw a parallel between
movements such as Occupy, Los Indignados,
Nuit Debout, or Tahrir Square that all relied
on the public square and the use of the hospital collective space in institutional psychotherapy. In both cases, the common had to
be imagined, constructed and reconstructed,
constantly. These anti-austerity movements
for instance thought a lot about the modalities for public speaking (who could speak,
how, for how long, etc., without designating a “leader” who would organize the conversation or speak for the group). This is, in
fact, the criticism that is so often addressed
to these movements, that they had no fixed
program or agenda, the demands were too
vague. During Occupy, we heard all the time,
“Well, what exactly do they want?” But the
point was not to lay this out in advance, but
to see how the process could open up new
demands, how it could forge new subjectivities: desires, fantasies, projections. So, to me
another fascinating aspect of institutional
psychotherapy is this possibility to help us
think through institutions more generally.
The theoretical questions at the heart of these
movements around the common are still very
much present with us, and they are certainly not resolved. Institutional psychotherapy
never wanted to get rid of institutions (like
antipsychiatry), but it also refused the conservative reliance on institutions as safe-keepers
of order and stability. Here, it was about
keeping institutions while subjecting them to
this ceaseless radical critique.
MO: It is striking how often it feels like a
forced choice between the two, conservatism
or a kind of anything goes, and both sides feel
pretty undesirable.
CR: Yes, that’s right. One of the main arguments I make in the book is that institutional
psychotherapy foregrounded the role of the
unconscious in all group formations but also

the collective dimensions of all subjective
development. So, the unconscious is not an
add-on or a supplement to social theory, but
the basis of the transferential process itself,
the vector through which individuals and
collectives can explore fantasies, conflicts,
and desires. Ultimately, the unconscious
is the means by which the group can avoid
closing on itself. It’s helpful to keep in mind
that these ideas were developed in reaction
to fascism, but also to Stalinism and the authoritarian turn that Marxism had taken in
the Soviet Union. In other words, for institutional psychotherapy, taking the unconscious
seriously was the only way to prevent these
political movements from becoming fascistic.
I wrote much of the book during the
Trump years, and I watched with horror
the rise of authoritarian parties all over the
world. I was struck by how little people spoke
of the unconscious in most analyses of these
movements. It seemed to me that the psyche
was so important to understand Trumpism,
its appeal, the fanaticism it inspired. When
you saw the huge rallies of people shouting,
it was hard to miss this sense of collective effervescences. If you have a purely liberal understanding of politics, this behavior simply
seems insane, irrational. And if you stick to a
vulgar Marxist point of view, then Trumpism
can be dismissed as the mere displacement of
social reality. We heard this a lot, that all this
was really about class, about the poor white
working classes who had been left behind.
But of course, we know now that this was
simply not true. And this is where psychoanalysis can give us a positive theory of desire,
and, as such, it can serve as a really useful lens
to read politics. How can the left mobilize
the same kinds of libidinal energies that the
right can unleash? This was something that a
part of the left—including someone like Felix
Guattari—was very interested in throughout
the 1970s. For Guattari, the failure of May
1968 was due precisely to the fact that the
establishment, including parties and trade
unions, crushed the libidinal energy, the
desire for revolution that emerged on the
streets, and that ultimately, people decided
to settle for better wages and better working
conditions instead of taking the revolution to
its full consequences. Now, however, it seems
like the left has simply given up on the unconscious altogether. So what would it mean
to return to it today as an analytical grid to
analyze politics?
MO: In your conclusion, you mention Dardot
and Laval’s book Common: On Revolution in
the 21st Century. I’ve been reading it. The
term you highlight, instituent praxis, it’s a
nice term, a nice way to understand something about this ethics of institutional psychotherapy. Could you say a bit more about
this concept?
7
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CR: Dardot and Laval borrow the concept
from Cornelius Castoriadis, a French-Greek
political theorist who was also very versed in
psychoanalysis, another thinker who tried to
bring psychoanalysis and political theory together. So, one of the arguments that Dardot
and Laval are trying to put forth in their book
is that the common is often misunderstood: it
is not something that is there to be grabbed,
it is not a thing really, it’s not something that
appears spontaneously when you put a series
of bodies together in the same place. And it’s
also not a ready-made formula that you could
apply everywhere. It has to be constantly produced. In addition, it has to be articulated in
relation to what they call the logic of institutionalization. This is where they introduce this
notion of an emancipatory instituent praxis.
The idea is to come up with a set of concrete
political acts designed to protect against institutional inertia, ossification, petrification.
What’s interesting is that they turn to institutional psychotherapy to illustrate this. One example that I analyze in my book is Guattari’s
theory and practice of “the grid” (la grille).
His idea was to create a double-entry chart
with the names of everybody who worked at
La Borde and the tasks they had to do each
day, and then to switch them around. So, you
wouldn’t be stuck washing dishes all the time,
or making beds, or giving out the medicine,
and you would be constantly disoriented in
your own ego and in the social position that
you occupy. Guattari called the grid an “instrument of disorganization” precisely because
it could prevent the kind of bureaucratization
that they were all very worried about. I think
this is where the conversation with political
theory can be really fascinating. The notion
of the common is very close, I think, to what
institutional psychotherapy wanted to do, to
create a common in the hospital, but not a
kind of ready-made thing that you could grab
or apply, but a space constantly produced by
the unconscious, through unconscious processes. In that sense, the unconscious would
not be a supplement but the vector through
which this inertia could be prevented.
MO: Thank you very much for this interview and your book, CR. With so much of
the work of Tosquelles, and Oury, and others
from the institutional psychotherapy world
untranslated in English, your book is a real
gift, a great tool to help us think about collective practices and a community psychoanalysis. I’m very grateful to you.
z
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THE ANALYTIC FIELD

So What—Reflections on Mitchell Wilson’s The Analyst’s Desire:
The Ethical Foundation of Clinical Practice
Donald MOSS

Let’s begin with that iconic scene from
Taxi Driver (1976). Travis Bickle (Robert
De Niro) is addressing himself in a mirror.
Armed and eager, Bickle is on a mission. He
The Analyst’s Desire: The Ethical Foundation of
Clinical Practice
By Mitchell Wilson
Bloomsbury Academic, 2020 , 264 pages, $35.95
is about to vanquish the man who has taken
his prized woman. He practices. Five quick
takes, each a variation of the others:
“Are you talking to me?”
“Are you talking to me?”
“Are you talking to me?”
“Are you talking to me?”
“I’m the only one here, so you
must be talking to me, right?”

Wilson addresses us as directly as he
possibly can, the urgency of his message
only exceeded by the urgency of his person,
a person we instantly want to know, a person
who, strangely enough, is able to make us
feel that he wants to know us, this author
who lays himself out for us, “anxious that I
have not offered enough.” And so, offering
more, Wilson closes the Introduction with a
heartbreaking reunion story. Long estranged
from his alcoholic disengaged father, Wilson
finds an old letter his father had written to his
mother. The letter is beautiful, well-crafted,
a great surprise. Wilson then writes to his
father, applauding him, encouraging him—if

Bickle, spoken to and therefore insulted
by the audacity of his lowlife opponent,
instantly retaliates, rapidly drawing his pistol
and firing it at the image in the mirror. Each
take ends in the same moment of smug
satisfaction: pow, pow, pow, pow, pow. Bickle
knows exactly what to do. He finds the object
he’s looking for; he takes care of business.
No delay, no wishing, none of Freud’s “bitter
experience.” For Bickle in front of the mirror,
here it is, all at once; the gift of full immediacy,
of perfect satisfaction.
Bickle has long ago lost control of
himself; destiny has taken over. He practices
in front of the mirror—playing both parts of
what must come when he meets the real thing.
Let’s now strip Bickle of his weapons,
deprive him of his mirror, dilute his memory.
Let’s leave him unhappy and uncertain, but now
neither knowing what bothers him nor what to
do about it. His revenge narrative has lost none
of its power but has become a barely perceptible
shadow. Bickle no longer knows his own story.
Now, let’s have this new Mr. Bickle enter
a psychoanalyst’s office, vigilant and hopeful.
When he and the analyst start to speak, let’s
have each of them ask the other the same
question Bickle asked of the image in the
mirror: “Are you talking to me?”
Let us then listen to what follows from
that initial orienting question, listen for many
days, many years. And in that listening, let’s
steadily wonder not only who is talking to
whom, but also who wants what from whom.
And finally, let us grant ourselves the good
fortune to have as our listening guide, as
our close and intimate companion, Mitchell
Wilson’s wonderful book, The Analyst’s Desire:
The Ethical Foundation of Clinical Practice.
What makes this book wonderful?
Immediately, in its astonishing beginning,
8
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you can write this way, maybe you can do so
much more. The father instantly responds, “I
always knew you’d come back to me”—and
we can sense the combination of surprise and
inevitability packed into the father’s reaction,
as though Wilson also “always knew” without,
of course, knowing what he knew. And here,
with this enchanting narrative of the hallmark
psychoanalytic experience—finding and
being found by a once-lost object—Wilson
ends his introduction and ushers us into his
opening chapter, “The Analyst as Innkeeper.”
Wilson makes it clear that when an
analyst invites a stranger into their inn, neither
host nor guest knows what they’re getting.

THE ANALYTIC FIELD

As analyst, you are certainly obligated to be
hospitable, but you will necessarily be taxed
because no matter your graciousness, the
stranger will incur no reciprocal obligation to
you. In fact, these strangers will push you to
your limits, and it will be there, at your limits,
that the most important work of analysis
will take place. Wilson, ever generous, tells
us, in his voice, by way of his practice, how
his language meets the stranger’s language,

and how the meanings of neither’s words are
stable, how language’s volatility frequently
takes both parties to their limits. Since
language is all either of them has, Wilson
subjects language to close scrutiny, repeatedly
showing us that we had best not count on
the solidity of words, that instead we should
trust in their fragility, staying alert to the
ways they fall apart and especially to the
irreducible gaps separating intention, word,
and meaning. Wilson assiduously minds
those gaps. He uses Lacan and Kristeva
for theoretical support here without being
seduced by them—no easy task. Because he is
such a deft writer and deft clinician, Wilson
is able to keep these iconic figures in play
while he and his patients firmly hold onto
their indigenous American vernacular.
From here on, I will follow Wilson as
he takes us progressively deeper into his inn
(writer as innkeeper). He first warns us about
“narcissistic closure,” that ubiquitous threat
to the innkeeper’s promise to keep their own
desires from deforming their guests’. Wilson
consistently pulls off an extremely difficult
rhetorical maneuver; easily working his way
through prickly narrative theory (with Lacan
always lurking), he lands on a clear and direct
admonition, accessible to all: “My point is
that the analyst’s wish to ‘connect the dots’

…can lead to intense countertransference
reactions and conundrums that would not
obtain were the analyst less committed to
such constructs” (p.46). Wilson wants to
liberate us from the gratuitous and unhelpful
work, the “narcissistic closure,” resulting from
our usually unthinking impulse to “connect
the dots.” He hopes we can, in effect, “stay
cool,” and manage our excitement in the face
of enticing patterns of “dots,” a receptive
mood that seems to resemble the title of a
Miles Davis song, “So What.” Like Davis,
Wilson’s innkeeper/analyst strips his
questioning receptivity of the (narcissistic)
demand conveyed by a question mark.
With this from the following chapter,
Wilson takes us deeper into his inn: “The
analyst’s desire—as it is expressed through
specific wishes and demands—engenders
resistance when the patient feels forced to
recognize it.” Skewering the presumptions
of neutrality lurking in both classical ego
psychology and in the neo-Kleinian school,
Wilson makes it clear that analysts are always
wanting something, and that this wanting,
if disavowed and obscured by theoretical
edifice, must show up in the clinical
exchange—something is wanted, but by
whom? Wilson’s liberating answer? By both
of them. Wilson is particularly persuasive, I
think, in conveying his suspicion of what he
sees as an often ubiquitous and reflexive use
of projective identification. When misused,
projective identification locates all desire,
all wanting, in the patient. If I, the analyst,
want something, I want it because the want
has been placed inside of me—projected
and internalized. Taken to its extreme, this
reflex takes on a paranoid aspect—the analyst
always being done to (in Jessica Benjamin’s
phrase). The analyst is then off the hook and
need not scour herself in search of desire’s
origins. For Wilson, we are profoundly off
track when we proceed as though all desire
originates in the other.
Reflecting on what might be a representative case from the literature, Wilson writes:
the analyst rightly describes his not
fitting in with the patient’s desire, but he
does not recognize that his own desire for
a specific experience (which the patient
did not satisfy) set the condtions for his
countertransference response from the
start [emphasis added].”
(Wilson, 2020, p.142)
Without the analyst having a place for
his desire in his theory, the understanding
of countertransference experience and the
parsing of countertransference contributions becomes a difficult, if not impossible,
challenge (p.143).
The ethical foundation in Wilson’s
title is an admonishment to take on the
9
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responsibility of our own desires—each of
us, analyst and patient, wanting much from
the other and not, primarily, because of the
other. Wilson and his guest are in it together:
“Such recognition is often crucial in creating
a space for ‘something other’ to emerge, a
‘third thing’, born of the analytic interaction
but slightly separate from the individual
participants, a discourse less contested than
shared” (p.73).
Analyst and guest are here helping each
other out, working to construct a platform on
which each one can be freed of the burden
of holding the other responsible for what
they, in fact, want to have happen. And
what a burden that is: “Are you wanting
something from me?” We can easily identify
with Bickle’s predicament and can see how it
can lead inexorably to a kind of violence—a
baseline attribution (resembling the structure
of paranoia) of fault to the other. Wilson
does the heavy lifting for us here, pointing to
an exit, for innkeeper and guest, from their
potentially locked in positions in front of
their obscuring mirrors.
They are both wanting—Wilson’s
innkeeper and guest. Each is contending
with “lack.” Is this lack constitutive of human
desire or is it gratuitous? Is it a condition or
a circumstance? Can you fix it? Do you suffer
from it as well? Wilson argues convincingly
that for both patient and analyst, “the lure
of plenitude” (p.84) is exactly that, a lure.
The lure tempts us; it offers an imaginary
antidote to our sense that something is
missing, something is wanted. It is there,
the lure promises—look more closely; be
more vigilant, and you’re sure to find it. To
be caught by the lure is to be caught in a
permanent state of resentful excitement,
certain that whatever seems to be missing
is, in fact, there to be found. Something is
responsible for what has been taken away
or hidden. Something is responsible for
enforcing the impossible conditions required
for its retrieval.
In disquieting but relieving contrast,
Wilson recognizes “lack” as constitutive of
both the subject and of the object. Of course,
this recognition is hard-won and easily lost—
akin, I think, to really recognizing the fact of
mortality, our permanent lack of time. Wilson
respects this difficulty and respects how
fleeting this difficult recognition can be. He
steadily offers us clinical vignettes in which
each party falls for the “lure of plenitude.”
But in the end, Wilson has confidence that
the analyst, armed with thought/theory/
and personal experience, can somehow, like
Odysseus, tie themselves to the mast and
avoid plenitude’s siren song.
The siren song is the song enticing the
analyst to believe in and commit to the lure of
the positively present object. Addressing this,
Wilson writes that ideally:

THE ANALYTIC FIELD

The analyst’s desire is without an
object in its positivity. A wish…has a
direct object and so is structured around
satisfaction. When desire becomes fixed in
the wish for a specific object relation or
experience it ceases to be desire as such.
(Wilson, 2020, p.116)
Desire, consequent to and permanently
indebted to lack, protects analyst and
patient from the combined lure of
plenitude and satisfaction. This notion puts
Wilson in a direct line with Miles Davis’
wonderful title “So What”—marking
for both of them, I think, a condition of
desire that neither expects nor asks for
satisfaction. With no positive object to
find, analyst and patient have to look for
and find something else. Regarding the
studied pursuit of this something else and
of its spontaneous discovery, Wilson adds
another jazz reference: “Wow, man, I never
heard you play that before”—an admiring
description of listening to Big Sid Catlett’s
improvisatory work on drums. Like so
many great jazz musicians, the strength of
Wilson’s improvisatory clinical/theoretical
work resides in his having first integrated
the classical repertory.
Here is Wilson grounding the clinical
enterprise (for both parties) in lack and desire: “Unconscious desire arises from ontological conditions—the loss of our primary
objects, the intercession of language, culture
and the law…These conditions not only allow for but also require symbolic capacities .
. . This foundational desire is born of a fundamental lack” (p.123). Wilson sympathetically sketches the analyst’s essential predicament—she must contend with a semi-ethical admonition to want nothing from the
patient, while simultaneously wanting the
patient to trust her enough, i.e., to trust that
she indeed wants nothing, to speak as freely
as possible. And there’s the essential rub that
Wilson elegantly unpacks: if I want nothing
from you, of course, it is exactly that “nothing” that I want. Wilson catches the delicacy
of this situation in his use of a line from Wallace Stevens’ “The Snow Man” (1921)—“the
listener, who . . . beholds/Nothing that is not
there and the nothing that is.” Following a
path that takes us from Freud to Lacan and
the neo-Kleinians and to an admiring excavation of Racker, Wilson arrives at a terrifying edge: the recognition that language and
fantasy—our beloved supports—derive from
and emerge out of, yes, nothing. It is an encounter with that nothing, the one none of
us wants, that can make psychoanalysis a
terrifying, humbling, and beloved enterprise.
Throughout this book, Wilson is reminding
us of what, in fact, we all might most love
about this work of ours—not what makes it
impossible, but what can make it thrilling.

l l l
I pause now, wanting to find my way toward a powerful set of questions, some trenchant critiques, mandated by a serious book
review. I fail to find them. That is, reading
Wilson’s book, I could find nothing to argue
with, no place to pause, to register my own
“not so fast.” The book is a page-turner. I was
happy to enter it, at a loss when I left. More
than almost any contemporary author, Wilson knows his theoretical surround and the
work of his clinical predecessors and peers.
He writes a bit like Freud here, in steady
argument with skeptical interlocutors, his
voice calm and persuasive. Wilson now, like
Freud then, leaves us little room to develop
our requisite set of questions and critiques.
And here, perhaps, in providing us scant
room for our own voice, Wilson might be
indirectly offering an opening for critique
and questions.
From its first chapter, “The Voice Endures,” until its end, the voice—Wilson’s
voice—indeed does endure. In our contemporary literature, I can think of only one
other author, Thomas Ogden, whose voice
and argument are so intertwined as to be
indistinguishable from each other. To resist
the argument, you must resist the voice. And
Wilson’s voice, like Ogden’s, is extremely
gracious and hospitable. You welcome being
welcomed like this.
Only now, after the fact of reading the
book, do I actually puzzle over what seems to
me the book’s central premise: that central to
clinical practice is the analyst’s voice and that
central to their voice is the analyst’s desire—
the management of their desire will determine the form and content of their voice, and
their voice in turn will determine the form
and content of the treatment. Wilson exemplifies this premise throughout the book,
providing us with many clinical vignettes in
which he agilely creates openings and spaces
for both his voice and those of his patients.
But does he do the same for us? Does
he give us room? Might his writing voice
be, in effect, too strong? This is a difficult
and unfair question to pose here, because
of course Wilson the writer gives us ample
room—all we have to do is to take it. The
problem for me was that I didn’t much want
to take it. I read the book more as a grateful
guest than as a critical/skeptical reader.
So now, with a little more room, I can
ask whether “lack” is really our starting
point. I can wonder whether, instead, we
might start with excess, with insatiable appetites. And what about the murderousness
ripping apart our planet and ourselves? Does
“lack” provide us with our most powerful
grounding premise? Our drives, incessantly
making demands on our minds. Is it lack
that first bugs us, or might it be our damn
bodies, bodies whose substitutes we might
10
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locate out there so as to firmly and finally
get them to shut up? Like Wilson, I have no
doubt that we are all up against it—whether
against a grounding absence or a grounding
excess. Wilson’s book maps “lack” as our most
fundamental human irritant, our starter. He
makes a nearly airtight case for this claim.
And yet, now, afterwards, I wonder. Might
the argument have been even more effective
had it been less attached, less entwined to
Wilson’s enduring voice?
I conclude, then, with two intertwined
questions—on one side, how foundational is
lack; on the other, how foundational is the
voice that contends with lack, with yours,
yes, and with the others’. Wilson’s generous
writing—the covert lack lurking in its
manifest presence—not only allows for these
two fundamental questions, but also makes
them possible, and gives us readers a newfound power to ask them, this time armed
with all that he has given us. .
l l l
Wilson’s “ethical foundation of clinical
practice” rests, I think, on the necessity to take
on and to take in what may seem common
and commonsensical but, in fact, is neither—
the recognition that no matter the abundantly
apparent asymmetries that define the clinical
setup, finally, from first session to last, the
clinical encounter is between two humans,
each of whom is precariously positioned
close to a precipice that neither one wants
to get near. But if they work carefully, avoid
false danger signals, and respect true ones,
Wilson tells us that they can steady each
other enough to peer over the edge and walk
back, somehow having done it—together. It
seems to me that Wilson’s book functions as
an invitation to dare this work, to recognize,
with him and with our patients, that we can,
if we’re careful, bear standing at the edge,
looking over at what consciousness does
not want to see, what consciousness wants
to banish. Wilson wants us to take seriously
the Unconscious, the site of the banished. He
wants us to join him in really wondering just
what it is that is so terrifying that, no matter
the psychic cost, we humans—analysts and
patients—are willing to, as effectively as
possible, banish it from the realm of what can
ever be known.
“What ‘nothing’ are we humans trying to
banish?” we ask.
“Are you talking to me?” Wilson responds.
And we, in turn, say,
“Are you talking to me?”
And with that, Wilson says, “OK then,
come in, be my guest; let’s get to work.” z
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The Restorative Classroom: A Psychoanalytic Playground in a
Public School
Erica YOUNG

In one of my first jobs as a public school
teacher, I taught kindergarten in an impoverished, rural town greatly impacted by the
opiate epidemic. Many of my students were
too dysregulated to sit and listen to a story.
Instead of sitting in their chairs, they threw
them. Rather than play with classmates, they
bit them. Instead of cutting paper with scissors, they cut their nearest classmate’s hair.
Teaching letter sounds to these students
seemed impossible. When I sought help
from school administrators, I was asked to
track behavioral data and reward prosocial
behavior with stickers on a sticker chart.
Nothing improved.
Eventually, I received consultation in using a psychoanalytically informed approach
to meet the students’ social/emotional needs.
Then, everything changed. The children
calmed, learned how to read, and developed
friendships with each other. This paper examines the psychoanalytic playground that allowed for change, by reviewing one classroom
that adopted such an approach. First, I proffer a brief review of the long, storied history
of psychoanalysis in schools. Then, I share my
experience of working in schools in a more
typical, cognitive-behavioral manner. Next, I
explain how I was trained to work psychoanalytically in schools. I share a vignette exploring a psychoanalytic approach in a classroom.
Finally, I end with a question regarding how
to bring psychoanalysis into public schools,
once again.
For the sake of confidentiality, all names
and other identifying information of students
and staff, other than William Ketterer, PsyD,
and myself, have been changed.
A Historical Perspective of Psychoanalysis
and Public Schools
In Budapest, in the fall of 1918, Sigmund
Freud spoke to the Fifth International
Psychoanalytic Congress, calling for a “bold
and new direction in the psychoanalytic
movement” (Danto, 2005, p.17). In postWorld War I Europe, there was a burgeoning socialist democratic movement. Freud
placed psychoanalysis in the context of this
movement, arguing that the socio-political
and economic forces in society impacted the
individual’s psychology. Freud was concerned
with the welfare of World War I veterans and
the impacts of shell shock. He was concerned
with impoverished homemakers and the unemployed. Freud viewed the mental health of
the individual as a public health issue. He envisioned free clinics to allow the general public access to psychoanalysis (Danto, 2005).
Freud imagined a use for psychoanalysis in schools, as did other psychoanalysts

and psychiatrists. “In 1908, the question of
the application of psychoanalysis to pedagogy was posed for the first time by Sandor
Ferenczi at the First International Congress
of Psychoanalysis in Salzburg” (Blanchard–
Laville & Chaussecourte, 2012, p.51). Alfred
Adler, in part due to Freud’s lectures during
the period of the socialist democratic movement, developed child guidance clinics and
began working with teachers in public schools
(Blanchard–Laville & Chaussecourte, 2012).
Anna Freud herself had been a teacher,
and she began to create a bridge between education and psychoanalysis (Midgley, 2008).
At the same time, Maria Montessori was
developing a child-centered pedagogy, and
Melanie Klein was developing child-centered psychoanalysis. The work of these
women was very much in the spirit of what
Sigmund Freud had hoped. “In 1925, Freud
himself declared: ‘…none of the applications
of psycho-analysis has excited so much interest and aroused so many hopes, and none,
consequently has attracted so many capable
workers as its use in the theory and practice
of education’” (Midgley, 2008, p.24).
Siegfried Bernfeld studied both pedagogy and psychology and went on to create, postWorld War I, a “psychoanalytically informed
orphanage for Jewish children orphaned and
displaced from the war” (Gaztambide, 2019,
p.45). Bernfeld was in the company of others such as Erich Fromm, Ernst Simmel,
Wilhelm Reich, Otto Fenichel, and other
prominent psychoanalysts greatly influenced
by Freud’s 1918 speech, who brought psychoanalysis beyond the consultation room
(Gaztambide, 2019). Ernst Simmel, in the
context of hospital settings, “argued for educating attendants in ‘the general principles
of psychoanalysis’ and using nurses as ‘an extra sense organ for the analyst’” (Hornstein,
2000, p.165). This suggests that Simmel recognized that people other than psychoanalysts could use the tenets of psychoanalysis to
strengthen their work, to be of greater service
to patients and clients.
Further, Bowlby’s work on attachment
theory was heavily influenced by progressive public schools that were approaching
pedagogy from a psychoanalytic perspective
(Eagle, 2013). In these settings, such as the
Priority Gate School in the late 1920s, one of
the fundamental hypotheses was “that early
deprivation of love was the primary source of
later mental health problems” (Eagle, 2013,
p.2). Some of Bowlby’s early observations of
child development and attachment theory
came directly out of his work in schools.
Renowned psychoanalytic thinkers,
theorists, and practitioners have long seen
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the value of bringing psychoanalysis to
public institutions including free clinics, orphanages, and, most germane to this paper,
schools. Presently, there are many theorists
and clinicians who continue to emphasize
the influence of the teacher-student relationship as of great import to the health
of children and therefore to greater society,
and this relationship can be strengthened
when informed by psychoanalytic concepts
(Bainbridge & West, 2012; Ketterer, 2020;
Midgley et al., 2017). I envision teachers and
administrators having access to training in
psychodynamic, psychoanalytic approaches
to supporting students suffering from social/
emotional issues, aligned with Freud’s vision
of free clinics and in the tradition of Anna
Freud’s work in schools.
A Cognitive Behavioral Approach
in Schools
In the United States today, over 10,000
schools across the country employ an approach developed by the Center on Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports
(Eber et al., 2020). According to the Center
on Positive Behavioral Interventions and
Supports (PBIS), PBIS is an evidence-based
practice that relies on “applied behavioral
analysis, organizational behavior management, community health, positive behavior support, and implementation science”
(Horner et al., 2010, p.5).
As an early childhood educator, elementary classroom teacher, and special educator,
I have been trained to use reward-and-consequence-based systems, such as PBIS, to
extinguish or alter student behaviors. What
it looks like in practice is a series of leveled
interventions to re-train a child to respond
differently to external stimuli. In other words,
when a student throws her coat on the classroom floor each morning, she is trained,
through a reward system, to hang her coat on
the hook. If she does not hang her coat, she
does not receive the reward and incurs a consequence, such as missing out on a preferred
activity with her peers.
Reflecting on my own experience as
a kindergarten teacher, implementing behavioral interventions often left me feeling
impotent. I felt I was missing something
important. Rewarding children every fifteen
minutes for not acting out, as I was asked
to do, (rewarding a child for not throwing
a chair, for instance) exhausted me and felt
inauthentic. It also, from my observations,
was ineffective. I knew the students’ disruptive behaviors meant something, knowing no
child hurts others or tears apart the classroom
without a reason. Yet, I did not know how to
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understand the meaning of the behaviors, nor
how to best respond. At the end of the day, I
felt exhausted. Many Saturdays, I lacked the
energy to care for my own daughter, depleted
from the week’s work.
Beyond my own subjective experience as
a teacher, cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
approaches are perhaps not as effective as
they are purported to be. Nel (2014) writes
in his meta-analysis of the efficacy of cognitive behavioral therapy with children, “the
overall effectiveness of individual CBT was
‘inconclusive’” (p.277). While CBT is often
touted as more empirically proven and evidence-based than psychodynamic practices,
Shedler (2011) found that “the available evidence indicates that effect sizes of psychodynamic therapies are as large as those reported
for other treatments that have been ‘empirically supported’ and ‘evidence based’” (p.107).
Psychodynamic interventions are effective,
yet my teaching colleagues and I had no exposure to them in our professional training.
As my kindergarten students’ behaviors
worsened, despite rewards and consequences, I sought a different approach. Eventually,
I was introduced to a psychoanalytically informed model, influenced by Kohut’s
self psychology, Healing the Self (Ketterer,
2020). I received consultation and training
from William Ketterer, PsyD, in applying
Healing the Self in my classroom. Healing the
Self provides teachers with a manualized self
psychology-informed model of development
and intervention. It focuses on the use of empathy and developing idealizing and twinship
transferences to reduce students’ narcissistic
rage. Once I began approaching my classroom from this model, my students transformed, as did I. They were available to learn
letter sounds. They began to add and subtract.
Aggressive incidents in the classroom dramatically decreased. I was no longer exhausted. I felt empowered to support my students
in a more authentic manner. This occurred
in a general education classroom in a typical
public school where I was the teacher of sixteen rural, New England students, with one
educational support staff person in the room.
I knew this was the way I wanted to
work in schools. Eventually, I was hired as the
special educator for an alternative classroom,
The Restorative Classroom.
The Restorative Classroom: A
Psychoanalytically-Informed Classroom
The Restorative Classroom operated under the premise that relationships can
heal. Specifically, relationships that allow
for healthy idealization, empathic attunement, and a sense of twinship or belonging.
These three elements are the foundation of
the Healing the Self Model. In the Restorative
Classroom, the model was to develop a
prosocial, empathic milieu and allow for

staff to process their subjective experiences,
which through a parallel process would enable children to heal. A detailed account of
this model can be found in Reducing Anger
and Violence in Schools: An Evidence-Based
Approach (Ketterer, 2020). Students were referred to this classroom because their behaviors were extremely disruptive and inhibited
learning. These behaviors included throwing
desks and chairs, biting, kicking, punching,
and otherwise hurting teachers and peers. In
The Restorative Classroom, I worked with
staff who were trained in the Healing the Self
model. I will briefly describe some of the elements of our training that allowed for public school staff to work with students, from
a psychoanalytic, psychodynamic perspective,
thereby offering a psychoanalytic playground
in a public school classroom.
Staff Training
The mission of The Restorative Classroom
and the Healing the Self model was to increase
students’ affect regulation to enable them to
return to the general education setting. The
program included three classrooms, one for
students in kindergarten to second grade, one
for students in third to fifth grade, and a middle school program for sixth grade to eighth
grade students. I was hired to teach in the
kindergarten to second grade classroom. The
Restorative Classroom staff, having been exposed to the work of Socarides and Stolorow
(1984), wondered if the students’ behaviors
were an attempt to flee a disorganizing affect
while simultaneously an attempt at relatedness. We further considered whether children
needed close adult relationships to enable them
to tolerate powerful affects and increase the
frustration tolerance needed for learning. In
the classroom, adults strived to provide these
important selfobject-like relationships for students, allowing for the development of healthy
self-esteem. Informed by the work of Kohut
(1984), Ornstein (2021), and Ketterer (2020),
The Restorative Classroom staff conceptualized
a selfobject as a person who enables another
to feel held together, in a more cohesive state,
through empathic attunement and a sense of
twinship, or belonging. Additionally, the adults
serving as selfobjects strived to be admirable to
the students, primarily by demonstrating their
capacity to handle the students’ strong feelings in a contained manner, without the adults
themselves falling apart. Young children require
selfobject experiences in the earliest stages of
life, as they develop their own self structures
(Ornstein, 2021).
Beyond our training in applying the
Healing the Self model, staff received weekly
training in psychodynamic and psychoanalytic theory. We read articles by McWilliams,
Ogden, Searles, Kohut, Ornstein and
Ornstein, Stern, Benjamin, Stolorow, Geist,
Herzog, Solms, and others. We attended the
12
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annual Lawrence E. Lifson, MD Conference
on Psychodynamic Psychotherapy offered
by Harvard Medical School continuing
education program. We attended lectures
presented by the Vermont Institute for
the Psychotherapies, such as Mark Solms’
(2019) “Dreams, Meaning, and Emotions:
Perspectives from Neuroscience and
Psychoanalysis.” Kris Bujarski, a behavioral
neurologist at the Geisel School of Medicine
at Dartmouth Medical School, lectured to
us on what is known about empathy in the
context of neuroscience. When the COVID
pandemic hit, we attended Zoom conferences
held by the William Alanson White Institute
of Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis and Psychology,
and we learned about teletherapy from Jill
Scharff, a psychiatrist and psychoanalyst who
researched the effectiveness of remote psychoanalysis. In short, we immersed ourselves
in psychodynamic theory and applied it to
our work with students.
In our weekly, half-day long, staff trainings, under the direction of William Ketterer,
we were trained specifically to understand
parallel process. That is, how we interact as
a staff directly filters to how the students
behave with each other. We challenged ourselves to be authentic with each other. At the
end of each day, we were allowed the opportunity of Freud’s “almost complete freedom,”
as described by Hustvedt (2012), to explore
strong feelings and emerging associations.
Staff needed not fear or deny our own responses to students’ behaviors because there
were opportunities to understand these responses. We were encouraged to voice our
countertransference reactions. If a staff member was angry with a student, maybe she was
“feeling” the student’s anger. The young children of the classroom often lacked the words
to express their feeling states, frustrations, or
longings, but the staff were able to metabolize
these feelings together and organize them
through the team processing experience. For
example, one staff member found herself enraged by a student’s behaviors. In an effort to
prevent unconsciously retaliating against the
student or withdrawing from him, she explored her anger with the team. Through that
process, with the team listening and being
curious with her, she realized her anger could
be a defense against her feelings of helplessness and inadequacy in the face of this child’s
struggles. Once she understood her countertransference, she forgave herself, her anger
dissipated, and she could again re-invest in
the child’s education. The student responded
and learned to read.
Following is a case example of a student in The Restorative Classroom. It
demonstrates how a psychodynamic approach in a public school assisted a student
in a near-catatonic depression. Our team
strived to take an empathic stance with a
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first-grade girl and metabolize her unconscious rage. To do this, we had to absorb
her feelings, and work as a close team resembling a functional family, which we
imagined this child longed for.
Classroom Vignette
Helen was a bright yet despondent
first grader who had been referred to The
Restorative Classroom due to behaving aggressively towards peers and teachers, not
completing schoolwork, and disrupting
learning for other students in the general
education setting. Not long after joining The
Restorative Classroom, Helen successfully met the academic expectations there, and
developed friendships with her classmates.
There were very few incidents of Helen behaving aggressively in our classroom. At

the end of the school year, Helen’s mother
abruptly moved, and Helen missed out on
our summer program. By all accounts, most
of Helen’s time that summer was spent alone,
watching YouTube late into the night.
The summer ended and Helen started
the school year at the public school in her
new town. It did not go well. On the first day
of school, Helen tore apart the classroom, she
threw books, flung chairs, and ripped posters off the walls. She refused to follow any
directions and would not talk to the other
children, let alone play with them. The new
school endured Helen’s rage and aggression
by allowing her to sit in a room with a staff
member and play games on an iPad. The
special educators and her teacher knew this
was not an acceptable plan for her education, so they reached out to the Restorative
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Classroom, where they knew she had been
successful the previous year.
Helen returned to us in a near-catatonic
state. She walked herself from the bus, which
she rode alone, to the classroom. Each day, she
plunked herself down in her two-sizes, too
small jacket refusing to talk to anyone, staring
blankly at a wall and not moving. Eventually,
after unsuccessfully trying to engage her, one
of the three staff members on our team asked
Helen to join us in one of the breakrooms (inside the classroom), so as to protect Helen’s
dignity. Helen shuffled into the breakroom,
a comfortable room with a large, soft bean
bag chair. Despite encouragement to join her
peers, sitting in the breakroom with a staff
member became her daily routine.
Helen was especially close to one staff
member, Mr. Woods. Mr. Woods had a stern,
yet caring presence in the classroom. Helen
had grown to trust him in the previous school
year. Mr. Woods expressed to the team that
he felt it was his duty to take on the intensity
that Helen brought to the classroom, to mitigate the disruption to the other staff and students. It quickly became evident that Helen’s
level of despair was too much for one person
to bear. Mr. Woods found himself despondent and depressed at the end of each day. It
seemed Mr. Woods felt as bad as we thought
Helen felt. After all, Helen was not there for
a 50-minute session, Helen was there for an
entire school day, five days a week.
The Restorative Classroom staff, Mr.
Woods, Ms. Robins, and I, formed a hypothesis. Helen’s intense despair and rage were
far too powerful for her to acknowledge, so
she fled from these strong feelings and presented in a depressed state. Sitting together
in the breakroom, Mr. Woods tacitly invited
Helen to share her intense feelings with him.
Metabolizing Helen’s feelings and the subsequent feelings invoked in him was all-consuming for him. As a team, we developed an
intervention. Each of us would sit with Helen
in twenty-minute shifts, on a strict schedule.
At the end of the day, the team would then
process our experiences. We wondered if
Helen needed us, the staff, to both provide
a selfobject function which allowed her to
re-establish relationships with the caring
adults in the Restorative Classroom and if
she longed to experience adults working together much like a functional family. We believed this could not be done by Mr. Woods
alone; the three of us had to do it together.
After a couple of weeks of taking turns
sitting in near silence with Helen, she eventually started to talk about what she was watching on YouTube. When she began to talk,
we as a team felt less and less overwhelmed.
Helen was coming back to life. After Helen
and the other students went home, we met
at the end of each day and continued to explore our feelings and responses to sitting
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with Helen. Our discussions allowed us the
opportunity to organize our experience and
attempt to make sense of it. We asked ourselves and each other why it was so hard to sit
with Helen. What was she asking us to do?
Were we up to the challenge? While we did
not come to definitive answers, our openness
to the process allowed room for us to sit with
Helen in uncertainty, without fear of our own
annihilation from her intense affect. Over
time, Helen slowly began to talk more and

more, and to ask what the other students were
doing. Though we continued to gently invite
Helen to join her peers, she would shake her
head no. But we sensed she was getting ready.
She began to smile and engage in reciprocal
conversation with the staff. After a couple of
weeks, she asked to join her peers for snack
and break times. We silently cheered!
Not long after, Helen showed up to
school talking, smiling, and ready for the
day. She had shed her two-sizes, too small
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jacket and joined the class. Helen completed
her reading, writing, and math activities, and
played with her friends in The Restorative
Classroom. This continued for the rest of
the school year. Helen’s depression lifted, she
engaged with her peers, and even became a
leader in the classroom.
Discussion
In striving to meet Helen’s needs without ourselves fragmenting, we operated on
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two levels simultaneously. On one level, we
held a sturdy frame for Helen, in that she was
allowed to feel her strong feelings of despair
and sit nearly silently for hours on end with
a caring adult, in the designated space of the
breakroom in a manner that protected her
dignity. As McWilliams (2004) explains, one
of the results of the therapist’s ability to hold
the frame is that the patient can then look
up to the therapist as an idealizable figure.
Therefore, by upholding the boundaries despite the demands of Helen’s affect and often
a feeling of disorganization, Helen could perceive that we had the capacity to withstand
her affect. This, then, created the opportunity
for us all to draw an organizing experience
out of the chaos. Operating on a parallel
plane, we, the team, were holding each other
to the strict rule that we must “switch out”
staff members every twenty minutes, regardless of the staff member “feeling fine.” I hypothesize that this rule enabled us to idealize
our capacity as a team to withstand Helen’s
suffering. We were not alone; together, we
would get through it. By doing this we replicated how loving parents take turns caring
for an infant.
Freud suggests that while the patient
(in this case a student) is encouraged to be
as honest as they can, the doctor (in this case
public school staff ) must “turn his own unconscious like a receptive organ towards the
transmitting unconscious of the patient”
(Freud and Gay, 1989, p.360). While Helen
was not expressing her feelings in words, she
was nonetheless sharing them with us. In
taking shifts with Helen, we were able to provide her our iteration of Freud’s “evenly-suspended attention” while being aware of our
own thoughts and feelings as they surfaced,
knowing that there was an end to the shift.
Sitting with her often consisted of sitting in
silence. We only spoke to Helen when invited to do so. Such an invitation often came in
the form of a grunt or head nod from Helen.
In the spirt of Malan (1979), we simply were
trying to sit with her and share her grief.
The boundaries and container of the
Restorative Classroom allowed Helen to
feel her feelings without acting on them. In
not pressuring Helen to talk or to participate with the other students, Mr. Woods,
Ms. Robins, and I were practicing restraint.
These two elements, boundaries and restraint,
were the boat that allowed the team to ride
the waves of intense feelings that Helen silently poured into us. The containment provided to her through this structure perhaps
gave Helen the strength to feel some of her
strong feelings and realize she would survive
them. She was not surviving them alone,
but rather in the presence of a caring other.
Interestingly, when Helen did begin to talk
to us again, it was in reference to her land of
escape, the iPad and YouTube videos.

Additionally, we continued to strive to
provide a selfobject-like function for Helen,
which was what we worked to do with the
students as part of the classroom milieu, via
the Healing the Self model. We attempted to
allow Helen to feel understood, through mirroring and empathic attunement. This empathic attunement was the tool that helped
us to sense into Helen’s experience, as best
we could. Over time, we wondered if practicing restraint with Helen, not pushing her
to speak or engage in class, yet accepting her
feelings as they washed over us, invited Helen
to feel a sense of belonging with us, the staff.
We were not asking Helen to do anything she
was not ready for, or to be anything other than
her authentic self. In so doing, our hope was
that she would feel accepted and welcome
and would eventually be ready to engage with
her peers, once again. By demonstrating our
capacity to feel her strong feelings with her,
without falling apart, Helen could begin to
see us as capable caregivers, idealizable adults
who could withstand her most distressing affects. With this time spent in the breakroom,
Helen could shore up her sense of self with
the adults before navigating the classroom
and peer interactions.
The waves of Helen’s rage and sadness
crashed against us. During processing time at
the end of the day, we discussed how frustrating, isolating, and helpless it felt to sit
with Helen in silence while she rambled on
about her favorite YouTubers. We processed
those feelings with each other which enabled
us to continue to follow Helen’s lead, without sinking too deeply into her despair. The
psychoanalytic playground inherent in our
process time offered us the opportunity to
acknowledge and honor our emerging countertransference. This provided the ballast that
protected us, enlivening the team as we continued along this journey with Helen.
After a time, Helen was fully participating with her peers and doing her work.
She was able to enter the classroom each
morning, hang up her new, puffy jacket with
a shiny zipper, and join the crew for breakfast. She no longer needed the two-sizes, too
small jacket to hold her together. Helen once
again belonged to the classroom.
Conclusion
Bringing psychoanalysis to schools is not
new. However, throughout public schools in
the United States, behavioral approaches are
viewed as the predominant evidence-based
standard for supporting students struggling
with social and emotional challenges. My
training and experience tell me there is more
to the story of working with suffering students, as do the recent meta-analyses of Nel
and Shedler. What is the too-small jacket we,
as practitioners, wrap ourselves in? What will
allow and empower schools to shed the jacket
15
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of behaviorist practices? Let Helen be our
teacher. She has shown us that a psychodynamic, psychoanalytic approach implemented
by public school staff can be transformative.
Just as Freud imagined in the early 20th century, the staff of the Restorative
Classroom were trained to think in a psychodynamic manner in our approach to
this work in a public institution. The staff
were invited to think about student behaviors differently than we had previously been
trained. Together, we explored the psychoanalytic playground of the classroom. Thus,
we brought a psychoanalytic perspective to a
public school. This perspective allowed access
to effective interventions and care, access that
these students, otherwise, would likely never
have been granted.
z
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Unheard Sounds of Slavery:The Birth of Jazz and the
Color Line in Psychoanalysis
Will PITTS

My parents socialized in the rooms
overlooking the park, amidst party glasses
clanking, with Handel’s Messiah playing overhead. I stayed in the back kitchen
with Yvonne, a dark-skinned Barbadian
woman who was my caregiver and still,
at eight years old, my most trusted companion. She regaled me with spicy stories
of her West Indian past while preparing
curry goat over the stove top. If White
music—Classical and Baroque styles-was the background to my family, Yvonne
listened to Black Gospel and other sounds
of a Christian voice. Influenced by both, I
eventually found jazz.
Head
There is classical psychoanalysis…and
then there is “all that jazz.” Psychoanalysis
and jazz grew up together, both birthed in the
late 1800s, but they occupied separate worlds.
If psychoanalysis was the province of White
European intellectuals, jazz belonged to the
Black American South. Like restauranteur
Paula Deen, who is said to profit off of Southern cooking—collard greens and black-eyed
peas—while reportedly treating her employees of color like second-class citizens, any interest in jazz by psychoanalysis risks exploiting a Black tradition if it does not address the
White dominance in its canon and corridors
(Duke, 2013). To couple psychoanalysis and
jazz is to celebrate and elevate the vitality, improvisation, creativity, and intuition of both.
But without understanding the historic association between jazz and psychoanalysis as
being, foremost, about race—its construction
and its influence—psychoanalysis cannot listen ethically to this art form—and its sounds
of slavery (Orange, 2019).
The very name, jazz, is derogatory. In
1918, the phrase “all that jazz” was coined
to mean “all that empty talk, rubbish, or rot”
(https://writingexplained.org/idiom-dictionary/and-all-that-jazz). Contemporary jazz
star Nicholas Payton (2014) prefers the genre
to be called, simply “Black American Music,” because jazz derives from the slang term
“jism” or “gism,” which the Historical Dictionary of American Slang dates to 1842 and
defines as “spirit; energy; spunk.” “Jism” also
connotes semen or sperm, an association that
still circulates.
Improvisation is notable in jazz, but
freedom and spontaneity also resound in the
White music of klezmer, which developed
in the United States in Yiddish populations
around the time of jazz, and bluegrass, which
grew out of English and Scottish traditional music in the 1930s in Appalachia. Before

music notation was fully developed, Renaissance and Baroque sounds depended heavily
on musicians improvising over a running bass
similar to jazz’s walking bass. So, by highlighting the improvisational nature of jazz, is
Blackness in bold relief ?
Originally a Black art form, jazz became
colorless between 1885 and the 1940s as
White interlopers of the Tin Pan Alley genre
slowly wiped the semen off of this Black music and made it fit for the consumption of
Broadway musicals and middle-class Whites.
For African American audiences of this period, however, jazz was sequestered to seedy
spaces such as brothels, which Billie Holiday
frequented as a little girl in order to hear the
forbidden sounds (Hari, 2015). Since the end
of Tin Pan Alley, jazz has grown in popularity and garnered broad respect, culminating in
the opening of the concert hall Jazz at Lincoln Center in a glass building in midtown
Manhattan in 2004. With Wynton Marsalis at the helm, jazz became fully canonized
within mainstream culture. During her life,
praise due to Holiday, who was stigmatized
and neglected as a Black artist, was bestowed
instead on George Gershwin’s (1935/1975)
high-brow minstrel show, filled with beggars
and drug dealers (Younge, 2006).
Jazz has never been colorless to African
Americans. LeRoi Jones (1963) asserts that
jazz evolved from the blues, which came from
field songs of African enslaved people. My
instructor in a jazz ensemble at Duke University, Paul Jeffrey, first loved classical music
and the clarinet, but he was warned early in
his career that he would never be allowed to
play in an orchestra. As a White performer,
Benny Goodman stole the light, so Jeffrey
switched to saxophone. Living legend Ron
Carter preferred to play the cello over bass as
a youth, but racism limited the purview of his
talent (Ouellette, 2014).
To understand the marginalization of
African American musicians alongside the
growing public interest in jazz, I turn to philosopher Kate Manne (2018), who offers a theory
of White melancholy. Borrowing from Judith
Butler’s (1995) creative play with gender melancholy, Manne argues that White people must
mourn their goodness as they ambivalently face
their implication in racism. As a philosopher,
however, Manne did not go further into the intrapsychic and interpersonal aspects of Butler’s
melancholy that might explain Whites’ fascination with jazz. Butler explains that our homophobic society makes it increasingly hard for
the child to develop an erotic attachment to the
same-sex parent. This causes the child to split
off these longings for their same-sex parent,
16
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leading to a dissociated state in the adult that
Butler calls the “never never” experience. We
“never” were able to erotically love our same-sex
parent, so we “never” lost them with the waning
of the Oedipal complex.
In a racist society, might the same be
said of Whites’ love for African American
caretakers and other close relations? Self
states that form and grow with their connection with African American figures are
labeled “Black” as the child is socialized in
this racist culture. The very self states that
helped the child bond start to conflict with
the dominant White cultural values, described by Jones and Okun (2001), as including perfectionism, defensiveness, worship of
the written word, paternalism, fear of open
conflict, splitting, and individuality. These
mandates do not jive with spontaneity, sensuality, risk taking, and creativity—all beloved
in jazz--and so they become “never” loved
as the child is forced to disavow these qualities. As the White child continues to benefit from privilege, the child feels that they
have “never” lost these self states and, therefore, suffer the “never never” melancholy that
Butler describes. But, as Freud (1917/1957)
first explained in his theory of melancholy,
something is felt to be deeply missing in
these conflicting identifications. The White
melancholic is unconsciously searching and
identifies with the life-affirming and generativity in jazz, but this White person, despite
a deep love for this music, can’t experience its
qualities in oneself.
Psychoanalyst Kathleen Pogue White
(2002) describes the effects of the “never,
never melancholy” in her work with a White
man with multiple Black identifications,
but she does not label her patient’s internal
conflicts as melancholy. She discusses racial “not-me’s” and wonders why the most
privileged of people—White middle and
upper class men—are also the most self-destructive. I would like to propose that their
suicidality is the cost of the “never never”
White melancholy.
When I met Sam, a bass player who
sought therapy to deal with soul-crushing
guilt related to his privilege, I immediately
identified with his conundrum. Like me, Sam
described growing up in an affluent White
family, who celebrated his achievements and
promoted charitable works as well as gratitude
for their good fortune in life. He was told that
if he worked hard enough, he could be anything he wanted to be. As he lamented the
neediness of his girlfriend, who, he claimed,
was desperately attached to him, I began to
question his storyline about his “happy and
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charmed” childhood; he reported, after all,
that as a child, he preferred to play alone in
his room day after day. In a moment of parallel
play with me, Sam shared a dream in which
he was various versions of himself in different colored skins. These versions fought to
the death while a White audience observed,
doing nothing to stop the violence. My mind
drifted to DiAngelo (2018), who discusses the
fear of ostracism felt by White people when
they share Black identifications with fellow
Whites. In this case, vulnerability and desperate attachment needs were projected onto versions of himself with multicolor skins that he
then had to fight. As these thoughts circulated
in me, Sam shared that he gives money freely
to homeless people because, as he put it, “Shit,
I do drugs too.” Finally, his White fragility was
on the table, making room for the less presentable parts of his childhood to emerge. Torn
between White rock ‘n roll and Black blues,
Sam sought a way out of his despair, and began to reckon with the hated and denied parts
of White melancholia; Pink Floyd saved him,
he’d say. Influenced by jazz, the blues, gospel,
and experimental French musique concrète, the
band croons,

Don’t accept that what’s happening,
Is just a case of others’ suffering
Or you’ll find that you’re joining in
The turning away (Pink Floyd, 1987)
The question of jazz invites psychoanalysis to keep turning toward the problem of
racism. Before constructivism and a two-person model, silent complicity, invalidation of
the real racist surround, and disavowed racial
missteps threatened to dominate analytic
studies. This history has shortchanged candidates in training and patients alike by not
taking into account African American culture and history. Even Freud himself did not
“discourage or prevent several early psychoanalysts from adopting his use of lower-order animals and the simplicity of children
to analogize and describe people of African
descent as primitive, simplistic, and not fully
actualized adult human beings” (Thomas &
Sillen in Powell, 1972). It behooves psychoanalysis to create a race-informed critique
of the field’s canon, but first, psychoanalysis
must recognize and grieve its history of dogma and exclusion. Freud’s rejection of Ferenczi is cited as a cause for Ferenczi’s rapid

decline in health; Jung is overlooked because
he dared to challenge Freud’s primacy of sex;
ego psychology silenced Klein because of her
battles with Anna Freud; Winnicott died
from a heart attack after he was eviscerated
for not using ego psychological language by
the New York Psychoanalytic Society.
The field’s violent suppression of new
ideas echoes the domination, submission, and
destruction in White myths from David and
Goliath to Isaac and Abraham, Jack and the
bean stalk, and Oedipus. Donald Moss (2016)
invites White people to consider whether this
violence is really an effort to deny and project
out shame. Is White culture equipped to handle shame? What are the arbitrary boundaries
that White people draw in order to carve out
their own shame and project it into the other?
Moss quotes Kafka’s (1919/2013) ape that can
speak to an academy:
When I come home late at night from
banquets, from scientific receptions, from
social gatherings, there sits waiting for
me a half-trained little chimpanzee and I
take comfort from her as apes do. By day I
cannot bear to see her; for she has the insane
look of the bewildered half-broken animal
in her eye; no one else sees it, but I do, and I
cannot bear it. (Kafka, 1919/2013)
The ape has achieved what many White
people seek, a certain kind of rich culture,
intellectual pursuits, and social status; yet he
confesses that he is miserable. He has learned
to talk, and he is eloquent, yet his words
are not enough to manage the shame of his
beastliness. The ape needs a more vulnerable
animal for comfort in his dominance, but
this comfort is fleeting, because the ape cannot feel recognized by either humans or the
chimp, enacting the paradox of recognition
(Benjamin, 1988). There is only one subject
in this tale: the miserable and lonely ape.
Speaking truth to power is risky for a
person of color, who is burdened with contributing a race-conscious perspective to psychoanalysis or feeling alienated by the nonrecognition of racist culture in our theories
of the developing mind. Now, alongside the
Black psychoanalysts who are speaking about
race (e.g., J. Jama Adams, Anton Hart, Dorothy Holmes, Kirkland Vaughans, and Annie
Lee Jones), White psychoanalysts must continue to share the load by listening, learning,
and analyzing White fragility and other psychological impediments to undoing the racism that permeates our field.
Bridge
In The Musical Edge of Therapeutic Dialogue (2000), Knoblauch describes two examples of gender and race-related improvisational failures; in each instance, his call and
response as a White male misses the other. In
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the first case, a White female patient is playing with freedom and exhibitionism, and, in
his effort to support this developmental striving, Knoblauch exclaims that he can imagine
how beautiful she must be running along the
beach. The patient feels the surveying eyes of
White patriarchy and crumbles. In the second case, the analyst chooses to speak in the
rich tones of gospel and blues while working
with an African American woman, who hears
herself through White ears, and stops him. In
both examples, the analyst identifies with the
patients’ aggressors, shedding light on the
limitations of Winnicottian ideas of play.
Before D. W. Winnicott coined the true
and false self in 1960 to describe adaptations
to an impinging culture, W. E. B. DuBois
(1903) understood double consciousness as
a “gift of second sight.” Creating a kind of
façade, oppressed people attune to the oppressor, Dubois understood, allowing Black
people to create a racial false self. Adaptation
to dominant White culture and a thick skin
to deal with microaggressions are essential to
the very survival of Black people, who must
depend on the ability to mentalize White
minds. Through satire and horror movie
tropes, “Get Out” ( Jordan Peele, 2017), examines the violence in this racial adaptation.
In the film, contemporary White people buy
unconsenting Blacks so these Whites can
surgically implant their brains into them.
Winnicott’s mother/baby unit does not
account for the severe environmental impingements that DuBois is describing. The
debate on the interpersonal needs of “the
baby” is not new in psychoanalysis, but this
debate has historically centered on nature
versus nurture, attachment, temperament,
developmental arrest, regression, and “depth”
of interpretation, whether at the level of infantile or contemporary dynamics (Mitchell,
1988). Environmental impingement has very
different meanings for Black and White babies. Racial difference of the mother/baby
unit requires an intersectional view of, for instance, enslaved mothers whose babies were
stolen and sold for the profit of the White
enslaver. Transitional phenomena, symbolization, annihilation anxiety, and separation and
individuation, too, mean something different
to a White caregiver relative than to a parent
of color, who has every reason to believe that
a Black child will be at the mercy of White
people who “are trapped in a history they do
not understand” (Baldwin, 2017).
Harvard scholar Henry Louis Gates
(1988) offers a model for holding shame and
playing with aggression and power in the African myth of the monkey, the lion, and the
elephant in The Signifying Monkey. This monkey can already talk, but unlike Kafka’s ape, he
seems content with his meek status in the food
chain. The African monkey myth taught enslaved people to play in the face of danger and

helped them to survive appalling degradation.
Just as the monkey switches symbols and talks
in indirect ways to fool and mock the lion, the
spiritual about Moses turns into the plea for
the emancipation of Africans. Disguised as
a song, “Follow the Drinking Gourd” guides
runaway people to follow the North Star into
Canada. This play with power and competition
shows up in jazz, as musician Mezz Mezzrow
(Mezzrow & Wolfe, 1946) explains:
Through all these friendly but lively competitions you could see the Negro’s
appreciation of real talent and merit, his
demand for fair play, and his ardor for the
best man wins . . . these battles have helped
to produce some of the race’s greatest musicians. (Mezzrow & Wolfe, 1946)
Signifyin(g) allows people to be free to play
in irreverent ways and to “snap” on the people
who are keeping them down. Despite the verbal
hell the monkey gives the lion, the lion always
lets him go. Consistent with Benjamin’s (1988)
assertion that the powerful need the powerless
for recognition, the lion acknowledges his need
for the monkey’s recognition. To use Benjamin’s idea of master/slave dynamics, this slave
isn’t fully degraded into an object without any
subjectivity. The monkey’s harsh insults both
recognize the lion’s subjectivity, but also retain
a healthy part of the monkey’s subjectivity. This
myth turns our current ideas about “marking”
(i.e., when caregivers include some of their own
subjectivity as they mirror the child’s mind) on
its head, because the “marking” comes from the
vulnerable member of the pair, not the caregiver. This is a myth about interdependence and
triangulation that is vitalizing, not murderous
and shame-filled like classical interpretations of
Oedipal dynamics. The lion remains king of the
jungle even when the monkey makes an ass of
him. Despite overt aggression, no one member
must absorb all of it. The elephant does not usually get involved, but it can break up the intense
projective identification being traded back and
forth between the monkey and the lion. Jazz
musicians “mark” the melody with each solo
and often “mark” each other as they toss musical
phrases back and forth.
Head
In my first year of training, Jose entered the
room, eased himself onto the couch, lounged
back, stretched his arms across the back, and
took many beats while he collected his thoughts.
Tall and dark-skinned with high, wide cheekbones, full lips, and a bright smile, he set a scene
as if appearing on a stage, sitting with poise, and
commanding attention. Jose proudly shared
that he was from the Dominican Republic, not
the United States, and had not, he declared, suffered under racism. He assured both of us that
when people—to which we both assumed he
meant White people—seem uncomfortable in
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his presence, he smiles his majestic smile and
invokes his Dominican identity, separating
himself from an African American legacy of
enslavement. As he ably shared his inner world
with me, I felt at ease with his adaptability in
the White world, but as our therapeutic alliance strengthened, Jose began to drop this false
self and to share raw truths I had never before
heard uttered. It was excruciating to hear the
sounds of slavery as he described micro-aggressions that occurred on the street and at work;
even his girlfriend’s parents ran a background
check on him before allowing their relationship.
Without the label of racism, I could not point
to the other White racists and distance myself,
so I, too, was stripped of the defenses of denial
and minimization used by Whites to cope with
the reality of an unfair playing field (DiAngelo,
2018). As Jose revisited the beatings from his
parents, he referred to himself as “an elephant in
a cage” who was stolen from his native country.
I was forced to sit in my impotence and watch
the suffering of a human whose moral defense and self-attacks enabled him to disavow
and swallow racist projections, fed to him by
his own parents. Now I felt my “never never”
identification with the enslaved. To disavow the
White patriarch, I needed to become the great
White savior, more for my own “never never”
identification than any need expressed by Jose.
Jose smiled and shrugged. “That’s just how they
did it back in the day,” he would say. “My parents didn’t know any better.”
White (2002) describes the therapeutic
necessity of helping victims of racism see craziness and hate in the outside racist environment—to lessen the burden on the victim. Jose
did not see himself as a victim, despite the clear
damage exacted on his sense of himself; his
seething rage unsettled me regularly for hours
after session. Then, Jose began talking about his
distant aunt from Portugal with blonde hair and
green eyes. Hoping I could begin to talk about
his identification with Whiteness, I queried if
he knew anything about his enslaved relatives.
He smiled and said, “No, there never was slavery in the Dominican Republic.” My head began to spin. I desperately needed to start talking
about race.
“But Haiti is part of the same island,”
I barely stammered. “There was slavery in
Haiti, so of course there was slavery in the
Dominican Republic,” I forcefully contended.
Jose’s smile stiffened. I anxiously continued, having just visited the Dominican
Republic and absorbed Junot Diaz’s (2007)
stories of corruption and racial categories in a
politically fraught country, “Your government
has historically denied slavery, hasn’t it?” I had
challenged his disidentification with African
Americans, and now he was looking at me
with disbelief. Hoping to transfer the anxiety
off of me and back to Jose, disavowing my own
race and not thinking of how it might sound
off of my White tongue, I asked, “How do you
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explain your African features?” inadvertently
interpolating him in my effort to help him. I
did not fully grasp the deep insult I was delivering in associating my patient with enslaved
people. I had just subjected Jose to the shame
Franz Fanon (1952) describes when an individual realizes that only his mask is White, and
it does not conceal the Black skin subjected to
the White’s hateful glare.
Jose was stunned and silenced by my
question. I realized that my question was
provocative to Jose, who needed to disavow any
association with vulnerability. Looking for the
therapeutic opportunity to be honest with our
patients and improvise ourselves out of these
clinical jams, I flashed to jazz icon Miles Davis’ first sextet, which included the greats Cannonball Adderly and John Coltrane. Adderly
reported that he and Miles would listen to the
intense chord snarls that Coltrane would intentionally put himself into and then marvel
at how the hell he got out of them (Griffin
& Washington, 2008). I learned the hard way,
though, that few have the “chops” of Coltrane.
There could be no truth and reconciliation
between Jose and me so long as his defense
against racism denied his African ancestry—
and when I could not own my racial anxieties,
my need to recognize the racial difference in
the room. In retrospect, through a signifyin(g),
lens, I might have been able to play with the
symbols of animal and captor. Had I understood my various “never never” identifications,
I might have been better able to metabolize my
shame and rage. My racial countertransference
was too hard for me to improvise on without
more theory to ground me. I had thrust him out
on stage, naked in his Black skin, in the glare of
the White light. My “never never” identification
with my White Southern ancestry who denies
slave ownership and his complementary “never
never” identification with the enslaved had created an irreconcilable impasse.
Unlike Jose, 32-year-old Alba came to
therapy with knowledge that some of her
ancestors were enslaved, and now her conflicting identifications were interfering with
her vitality. She wore shapeless, mismatched
clothes that concealed her curves, kept her
head down, and spoke softly, despite speaking
English well and being a lawyer in her former
life in Puerto Rico. After living in New York
City for two years, she shared that she felt
invisible. As we worked together, however, it
started to become clear that her feeling of invisibility was also a wish to fit into the racist
dynamics in the United States. She explained
that back home, she was surrounded by people who looked similar to her, but here, she
felt a judgement and scorn she had never experienced. In one session, she angrily relayed
that her acting coach had recommended that
she join a Latin American theater group.
When I agreed, she glared at me and said,
“What? Is that how you see me? A Latina?”

I was surprised, but felt we had a good
relationship, so I tried, “Yes?...Is that bad?”
“Ugh! You’re just like the rest of them!
Fucking people from the States!” I wasn’t sure
what to do with that one, so I followed her
tactic and became invisible. Alba didn’t talk
about this impasse for awhile, and I didn’t revisit either, until a few months later, she started talking about hating reggaeton, a mix of
salsa, hip hop, and reggae from Puerto Rico
and Panama, which she claims degrades women. Hearing the African beat of three against
two in my head, I tried my best to dance in
my chair. I inquired about her look of surprise.
“You know it.” I nodded, we engaged in an enlivened conversation about San Juan, and I felt
the Caribbean wind on the Malecone. A few
weeks passed, and then she shared that she was
focusing her hatred on some parts of Latin
culture; she was beginning to make conscious
her “never never” identifications.
Now, when Alba talks about her fear of
childhood neighbors who practiced Santería, a
mash up of Catholicism and Yoruba beliefs, I
can affirm her feelings, but also wonder at the
mysticism of this “Dark” art. As she sees her
identifications with aggressors and documents
how Catholicism has repressed what she longs
to feel, her harsh super ego that is plagued by
the “never never” identification with the enslaved softens. Recently, she came to session
radiant, free in her body, and joyful. As the session was drawing to a close, I shared with her
my great joy in “playing” together, a nod to her
developmental strivings; she smiled proudly, got up to go, and, hand on the doorknob,
she turned to me in a sassy way and said, “You
know, Reggaeton isn’t so bad…. It feels good!”
To listen to jazz is to expect surprises and
twists, but there is always a grounding pulse
and bass. New theories that acknowledge slavery and its contemporary fallout are needed to
create a multicultural transitional space that is
not exclusively White. Like rock ‘n roll, which
has survived by changing with the times (Aron,
2015), the burden is on psychoanalysis to own
its racism. Racial integration in our field is
essential, “[i]n order that someday on American soil two (and more) world-races may give
each . . . those characteristics both (all) so sadly
lack”(DuBois, 1903, p.7, parenthetical words
added). As my patient Jose expressed, “An elephant is in the cage,” stolen from another country, and it is most definitely in the room.
Outro

As a child, I lay on the couch and
drifted with the driving rhythm and dense
interplay of the music lines of Bach on
the stereo speakers above. In high school, I
found the blues through White bands like
The Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin,
but by college, my taste veered toward my
greatest love, jazz. I sought out the sounds
of a less structured and more spontaneous,
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expansive voice in New York City in the
early 1990s. The Village Vanguard, Minton’s, Cleopatra’s Needle, Small’s were my
destinations and my redemption. Listening and riffing to the sounds of jazz,
I found a harmonious creativity I had
longed for, and lost.
At my father’s memorial in 2018,
a gospel baritone projected “I’ll fly away”
(1929) from the balcony, as Yvonne held my
little boy sadness. She needed a hug too, as we
had both loved my father and felt at the mercy of his whims. Jazz will forever be a home
for both of my racial identifications.
z
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Our Discordant and Enchanting Emotional Life
Escaping work demands one evening during the pandemic, I searched for
“mind-abandonment” and turned to a movie
on Netflix. It was the new flick The Life Ahead
(2020), starring Sophia Loren, directed by
her son Eduardo Ponti, and adapted from
Romain Gary’s La vie devant soi (written as
Émile Ajar, 1975). This experience demonstrated to me how we can never fully abandon
our psychoanalytic propensities; they bubble
up and pervade our minds. As I watched,
frissons of excitement erupted as theoretical
ideas; thoughts of transference; repetition
compulsion; qualities of Erlebnis (emotional
experience) and its complement, non-verbal
communication; and attachment security
coursed through my mind. I will engage with
these issues later in this paper.
Sophia Loren, that luscious, sexy, exuberant actress, had not made a film for many
years. Now much older, she was waiting for the
right scenario to challenge her. The Life Ahead
is a story about significant trauma and loss.
As a dramatic, spectacular thespian she transforms a familiar plot with creative intensity
into a heart-wrenching saga. She is Madame
Rosa, acting in the role of an aging survivor of
Auschwitz, who was subject to painful, horrendous medical experimentations, which left
her seriously traumatized. As she ages, during
the film, there is additional mental and physical deterioration. She frequently is found dissociated, with loss of consciousness, and unaware of her circumstances. She is lost in her
interior world of great threat, anxiety, and fear.
When she feels this danger rising within her,
she retreats to a basement room in which she
seeks comfort and safety. She is a formidable
actress. Her face and body often communicate
her stress as well as her tender caring.
Momo (played by Ibrahima Gueye), a
young Senegalese boy, has been brought to
her by the now old, yet kindly, psychologically minded physician who can no longer care
for him. Momo lost his mother at six years of
age. She no longer wanted to engage in prostitution and was killed by his father for this
decision, and the father’s crime resulted in his
imprisonment. Momo is brought to Madame
Rosa’s child-care center, in which she looks after prostitutes’ children. The doctor hopes that
she will provide authority and shelter for him.
Momo witnessing his mother’s beating
and murder left him seriously traumatized.
He is a desperately angry young boy, wily
and willful, suspicious of others, quick with
ornery challenges and spiteful rebelliousness
against adults who try to help him. This pattern of defiance was compulsively repeated
with caring others.
His retaliative physical cruelty led his to
being “kicked out of school,” never to return.

Outwardly, he presents himself as an independent loner, who doesn’t need others, who has
learned to survive through using his alert and
cagey street smarts. He is a petty thief who
steals from hapless people, including Madame
Rosa. He has wrangled a position as a drug
dealer, and he builds his lucrative business by
shrewdly sizing up potential customers.
Madame Rosa does not want to care for
a boy who is a thief. He has stolen candelabra
from her, which she counted on to pay her
rent. She recognizes him as insolent, rebellious, and defiant. He does not want her care,
discipline, or control. They are matched in
their antagonism and hatred. She needs the
money provided for his care, and he needs her
protection from social services, which will remove him from drug dealing.
There are many hostile challenges between them, and yet their intuitive need for
each other begins to grow. Momo witnessed a
softer side of Madame Rosa when she smiled
and danced. Momo had artistic talent, and she
recognized it and remembered her own faint
artistic desires. After a long period, a mother
came for her son, another young boy boarder
in Madame Rosa’s care center. When the child
and mother left, Momo hid his depressed and
forsaken feelings. Madame Rosa, with similar perceptive feelings, sat near him; his hand
slowly moved to hers, and quietly, his fingers
entwined with hers. This reflected a feeling
state that developed between them (Erlebnis).
Momo watched and discovered her retreat to
her sanctuary, and she let him stay with her.
In a tender, loving moment between them,
Madame Rosa got Momo to swear he will
never allow her to return to a hospital, which
for her meant Auschwitz experimentation
again. When her mental and physical state seriously deteriorated, she was hospitalized.
In a harrowing scene of secret escape, he
retrieved her from her hospital bed, placed
her in a wheelchair, and, on foot, pushed her
through the agonizingly long, exhausting trip
back to her basement hideaway, where even
the searching police did not find her. Momo
tenderly nursed and attempted feeding her.
She was dying. The funeral group consisted
of the various people who were involved and
cared for the survival and growth of both of
them. The lioness fantasy, which often engaged him, now is Momo’s distant friend.
Defense and Reparative Fantasy in Each
When Madame Rosa experienced her
traumatically confused state, she fled to hide
in a small, dark, basement room. When she
was frightened in the concentration camp,
she retreated to secreting herself under the
floorboards of her barrack. The overwhelming anxiety of violence and destruction that
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existed in the camp led her to defensively
encase herself within this refuge. Her withdrawal provided a fantasy illusion of safety
and protection against annihilation.
Unconsciously, Momo may connect her
survival in that room to a frequent, reparative
fantasy of his own. When he was distressed,
feeling alone, rejected, and forsaken, he had
recourse to the following fantasy: He saw a
large, powerful, seemingly scary lioness, who
slowly moved toward him, and then he and
the lioness tussled and played together as the
lioness licked his face with love and care.
Momo frequently reverted to this
life-affirming lioness fantasy. It was an attempt at achieving safety and self-healing.
Although he was an angry, disrespectful,
and harshly disobedient boy, his fantasy
life didn’t reflect violence or vengefulness.

He saw a large,
powerful, seemingly
scary lioness, who
slowly moved
toward him, and
then he and the
lioness tussled and
played together as
the lioness licked
his face with love
and care.
Rather, it was a longing, desirous fantasy of
playful smiles, kisses, and tender care. The
lioness was not only caring, but was protective and powerful, an important feature
of this fantasy. The fact that he could call
up this wishful experience was based on a
good, loving connection with his mother
through the first six years of his life. That
period of his life, he communicated, was his
best. He remembered his mother smiling,
laughing, and dancing, never angry. Yet his
cruel, external existence could not support
a transformation based on a symbolizing
fantasy. He needed the action of a healing
experience. What occurred were non-verbal
interactions, which captured the non-traumatic healing skirmishes, as well as a good,
caring other. He found both when gradually
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interacting with Madame Rosa. They needed one another and mutually benefited.
Were we focused, when we first met
Momo, on his anti-social behavior, his conduct disorder, and his delinquency during his
middle and pre-adolescent years, we might
have predicted early and serious neglect or
harsh treatment, which can explain oppositional and aggressive behavior later on. A
number of studies support this analysis (Eron
& Huesmann, 1990; Patterson et al., 1991;
Patterson & Dishion, 1988). However, what
is missing from this viewpoint is the understanding of the attachment system and how
early secure attachment with an attentive,
loving, and responsive mother (a good, powerful lioness) can slowly transform a traumatic experience when a new caring person
is available. Initial procedural experiences
and memories of affective attunement can be
emotionally retrieved and, in current action,
can lead to a transformation.
By contrast, the development of insecure attachments, especially disorganized
ones, arises within repeated, maladaptive,
misattuned interconnections. This leads to
an inability to maintain effective self and
self-other regulation. Whereas this is an occurrence that can develop within the first 18
months of life, it is clear that a later traumatic
experience can also produce significant dysregulation. Thus, Madame Rosa experienced
a post-traumatic disorder after Auschwitz.
She disappeared from her world of horror
and entered a trance. It may have begun as an
attempt to anesthetize herself from the dread
and pain of experimental victimization.
Momo’s own shocking witnessing left
him unable to moderate his and Madame
Rosa’s dysregulation when confronted by her
chaotic disorganization. When overstimulated emotionally, a visceral, pre-verbal condition emerged. Only action was available to
him. One day, Momo discovered Madame
Rosa unconscious, in an intractable stupor.
Similar to Tronick’s (2007) “still-face mother” and her young baby, the mother’s non-responsiveness makes the baby frantic, trying to
enliven and normalize the mother’s responsiveness. Momo was distraught, and in a turbulent, frenzied state, he worked to revive her.
Unconsciously, it may have stirred emotional
resonance with his brutalized dead mother
when he found her beaten to death.
Madame Rosa finds Momo a part-time
position with a kindly shopkeeper who tells
him an attachment story similar to his own,
Victor Hugo’s (1862) Les Misérables. It is
a narrative about a thief, jailed many years
for stealing a loaf of bread to feed his family. Although finally freed, a great deal of
bitterness, resentment, and anger pervades
Valjean. He eventually finds food and shelter
with a compassionate bishop. When Valjean
seizes an opportunity to steal from the bishop

and achieve some wealth, he is again caught
and potentially re-imprisoned. The bishop forgives him and saves him from prison. Valjean’s
recognition of the bishop’s sympathetic kindheartedness and care of him transforms him.
The issue of insight (Wissen) versus emotional experience (Erlebnis) has a lengthy history in philosophy as well as psychoanalysis,
starting with Freud versus Ferenczi. Whereas
both are important for successful analytic
work, here I am attending to what may be
more effective for those suffering from severe
traumatic experiences. Insight early in treatment may not be tolerated, and thus my focus
on emotional interactions in this short review.
Franz Alexander (Alexander & French,
1946), a traditional analyst, revived the above
debate with his emphasis on a different
emotional experience than the traditional
view. That is, traditionally, the emphasis was
on the recognition of the repetitive, unconscious, transferential conflict and its insight
for the patient. Alexander wanted a different
transference relationship, one that offered a
“corrective emotional experience,” the kind
of emotional connection that could master
traumatic conflict and present a new adaptation to life. It is the kind of interconnected
action, experience, and empathy that characterized both the bishop’s relationship to
Valjean and Madame Rosa’s relationship to
Momo. In both instances, trust and a deeply
caring interaction transformed the victims.
As Freud has remarked, a cure through love
has occurred.
Many classical analysts were opposed to
Alexander’s position and stated that it was a
manipulation of the transference. Alexander
was suggesting that the analyst should induce
a different transference experience for the patient based on the needs of the patient. He
maintained that an emotional recognition of
the patient’s plight, rather than an emphasis
on the patient’s psychic contributions, would
be transformative.
Although Kohut (1977) was an analyst in the classical mold, he too began to
rethink the nature of transference, first with
those suffering from narcissistic issues and
subsequently for all patients who had neurotic conflict. Kohut maintained that a fragile self-organization existed within those
who suffer from severe narcissistic problems.
They needed a self-object, an analyst, who
through empathic immersion in the patient’s
experience could understand and communicate the phase inappropriate responses of
parental figures that led to a self-disorder.
Transferentially, Kohut was emphasizing a
different emotional alliance between the analyst and patient, one that could lead to greater
patient trust and security, akin to a positive
attachment. This kind of emotional empathy,
the slow identification with the more understanding analyst rather than the interpreting
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one, would lead to transformation or, in
Kohut’s terms, “transmuting internalizations”
within the patient.
Increasingly among European and
American analysts, there is recognition of the
significance of pre-verbal, pre-symbolic emotional experiences stored in implicit memory and procedural interactions that lead to
transformations in the patient and analyst. In
this paper, I cannot do justice to the many
who have illuminated this position; Craparo
and Mucci (2017) edited a book that gathers
together analysts who theorize and employ
clinical descriptions to illuminate this view.
The Boston Process of Change Group (2010),
for example, describes how “something more
than interpretation leads to change.” They focus on “implicit relational knowing that occurs intersubjectively which leads non-consciously to news ways of knowing and being.”
Similarly, Reis (2020) describes unrecognized processes, experiences of analyst and
patient being together, a non-reflective intersubjective emotional state that develops and
enhances change. Although not abandoning
insight, his focus is on the experiential features of analysis, not insight but Erlebnis.
I am not emphasizing a two-phase approach to psychodynamic treatment. Rather,
with patients who have suffered serious trauma in their lives, often insight doesn’t initially
work. It is experienced as emotionally empty
and futile to the patient. However, my stress
is on the continued dynamic need for the empathic understanding of patient-analyst interactions. Insight is a powerful tool that can
offer dramatic knowledge and change as well,
and, when possible, should accompany the
patient during the course of the treatment.
Both features are essential.
z
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Indifference and the Possibility of an Interior Life
I walk every morning—no matter
the weather. I’ve done this for the past 30
years. In the last seven, I’ve been joined by
a sweet companion, Smush, a seven-pound
Brussels Griffon.
I’m out of bed by 5 AM. Smush soon
follows me into the living room and kitchen.
I close the bedroom door, so Alan isn’t awakened. I boil hot water for my tea, measuring
one teaspoon of Chinese green tea. While
steeping, I stretch. Sipping my tea on the
couch, I listen to BBC or some newsy podcast like “On the Media” or “Inside Story.”
Between 5:30 and 6, we’re out the door.
Lately, I don’t use a leash. Over the years,
I’ve learned to trust Smush in the early morning. The sidewalks and streets of my Upper
West Side New York neighborhood are quiet
and emptied of people and vehicles. Quickly,
we arrive at Riverside Park. After I’m cremated (I’m 72), I want my ashes dispersed in the
park. Ditto for Smush (7). These days, even before Covid, my thoughts often turn to endings.
l l l
My mother died when I was seven or
maybe eight. After two long-term analyses,
I have just one memory: her vomiting in the
bedroom toilet. I watched but don’t recall
saying a word to her or anyone else.
Sadly, I grew up and still feel that I’ve
never had a mother. She’s not, and has never been, a felt-presence in my inner life, at
least in ways that I’m aware of. Looking at
her photos, she’s so full of life. Her sister and
brother described her as vivacious and much
in love with my dad and her two sons. Still,
she was and is a stranger to me.
In the immediate aftermath of her death,
I thought, “Now I’m free.” I never privately grieved. Dad, Michael, and I never talked
about her. It was like she never existed. I’ve
lived with a vague sense of an absence that, at
times, has felt as if I’m bearing a heavy weight.
After she died, my father was a faint
presence. Whether he was alive to me before,
I don’t know. No memories. He had an inviting way—soft spoken, smiley, a warm persona. He drew you into his life but only to orbit
around the edges; the surface could never be
penetrated. Not a bad man but being a single
parent of two young boys was not something
he bargained for; nor was he emotionally
equipped. A tender and nurturing manner
was not his thing. But then, he was hardly home. He worked from 7 AM to 7 PM,
golfed on weekends, and there were regular
junkets to Las Vegas. Even when home, he
was a shadowy figure. Anticipating his return
from work, I would wait at the front door;
he’d say hello, reassure me everything was
OK, then retire to his bedroom. Michael and
I were on our own.

Four years older, Michael rarely took notice of me. I cannot remember a single time
he showed any interest. I have one tender
memory: riding on the handlebars of his bike
to the pet store. Michael exited the family in
favor of a world of reptiles and amphibians.
In the basement, he created an alternative
world of turtles, frogs, salamanders, and especially snakes. It didn’t include me.
I turned to friends, but never trusted
them enough to risk being really known. They
distracted me from anxieties of being utterly
untethered and alone. I wanted so much to be
seen and belong but hadn’t a clue who I was.
I was unable to take refuge inside myself.
I couldn’t sit with uncomfortable feelings or
thoughts; I could barely tolerate being aware
of my longings to matter to someone. It was
just too unsafe. I was too anxious to ease into
myself. Instead, I kept busy. If not hanging
out with friends, I played “dice baseball,” billiards, or pitched a rubber ball against the garage door pretending to be a big-league player.
Mostly though, I rode my bike, daily and often
for hours. I didn’t realize at the time, but in the
sheer movement of my body, I was discovering
a sense of inner security and well-being. If my
inner world and emotional ties to family and
friends were too fraught, my body and the geography of the neighborhood began to anchor
me and serve as a “home” of sorts.
Looking back, I was fortunate in a way
I didn’t understand at the time. When I was
four or five, we moved from Brooklyn to a new
house in North Bellmore, Long Island. The
house, literally its physical structure and stylized
interior, became a home, a place of safety and
belonging. My mother fashioned its skeletal
frame into a domestic sanctuary. Every surface
was painted, carpeted, shelved, wallpapered, and
fitted with wood and mirror wall units; the furniture was stylish and comfy, signaling her arrival in the new suburban middle class. She may
have been doing what many suburban women
of the 1950s believed they were supposed to do;
yet perhaps she too needed a refuge in this new
world she was a part of. In any event, I found a
home in the curated space of the house, if not
in its emotional life. Also, I like to think I absorbed something of her love through my intense attachment to the very space she put so
much of herself into. She made it possible for
me to feel I could belong somewhere, be a part
of something larger than myself. I’m grateful.
My immediate and adjacent neighborhoods felt like extensions of my home. These
were newly formed suburban developments;
through most of my childhood, however,
there was still undeveloped land surrounding
our house. Another past lingered in the present. I remember a small farm with chickens
at one end of the block; at the other end was
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a field of hills and dirt mounds stretching, it
seemed, for miles. I’d spend hours wandering,
often stopping to watch ants scramble about
in their communal life. It was quiet, and
nothing else seemed to much matter.
I knew most of the neighbors. Many had
kids my age; some socialized with my parents;
others I would see time and again as they
fussed with their lawns or played with their
kids. I rode my bike through the streets for
hours, weaving in and out of neighborhoods,
pedaling to the stores or to the elementary
school where kids played baseball, football, or
basketball, or just hung out. I felt a part of it
all, the houses, lawns, fields, schoolyard, and
the kids playing in the streets or yards. I was
safe and alive gliding through these familiar
spaces. In such moments, the world felt inviting; I was a part of it, as it was a part of me.
I’ve come to have similar feelings in
the urban landscape of my Upper West Side
neighborhood. It’s mostly late 19th and
early 20th century brownstones and apartment buildings presenting an inviting mix
of styles—Art Deco, Italianate, Flemish,
but also Beaux-Arts. The horizontal character, layered and textured surfaces, subtle
and modest elegance along with the playful
diversity of styles and warm colors and understated monumentalism of many of the
neighborhood buildings, even its grand ones
(e.g., the Apthorp, Astor, Belnord, Dakota),
comfortably embed me in this milieu. The
built landscape of the Upper West Side feels
suffused with an ethos of ethical and aesthetic uplift. It’s a world I feel a part of.
l l l
As we cross Riverside Drive into the
park, it’s barely light. In several hours, at least
in the summer, this part of the park will be
crowded with kids rollicking in the playground, teens and adults playing basketball,
soccer, or chess, while families, friends, and
lovers picnic or just gather together. Everpresent are the dog walkers, joggers, and bikers sharing the space with pigeons, squirrels,
and all manner of birds. It’s a sweet space,
with its rock walls, stretches of more or less
well-kept lawns, and a string of benches
where old and young read, eat, observe, soak
up the sun, or just drift in their solitude.
Most mornings, it’s just Smush and I.
We’re together but also in our own worlds.
Smush’s a scavenger; she walks with her nose
to the ground, losing herself in scent-drenched
surfaces; she’s always on the lookout for food
scraps. I too am pressed into my body—walking, doing leg lunges, arm stretches, and occasional bench-assisted pushups. It’s as if I’ve surrendered to the muscular eroticism of my body.
Every few seconds, Smush or I look about to
make sure the other is nearby.
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The park is like our backyard; we’re at
home here. It’s rare I feel so fully in the here
and now—in a flow between the inside and
outside. Still, as seasons change and as this or
that tree is felled or succumbs to decay or a
storm, or as I pass a dead rat, squirrel, or bird or
notice bodies, humans or otherwise, that bear
the ordeal of age or illness, a sadness descends.
Mostly, I’m in a state of sweet melancholy.
After a few minutes, we cross 79th
Street into the part of the park we’ll spend
the next hour or so. It’s a place to stroll leisurely or walk fast-paced, jog, bike, or just
sit observing others and the subtle mix of
curated nature and built space. The centerpiece is the promenade with the Hudson
River (and views of New Jersey) to the west
and the historic buildings of Riverside Drive
to the east. Benches, shrubs, trees, and paved
and dirt paths on both sides of the promenade as well as a community garden and a
crab apple grove between roughly 79th and
95th Streets create an embracing and calming ambience. My body coasts, or so it seems;
perceptions shift, seemingly without purpose.
Momentarily, I may be captured by the architectural elegance or oddity of a tree or
the grace of a runner’s stride or the muscular
thighs of a nearby walker. Thoughts enter and
exit; they just seem to happen. I like the person I am in these moments.
Smush and I are no longer alone.
Walkers, often with dogs, but also joggers and
bikers, mostly alone, share the park. Smush
and I don’t mix. She would if I encouraged
it. An inviting gesture prompts a full-throttle
play-seduction mode. Me, I long for nothing
more than solitude with my quiet companion.
Sustaining solitude isn’t easy. I encounter many of the same people day after day,
some for years. We pass just feet apart. I face
some choices: do I exchange greetings? and,
if I initiate or respond to a greeting, I assume
this will establish expectations for the future.
Then too, greetings risk “engagement.” The
latter implies potentially personalizing the
exchange, thereby accepting some relational
expectations and obligations.
In choosing not to greet or engage, I
struggle with guilt. Am I hurting or shaming
the other, perhaps denying a need or wish to
be acknowledged and to feel safe and connected through some ritual of explicit mutual
recognition? Can I trust the other to be OK
with whatever discomfit or momentary stress
my behavior might prompt—and to not retaliate in a threatening manner? The volume
of these concerns increases when the other
is a woman or non-white. Is my detachment
experienced as an assertion of gender or race
privilege? Am I unwittingly reinforcing these
hierarchies? Then again, how much responsibility should I reasonably bear for the impact
of my behavior? After all, I take for granted
the other’s capacity to take responsibility for

their behavior, including potentially requesting an account of my “indifference.”
Still, at times, I’m unsettled by inner
voices of condemnation—selfish, loner, toxic masculinity. I worry: am I reproducing the
very culture of uncaring and emotional insularity of my family? Is my turn inwards another instance of retreat in the face of anxieties triggered by my longings to belong? Still,
I’ve chosen my way: no words, smiles, hand
waves, or nods are offered.
My choice seems widely shared. Most
park goers make no effort to extend a greeting.
Like me, they’ve apparently chosen to navigate
our shared space without any explicit acknowledgement; we just keep moving along. The early
morning park culture, with its ambiguous social
expectations, would seem to be friendly to what
I’m calling a standpoint of “indifference.”
I think it’s useful to distinguish indifference from “disengagement,” at least for
the purpose of this essay. Engagements can
be “thin” or “thick.” The former describes
minimal, highly scripted acts of mutual recognition; e.g., transactional exchanges with
store personnel. In such settings, each person assumes a more or less impersonal manner. Thin engagements may easily pass into
practices of indifference or unfold into thick
engagements. The latter describes a state of
mutual emotional involvement; each knows
the other in a personal—even if not necessarily intimate—way and is expected to take on
some responsibility for the well-being of the
other and the relationship.
Disengaging from thin engagements
might be momentarily disturbing, because
unexpected, or perhaps such acts unsettle taken-for-granted, context-specific interpersonal norms. However, absent a personal bond,
such behavior is unlikely to prompt ongoing
distress. By contrast, disengaging from thick
engagements is likely be emotionally impactful, perhaps eliciting guilt or shame or anger
or feelings of loss and sadness. For example,
a close friend fails to return a call or text or
avoids connecting when together; a partner
or lover withdraws or is unavailable without
explanation; a parent repeatedly fails to respond to a child’s wish to bond. In each case,
an emotional bond based on a history of concern and connectedness establishes expectations of mutual recognition and engagement.
I’m wagering that for many Americans,
indifference is the antithesis of thick engagement. If the latter signals an emotionally
meaningful personal bond with expectations
of mutual care, the former is said to underscore a standpoint of disconnection and uncaring. Indifference would seem to betray a
lack of concern and responsibility for the other’s well-being. Its apparent lack of empathy
and compassion might be said to contribute
to human suffering by denying the other’s
humanity. From this perspective, indifference
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is symptomatic of an undesirable, even dangerous, psychological, ethical, and civic state.
Compelling as it is, this perspective isn’t
the whole story. Consider. If we compare indifference (e.g., no greeting between strangers) with thin engagement (greeting between
strangers), they both share a key feature: the
absence of the personalization of thick engagements. Whether the other is a park or
gym regular, a shop clerk or a bank teller,
or a coworker familiar only through sharing
a workplace, these are people with whom
you likely do not share a history of personal ties and knowledge—and you probably
have no interest in forging such a bond. In
short, in primarily transaction-oriented settings or where co-presence is an unavoidable by-product of self-interested pursuits
(e.g., gyms, shops, cafes, banks), whether or
not you greet the other (e.g., gym members,
consumers, clerks, bank tellers) carries little
or no emotional and ethical weight. The line
between indifference and thin engagement is
then very blurry.
By contrast, the distinction between indifference and thick engagement would seem
to be sharper. It is, but it’s not necessarily antithetical. As I see it, indifference can be understood as a context-specific suspension of interest
in the personal life of the other but does not necessitate the refusal of concern and connectedness.
Drawing on my early morning park experience, I want to suggest that indifference, in
this case the absence of explicit greetings, can
be negotiated in ways that imply mutual recognition and respect and the forging of trust
and a form of connectedness.
Indifference, not disengagement, would
be the appropriate description of my way of
relating to park goers. After all, there’s no
history of emotional ties. I know nothing of
their inner or intimate lives, nor do I have
any interest in them as unique persons. Their
particular needs or wants and struggles are, at
least in this setting, of no concern to me.
However, this does not mean that I lack
concern for their well-being. As a long-time
participant in the social life of the park, I’ve
developed a personal interest in preserving its
integrity. For example, I take for granted that
park goers have a right to their bodily integrity. Accordingly, I accept some responsibility
to respect and, if necessary, defend this right
against unwanted bodily intrusion, harassment, or assault.
But also, choosing to not explicitly greet
or engage other park goers does not mean
there is an absence of recognition and connectedness. In my park experience, mutual
recognition is often implicit in acts of indifference. I and the other may not offer explicit
greetings, but we surely recognize each other.
I take for granted that they know I’m aware
of them and that they’re familiar to me, as I
assume the same on their part. In repeatedly
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sharing close physical proximity in safe and
respectful ways, such a history can build mutual feelings of trust. Insofar as I consistently
try to avoid a countenance and conduct that
may be taken as intrusive or hostile, feelings
of mutual respect and safety may establish a
social bond based on a history of trust and an
implicit recognition of our shared commitment to the civic life of the park. So, while
I lean into solitude, my state of indifference
is embedded in an ethical matrix of mutual respect and trust; indeed, identifying and
attaching to these others creates, for me, an
experientially real, if brief, sense of we-ness.
Opting for a standpoint of indifference
that embraces solitariness but also intends to
uphold a civic culture based on mutual respect
and trust has to be negotiated and at least implicitly agreed upon. It is a precarious state—to
be repeatedly recreated. Sometimes, it’s bumpy
and may be a bit bruising. A park goer may not
be attuned to my intentions despite my trying
to signal them by looking or stepping away as
we pass. Or they might expect and relentlessly press for an explicit gesture of recognition;
indeed, some may wish the greeting to be a
prelude to a thicker engagement.
As I initially approached an older man
with two small dogs, he smiled. Unwittingly,
it seemed, I offered a slight nod. I was determined, though, to not repeat this, but it
wouldn’t be easy given his friendly manner
and the way he and his dogs played with
Smush. Still, I was determined to persevere
in my solitude. Approaching him the following morning, I stepped further away and
directed my gaze in the other direction; still,
he extended a greeting, even if restrained. I
tensed up, rallying myself to my intention
and kept moving. Awkward, some guilt for
sure, but I was also energized by my purposefulness. By the end of the week, as we passed
each glanced away without any greeting. As
time passed, I felt a connection to him, even
an affection based on a generosity he seemed
to extend by understanding and respecting
my intention. I hoped we were on the way
to establishing a trust and ease, and perhaps
a light sense of we-ness, as we found a comfortable, respectful way of being together.
Some negotiations are more fraught. In
the many years I’ve been a park walker, so
too has a middle-aged woman with her welltrained spaniel. She greets many regulars
with smiles and a cheery manner; she made
it clear I was expected to reciprocate. Initially,
I did. She was friendly and I felt an affinity
based on our shared practice. But as I found
my rhythm and embraced a desire for a quiet
inwardness, I turned away as she approached,
hoping she would understand and honor my
intention. She didn’t. Despite my looking or
stepping away as she approached, she continued to extend a greeting, perhaps even more
insistently, as if commanding me to respond.

As difficult as it was, I didn’t. I did, though,
begin to hate her. Her expectation of reciprocation began to feel intrusive. It was as if she
couldn’t imagine that my intentions might
not be the same as hers. I felt unseen and disrespected. Ironically, I imagined she too felt
aggrieved by my indifference, despite a demeanor and conduct that I thought communicated a clear intention to be quietly solitary
and respectful. In the last year, her greetings
came to an end; so has my hatred. As we pass,
each in a state of indifference, I feel the beginnings of an attachment as I can now more
fully identify with her. At times, I feel a gratitude for our brief moments of being quiet
with each other.
If neither I nor the other initiates an exchange of any kind, I take it that, whatever
else it may mean, it’s not what either of us
has chosen. We have opted to be strangers together (familiar but not known) and to share
a quiet brief moment with no further expectations. Each of us implicitly acknowledges
the other’s right to be alone; we’ve accepted
the risk of trusting the other to honor this
intention and perhaps value sharing these
solitary moments together. In this state of
mutual recognition and respect, a bond can
be formed.
l l l
Indifference is pervasive in daily life.
Wherever anonymity is the rule or impersonality is a contextual norm governing behavior,
indifference is often the apparent, if unacknowledged, preferred standpoint; e.g., pedestrians sharing a sidewalk or consumers sharing
a grocery or clothing shop or congregated together in a theater or concert hall. Even when
we share a space with someone familiar, insofar as there’s a lack of history of being in each
other’s lives in a personal way—and an absence
of interest in getting personal—we often opt
for indifference; e.g., encounters with local
service or shop personnel or with neighbors or
coworkers who are “known” but only through
their visible proximity or formal roles. Few of
us seem troubled by such acts of indifference,
at least in these contexts.
Instead of framing engagement and indifference as an opposition between caring
and uncaring or concern for the other and
its absence, I’ve argued that indifference, at
least some forms of this standpoint, underscores the absence of personalization. It does
not rule out the possibility of negotiating an
ethical matrix in which mutual recognition,
concern, and trust is implicit; nor does indifference rule out the possibility of creating
unique forms of connectedness and belonging based on identifying and attaching to the
other as “like you,” for example, as human, as
ethical and civic subjects.
l l l
If pressed, many of us would, I think,
frame indifference not only as a turning away
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from the other, but also as a flight from feelings, especially longings to be known and to
be a part of the life of others. Psychologically,
indifference might be regarded as a state of
dissociation or emotional numbing aimed at
protecting oneself from vulnerable states that
might trigger anxieties of abandonment, humiliation, or self-annihilation. From this perspective, indifference could be described as
a manic defense often driven by fantasies of
self-sufficiency and omnipotence. No doubt,
such a view captures something important.
But collapsing indifference into a defense
misses its risk-taking and generative potential: indifference can also make possible an
inwardness centered on just being with and
relating to oneself. This state of indwelling is
what I call interiority. By loosening the pull
of worldly life, with its pressing projects and
its matrix of social expectations and responsibilities, indifference can potentially facilitate
an inwardness that allows one to be with an
“I” that’s often taken for granted, but not really known or experienced up close.
The British psychoanalyst Donald
Winnicott suggested that to secure a state of
aloneness as an adult depends on an infant’s
experience of being alone with a supportive
parent figure. Lacking psychological coherence and integration, good-enough parenting
provides a level of emotional security that allows an infant to just be itself. As the child
establishes an internally and interpersonally
secure sense of self, it can provide the emotional support it needs to be alone.
The capacity to be indifferent, however,
might be an additional factor in being able
to be alone and occupy a state of interiority. By bracketing the noise of the world, and
temporarily loosening the grip of its regulatory machinery, in effect, creating a liminal
space between the world and the everyday
self, indifference allows one to turn inward
and become immersed in a subjective field
of psychic representations (internal objects),
emotional states, desires, and fantasies. While
the self is always socially embedded, in states
of indifference, it’s as if we exist, whether an
illusion or not, as discrete, singular, and independent individuals. Indeed, this “as if ” state
contributes to the very experiential realness
of being an independent self.
By facilitating a state of interiority, indifference opens up a range of experiential possibilities. For example, interiority allows one
to just drift, without purpose, in a messy and
shifting field of emotions, desires, and fantasies. In this floaty mode, one may unexpectedly encounter feelings or self-states that have
been present but not felt. In such a liminal
state, one might surrender to experiencing life
in here and now moments, in bits and pieces,
in a state of fractured feelings and thoughts,
or in a shifting sea of sensualities and desires.
Alternatively, interiority can facilitate internal
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conversations. In a deliberate manner, one engages in dialogues about the meaning and possibility of personal freedom and responsibility,
or concerns of personal goodness or collective
justice. In this reflective mode, every affect or
desire, thought or belief, role and script, cultural ideal and social institution, can be queried. Is what I believe true? Is what I desire
really my desire? Is the public world of social
roles, institutions, cultural norms, and governing bodies just or good? Or interiority might
permit a loosening or an imaginative letting go
of taken for granted identities. Experiencing
oneself as a protean shape-shifting subjectivity
might lead to reconsidering identity categories
and social expectations. And, finally, by dissociating from the practical concerns of daily
life, interiority can become a site of imaginative self- and world-making or, alternatively, a
zone of safety and security in a world that at
times can feel threatening or simply too much.
l l l
No doubt, a growing awareness that
death looms as I approach 73—with a husband 9 years my elder—disposed me to be
receptive to a psychology of indifference.
My peers are dying, and many carry on with
bodies seriously compromised, often battling
chronic pain. I’ve already lived many decades
with few, if any, in front of me. I’ve been letting go—of a life filled with ambition and

worldly hopes, but also of colleagues and
some friends. My public life has thinned out.
I feel much less bound to social conventions.
I care less about what others think about me
or whether I meet their expectations. I find
myself unexpectedly aloof from the layers
of worldliness of my recent past. I seem to
long for an aloneness with stretches of quiet inwardness. The notion of indifference has
helped me to understand something of this
longing and to be more intentional in embracing those moments of solitude.
Although I was historically disposed toward states of separateness and inwardness,
I want to return to a point made earlier: for
a considerable span of my life, I lacked the
psychic capacity to securely inhabit such a
state. Indifference is an achieved psycho-social capacity.
I grew up stuck between a longing to be a
part of others’ lives and a terrifying fear of this
very desire. I hungered to be known and cared
for in ways that felt real and soul gripping. But
there came a time when I could no longer feel
these longings without anticipating a crushing
disappointment. Whatever the psychic impact
of my mother’s life and death, the consistent
disengagement of my father and brother, what
felt like an utter lack of interest in me, imbued
these longings with anxieties of being humiliated and obliterated. I just couldn’t survive any
more instances of my
need for recognition
and love being unacknowledged and denied. And yet, despite
spending so much time
alone, I was psychically
unable to be with myself. I wasn’t able to feel
and live with such longings; it was as if I somehow knew, without
thinking it, that such
longings would inevitably trigger long-standing psychic wounds.
Gradually, I simply lost
touch with such longings; they were not felt
as a real part of my life.
Whether a reaction to her death or to
her troubling presence
in the prior years, I
never felt my mother
to be a vital force in
my life. And it’s not
just that my father and
brother didn’t know or
engage me, but I never knew them. They
never shared anything
personal. Mostly, we
lived in silence, each in
25
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our own insular silo. Their aliveness was almost entirely a surface event. I experienced
them less as actual individuals with complex
inner and interpersonal lives than as shadowy,
almost spectral-like figures. It was almost as
if they were just part of the background noise
of the house.
Paradoxically, and sadly, I mirrored
their very disinterest and disengagement. I
too tried to live at a remove from my needs
to be known and loved. I modeled myself on
Michael; his quiet, serious, and high-minded demeanor and purposefulness, cleansed
of seemingly all need for the other while
disdainful towards all things sentimental
and conventional, exuded a hyper-authenticity in a way that my father’s light cheery
persona did not. I cultivated a psychic detachment, relying on my intellectualism to
refuse vulnerability and sentimentality. I
tried, but I wasn’t Michael. A need to care
and be cared for, and to be part of another’s
life, couldn’t be cleansed from my psychic
life—but neither could such longings be
known and acted on.
During much of my childhood and
early to mid-adulthood, I occupied a state
of self-estrangement, either taking flight
from or numbing my inner life. I could not,
though, step into an indifference that opened
to interiority. To inhabit my inner life was
just too scary; anxieties of disappearing and
being swallowed up in silence and nothingness were overwhelming. I was unable to
hold myself or rely on a taken-for-granted sense of psychic integrity that allows a
secure inwardness. As with my father and
brother, my aliveness was played out on the
surface and in a stereotypically masculine
outwardness—sports, biking, model planes,
and desperate gestures of rebellion. With
friends, I forged a persona of defiance that
removed me from myself—and from them. I
simply wasn’t able to be with myself, to ease
into an interiority and to feel something I
could call “me.”
If indifference can pivot into states of
aloneness and interiority, what makes such
states possible? What sort of psychic conditions facilitate and sustain indifference, especially in a culture that still stigmatizes or
marks such states as symptomatic? Melanie
Klein suggests one developmental condition: a capacity to be self-holding or to feel
internally secure and integrated enough to
claim a state of “independence.” Self-holding,
moreover, says Klein, assumes that we’ve secured an inner sense of goodness and lovability, at least enough to trust being with oneself and to risk an inwardness. But securing
such psychic integrity depends, if we follow
Winnicott, on having internalized the love
of good-enough parenting or, I would add,
“re-parenting.” Fortunately, I have, but that’s
a tale for another time. 
z
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Burning down the House:Wildfires, Psychoanalysis, Tumult
August 2021

Yes, we will all pass, everything will
pass. Nothing will remain of the person who
put on feelings and gloves, who talked about
death and local politics. The same light falls
on the faces of saints and the gaiters of passersby, and the dying of that same light will
leave in darkness the utter nothingness that
will be all that remains of the fact that some
were saints and others wearers of gaiters …
One day, when all knowledge ceases, the door
beyond will open and everything that we
were—a mere detritus of stars and souls—
will be swept from the house in order that
whatever remains may begin again.
Fernando Pessoa, The Book of Disquiet
Don’t worry. I’ll take you there, into the
lie that is the story. I’ll leave out what is most
vital by way of telling you what to pay attention to. I’ll keep a line going that you can stick
to, that will hold you as you hold it, but know
that this too adds fuel to the fire. So, follow
me, but hurry. The roof is already caving in.
The smoke makes it difficult to even remember what you or anything else used to smell
like. I’ve been told that the scent of things is
the first to go….
She booked the trip. I was too busy. She’s
good at it, as were her parents. She can set
up shop anywhere. Mantling, dismantling;
her hands achieving a simultaneous shrouding and unveiling. You know people like this,
don’t you? California abounds in them.

At first, everything seemed to be okay.
Yes, it was abundantly dry, but we were from
northern California, so we attributed the
thirsty, deserty foothills to the southernness
of things. We simply weren’t used to this. Our
expectations were that of lushness. But as it
turns out, nothing could have prepared us for
what we encountered on our way up.
The western and eastern slopes of the
Sierra Nevada are worlds apart. A drive up
or down California Highway 395 is like
something out of the television series Game
of Thrones. The eastern slope of the Sierras
(as we Californianos call the Sierra Nevada,
pluralizing and thereby anglicizing the initial
Spanish colonial moment) a preposterously
vertical rock wall. Inscrutable. The mountains

June 2021: Sequoia Crest, Southern
California
Inching upwards and to the east, to
where the true southernmost lip of the Sierra
Nevada begins. Straight line north from Los
Angeles when seen from above. Family crests
mean almost nothing here. But this place, this
crest, does mark something on the map. It’s
where the Southern California glitterati-adjacent come to look at where they drove up
from, imagining themselves looking at themselves from on high. What do they do with
their gazing when they return?
We were exhausted. A year plus of this
increasingly stupid and thoroughly insipid
pandemic (amongst various other plagues).
California officially “opened up” the week we
went on vacation. The restrictions were being
loosened; masks were coming off. We could
breathe again, alongside others. Or at least we
could until our breath was taken away, which
is a different procedure than the restrictive
muzzle of the mask.
1.This article is dedicated to Chris Christofferson: True
friend, fellow traveler, holding feet to the fire.
2. A version of this essay was originally published in
German in Y - Journal of Atopic Thinking (Die Zeitschrift
Y - Y - Zeitschrift für atopisches Denken (ypsilonpsychoanalyse.de).
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Fernando Castrillón

commencing their ascent directly from the
valley floor, as if brought to meet the sky
overnight, amidst the glowing blackness. The
peaks, precisely jagged; they weren’t given
enough time to dust off and smooth out. They
look naked and caught unawares. I blush every time I see them.
The western slope, by contrast, where
we were, features shambling hills at the outset, alpine elements gaining prominence as
one attains altitude. Dry at first but becoming progressively verdant, or at least that is
what we were used to. This side, closer to
Hollywood, shuffled off to makeup prior to
its “final” placement.
But our expectations were just that. Expectations. A narrow openness to what one
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supposes is there. Fantasy, wish, and negation
playing mutually supporting roles in an imagined and delusional landscape that in no way
corresponds to what actually comes into view.

Now, one can dismiss what is actually encountered by not encountering it. One simply
refuses it by staying in one’s head. Wearing
dark sunglasses helps, as do various screens.
But in some instances, one cannot play that
game. This was one of those times.
It began with a progressive realization
that what we were witnessing on our way up
the western slope towards Sequoia Crest went
far beyond the ubiquitous dryness of this liminal zone between desert and alpine land. To
put it plainly, our route into the sequoias had
brought us into a sequía, the Spanish word
for drought. The word “thirst” fails us here,
for something has to be alive to experience
a hunger for moisture or water. The world
here had died. Thirst was a mournful memory
washed away along with the hope that served
as its fount. Thirst indicates a future moment
free of itself. Here, the future had died as well.
This is heavy-duty language. Perhaps
too absolutist in its prose. But I do it out
of a sincere despair. For I simply cannot
convey the utter bleakness of what we came
upon next in this Sequia Crest. Exactly one
year ago, on August 19, 2020, lightning
sparked a 174,178-acre (272 square miles)
wildfire known as the SQF Complex (short
for Sequoia Complex) (Reno GazetteJournal, 2021). The wildfire lasted through
December of last year, and according to the
U.S. National Park Service, it may have incinerated up to a tenth or more of the globe’s
mature giant sequoias or Sequoiadendron

giganteum, the world’s largest living organism (Herrera, 2021). Between 7,500 to
10,000 mature giant sequoias were annihilated. It was a literal decimation.
It is crucial to note
that these trees have
lived thousands of years
and have survived dozens of previous wildfires.
Sequoias are not only
fire-adapted, they are
also highly dependent
on low-intensity fires to
release their seeds and
germinate. The SQF
Complex was anything
but a low-intensity fire. It
was a conflagration. The
SQF Complex, along
with the litany of other
wildfires that came to
life last year, was unlike
anything California had
experienced before. In
fact, 2020 produced not
only a global pandemic
but five of the six largest
wildfires in California’s
recorded history. And as
of this writing, the current set of wildfires have
already destroyed more than all the devastation that was wrought by the flames of 2020
(CAL FIRE, 2021).
Sequoia/Sequia Crest lies at the very
heart of the cauterized remains of the SQF
Complex. A little patch of Edenic woodland
that was spared, miraculously so, by the devastation. It was here that we had arrived.
I have traversed many wildernesses over
the last 25 years, and I have observed many
areas devastated by wildfire. But I have never
seen the mountainside itself charred a charcoal-black by the unremitting heat of the
fire. Nothing remained outside of this tiny
scrap left unscathed at the crest, not even
the possibility of making out what it might
have looked like prior to the conflagration.
It is quite a thing to have even an imagined
past of a place removed as a point of reflection and suture. I found myself having difficulty breathing, and there wasn’t even any
smoke yet.
Her grandfather, in his more prescient
and younger days, would say to us, “How can
that be?” Let us take up this question, for
much is to be gleaned from this now leaden
landscape and how it came to be, how this can
be, how this is.
The Story of the White Fir
California has routinely been portrayed
as an ecological island. Due to its peculiar
geography (Pacific Ocean on its left flank,
high mountains and desert pressing on its
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other cheek), the state harbors a concentrated assortment of exclusive plant and animal
species not found elsewhere. Looking more
intently, however, we come to realize that
this island is itself a vast holding of countless smaller ecological niches or terrestrial
atolls, home to specific flora and fauna limited in distribution and endemic to the place
in question. Sequoias, as a kind of wordless
relic of an ancien régime, presently haunt only
a long sheard of one of these atolls, root-deep
in the Sierra Nevada: a total of 68 groves,
making up 35,620 acres (55.7 square miles)
(Schoenherr, 1992). That is it.
Keen to keep alive the bedazzling beauty of what they had encountered (although
as we will see, the story is significantly more
complex), agents of an aspiring and emboldened Anglo-American empire began a strategy of fire suppression that was eventually
instituted and codified by the U.S. National
Park Service and the U.S. Forest Service.
Enter the white fir.
Without a robust, regular season(ing)
of low-intensity wildfires, not only is there a
buildup of ready to burn “fuel load,” as it is
called (namely, dried out underbrush, duff, litter, and downed and dead trees), there springs
to life an intense overgrowth of a deadly,
conifer root-invading fungus, an overabundance of redwood-weakening giant carpenter ants, and, most importantly, an explosion
of white fir. In the absence of fire, white firs
will begin to encroach on sequoia groves, asphyxiating redwood seedlings in their shade.
As well, white firs are highly flammable, in
their entirety, meaning that they can transmit
overly hot, intense fires directly to sequoia
crowns, altogether bypassing the latter’s inbuilt, trunk-centered fire resistance, thereby
killing them off (Schoenherr, 1992, pp.119121). Of course, all this is only made worse by
consistent drought and the upward tick of the
global thermometer.
But a question quickly opens its mouth:
why institute a program of fire suppression?
Aesthetic considerations are often discounted in favor of accounts emphasizing intersecting state, national and global tendril
expressions of political economy. Outside
interests press hard against time-tempered
and clearly effective strategies long held in
place and practice by the indigenous nations
of what is now the Sierra Nevada. In solidarity with white fir, mountain resorts and
cabins have sprouted all along the remaining
groves of sequoias. And we would be remiss
if we did not remind ourselves of the patently
obvious but often elided fact that timber is a
highly valuable and sought-after commodity.
To put it bluntly, allowing naturally occurring
or even intentionally set low-potency fires
would negatively impact the market, which,
in the end, is seemingly the only thing that
really matters. We all know this.
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And while political economy certainly plays an outsized role in this roiling catastrophe, subjective considerations merit
our attention just as much, and may very
well have something oblique to say about
psychoanalysis.
Deck(ed) Out
One might imagine ground zero of the
SQF Complex to be a sheer hellscape. It was
not. In fact, it was a deck, a balcony overlooking several ancient sequoias and a mostly intact coppice of fern and granite outcropping.
I stand on its edge and peer south, west, and
northwest, attempting to get a view of the
devastation I know is beyond this last remaining local stand of idyllic tree-festooned
California mountain. I cannot see it. If anything, I can catch shy glimpses of yet another, almost primeval and permanent feature
of the Southern California landscape, the
beast otherwise known as the smog of Los
Angeles. Odd to be able to witness ecological
devastation 200 miles to the south, when I
cannot apprehend apocalypse made manifest
only a few yards away.
Anguish piled atop of exhaustion leads
me to staticize; to hold in place a fixed, unchanging picture of what I think I am encountering. Like so many, I take this perceived slice of now and try to make it into a
forever. If I were to walk three minutes to the
south, the foliage opens up to the nightmare
scenario of the SQF Complex. Views from
the highest peaks in this area amply demonstrate that the destruction is resolutely absolute and seemingly unending. But from this
deck, this pulsating heart of what used to be,
I can all too easily imagine myself cocooned
and at the bosom. Held firm and secure, with
steady assurances that the doom times are
elsewhere, indeed very far away. They couldn’t
possibly be here. This place, in this exact way,
is evermore, isn’t it?
We are here for an entire week, and it
takes me that long to tap into something entirely different. Not in the depths, but in the
too-at-the-surface flashes that come fleetingly in my tortured dreamscape, in the 3-am-isthat-the-smell-of-fire-? moments that seem
to come ever so close to crossing the threshold of the endurable, the bearable.
The Sierra Nevada, like the rest of this
ecological island that is California, results not
only from a previous set of tumultuous epochs
that absconded with the land so as to visit the
sky, marrying sea and mountain hemlock,
rain-checking manifest destiny until its very
last moments. California is California because of the ongoing tumult that pervades every aspect of this place; an insurgence evident
and available if one stops long enough to sit
with it. This place pulses with life, with radiance, with that sweet, sweet goldenness that
so many have heart-registered since before

the written word got here on the back of an
overladen donkey, precisely due to the enormous scale of change that is continuously at
play, at work, in the seams, knacky-nooks,
and crevices of this glorious place, magnificent even in this, our moment of devastation,
because destruction is what you get when you
mess with/interrupt/apprehend/capture/or attempt to order the tumult of things.

Used by permission of Ranger Doug’s Enterprises

But how can I find a place in this tumult,
in this unceasing roil of novelty, granite, and
fire? Where can I hang my hat when the
hook and my hand prove their cosmic insignificance on the shore of earthquake, flame,
and tsunami? One answer: We turn on and
tune into the scopic, the stabilizing image.
We’ve all seen the constant pictorials of these
mountains. The giant sequoias, with deer and
human children (usually white) in their always, forever shadow; a couple of globs of
white/steel-blue granite on the side; and a
waterfall or river in the distance, anchoring
us in time and space. There, where the river
is, I can place my story-past. The far horizon
signaling a mysterious and portentous future.
The colors so resplendent, the foliage so bottle green as to run out the printer’s supply for
the month. This is the Sierras. Except that
it is not.
My first time to California, I bought
these pictorials in the form of postcards and
sent them to friends, family, enemies. That sky
I saw in the television shows of my youth was
here! It sparkles and bends. Cue synchronized
machine-gun photography. It tastes so good; it
smells so much like I wanted it to. I found it.
I have it. Eureka! And by “having it,” I kill it.
And that, my friends, is what we have
done. The California Dream is its demise,
because it does bring us so close to what we
have fantasized, because the “culture-industry”
(in deference to some clever, if rather morose,
gentlemen from Frankfurt) came to colonize
what is imaginable. Dreams do come true here,
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because they were engineered here. But that
fabrication, borne on the back of our staticizing proclivities (for I know I am not the only
one), kills the very ground on which it stands.
Tumult from all sides. SQF Complex.
I will refrain here from making perhaps
pithy, perhaps extended observations on what
this all portends for the practice and theory of
that worthy craft that is psychoanalysis. I’ve
already done that. And if you haven’t caught
that yet, go back and read this again from the
beginning. What I am actually saying goes
beyond my imprecisely jagged attempts and
innuendo. In fact, it cannot be said. But you
can encounter it by staying loose, taking your
sunglasses off, and allowing these words to
wash over you, like an apocalypse.
Epilogue
In the 1960s and 1970s, we were made
aware of the fact that the revolution would
not be televised. And while this point certainly
seems to be holding true even in our hall-ofmirrors contemporary version of existence that
we call life, what we can now realize is that the
apocalypse not only makes for good television,
it can and will be serialized and sold on the futures market like any other commodity. Perhaps
capitalism can save us, if even our demise can
be sold to us like a can of peaches emblazoned
with the slogan “California Calls You”.
z
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Summer Walks: Therapy in Marshes, Lakes, and a Giving Pond
Linda: Wondering what to do with myself
for the summer.
Mike: What do you picture?
Linda: Walking by the water.
Mike: On sand? Grass?
Linda: On sand mostly, but also mush. Marsh.
A place where everything gets born. Where I
get born. Do you know what I mean?
Mike: I know we are born all life long but
I’m not sure what kind of birth you are picturing now.
Linda: Me neither. Right now I’m sensing
rounds of feeling—a happy part, a sad part,
an angry part, a scared part. Images I get are
kaleidoscope, merry-go-round, spinning top.
But there is also the water.
Mike: Turbulent, calm…?
Linda: Right now calm. All the feelings can
come and go and in the middle is calm.
Mike: A calm spot within.
Linda: You’re giving it a name, but it doesn’t
have a name.
Mike: Just is.
Linda: Just is.
We were quiet for a while, feeling the is-ness. I
held myself back for the moment from asking
what quality of is-ness and waited in whatever
it was. After awhile, Linda told me a dream. It
wasn’t clear whether she was talking to me or
telling herself. Or, as so often happens—both
at once. We talk to ourselves through others
and to others through ourselves.
Linda: I dreamt of a woman with a pouch
too small for me. The pouch seemed to be
part of her sweater but also somehow a
pocket in a car. I was totally baffled—at sea.
Was I supposed to be in the pouch?—how
to get into it?
Mike: What comes to you now?
Linda: I picture trying to squeeze myself
into it—make myself tiny so I can fit in and
be carried around.
Mike: And driven around?
Linda: If I’m tiny enough, I will be taken
care of ?
Mike: Too big and tiny at the same time?
Linda: Not big enough, not tiny enough. If
I’m driven around, I won’t have to grow up.

I picture Alice in Wonderland, too big and
too small at the same time. Always at odds
with myself except when I am walking by
the water. I picture moments of calm—I’m
calm and the water’s calm.
Mike: Summer vacation from your psyche.
Linda: When you go away, and I go away.
Mike: Will psyche go away?
Linda: No, psyche doesn’t go away but it
doesn’t always have to be mean to me.
Mike: Thinking about what you said before,
do you feel I want you to be smaller to fit
my psyche, my pouch? Do you think I need
you to be smaller to fit what I can do or be
with you? Do you have to squeeze into my
meanings?
Linda: I have fantasies of perfect soul union
with someone, where we become each other’s souls.
Mike: Moments of union?
Linda: Dimensions of union. Not just moments.
Mike: Psyche to psyche?
Linda: Psyche to psyche goes through steady
streams of miscommunication. What I am
learning here is to endure. I could not handle
it before and cannot handle it now. Maybe
it is not something we handle. You speak of
coming through, getting through, but maybe
endurance is a key for me.
Mike: Learning to take it?
Linda: Give and take. No—endurance is
better. You’re still you when you endure, you
become more you. More can happen without
taking sides and fighting. The fight is to endure and to be.
We are quiet for some time again, a long
pause. Giving the psyche a rest. I think of all
the rest babies need in order to endure and
make use of waking. So many loose ends to
pull, so much unsaid, perhaps unfelt.
Linda: I appreciate the quiet. It gives me a
chance to reset, let go, find, wonder. I picture
a little girl. She and I see each other passing
by and we feel our whole life trajectory in a
glance. I look into a gentle pond and there
is an image of the little girl. She is herself, a
stranger, but also me, the person I live with
every day. An image in the water. I know her.
I feel her. A ripple comes and she changes
form, but I still recognize her.
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Mike: It is quite something to see one’s
whole life trajectory in a glance, an image
that is you but also not you. One is always
so familiar and someone else. Maybe what I
am sensing is that you are having a deep soul
communion with your self and are outside it
at the same time.
Linda: I may be escaping this new place, but
I have a fantasy of you driving my psyche
around; but then I won’t be able to work
with myself. I won’t be able to learn to work
with myself. To be driven makes me scared
and angry even if sometimes safe.
Mike: I’m fantasizing therapy driving us
both around and sometimes there is space,
gaps. A pause that opens new dimensions.
I feel we drive each other around as well.
Maybe moments when we drive ourselves
crazy, times that therapy drives us crazy. I
wonder how that is the same and different
from squeezing into your mother’s pouch.
Linda: You’re scaring me but something
about this fear is reassuring. You are driving
me to safety. Is that crazy?
Mike: Crazy therapy?
Linda: My mother used to tell me to make
three wishes before we pull a wish bone apart.
Mike: Before a break, a separation, a loss. Do
you think that a loss can be a gain?
Linda: My mother gave me so much but
without also losing her I wouldn’t be me. I
can’t squeeze into her pouch forever. Then
again, maybe I can have moments like
that—but not only. I’m not sure what is
happening but am feeling less confined. Less
knowing but more possible.
Mike: Does that go for us too—without loss,
no gain? Without gain, no loss?
Linda: How did that happen? Did you do
that? Did we? Did something—well, a feeling without a name?
Mike: A feeling that we are here together?
Linda: And something more, something I
can’t pin down, real. The image in the water
seems so real now. The water is so real.
Mike: It sounds like our summer break is
more possible.
Linda: It feels real, like a summer walk.
Through Linda I get a sense that the water
of life in within and around me, and that she
feels it within and around her—us.
z

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

Variable-Length Sessions: A Way for Contemporary
Psychoanalysis?

Luca FLABBI, Glauco GENGA, Maria Gabriella PEDICONI, and Vaia TSOLAS

The variable-length session (or session
of variable duration—the original French
used by Lacan is séances scandées) is strongly
related to Jacques Lacan’s work, not only because he pioneered the use of this technique
in psychoanalysis, but also because his use of
it was the main official reason for his expulsion from the International Psychoanalytical
Association (IPA). This historical contingency has been detrimental to the judgment of
the contributions that the variable-length
session can bring to psychoanalysis. This
round table wants to bring back the debate to
the question of whether the variable-length
session is a useful tool for psychoanalysis, to
revisit the variable-length session in light of
its experimental value. We recognize that it is
“Lacan’s experiment,” but we want to use it as
an opportunity to abstract from its political
issues. In short, is the variable-length session
a useful technique in an analysis? Lacan’s
work will not be ignored, but the main contribution will be providing an evaluation
based on the advantages and disadvantages of
its use in everyday sessions.
Unlike sessions of fixed duration—which
are terminated always and only at a predetermined time, after a predetermined duration
has elapsed—variable-length sessions are terminated by the analyst at a moment judged
opportune and fruitful. As a result, their
duration may vary between sessions and between analysands, following the rhythms of
the analytical work. Using Lacan’s words, the
variability in the session’s duration makes the
transference “dialectical,” potentially helping
the working-through of the analysand. Even
if the average duration of the variable-length
session is typically shorter than the canonical
50 minutes promoted by IPA regulations, we
want to emphasize that by variable-length
session, we do not mean a short session
lasting a few minutes or a few seconds. It is
simply a session where the duration is part
of the analytical technique. Empirically, we
will report cases where the average session
lasts between 25 and 35 minutes, while each
session is not predetermined to remain in
this range. In addition, by variable-length
session, we do not mean a specific and different type of session reserved for a subset
of analysand, for example those undertaking
analytical training. We propose to judge it
and evaluate it as any other technique, such
as the use of the couch or the application of
evenly suspended attention.
The round table is organized as follows.
In Section 2, “The Source of the Scandal:
Historical Context and Review,” we provide a
brief description of the historical context in

order to clarify that the judgment on its validity has been mixed with the judgment on
Lacan and confused by the politics surrounding the transmission of Freud orthodoxy. In
this part of the round table, we also have the
objective to clarify some misunderstandings.
First, we reiterate that variable-length session
does not mean short-length session. Second,
we clarify that the judgment of the variable-length technique should be separated
from the judgment of the appropriate technique when training psychoanalysts.
In Section 3, “’You Better Heal’: The
Only Advice a Freudian Analyst Should
Give,” we argue that healing (intransitive
verb) means learning to disagree with our
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own personal pathology. It is commonly
thought that the analyst should not give advice to his patient. But all the analyst’s conduct, from silent listening to the moments
when the analyst chooses to speak, is summarized in the advice (implicit or explicit;
general, but never generic), “You better heal”
(the sentence which gives the title to this
section). Analyzability (a Freudian term)
always implies that the patient recognizes,
a little or a lot, that he, too, is responsible
for the formation of his own symptoms.
Otherwise, no analytic treatment is possible. Although Freud always acknowledged
his debt to Charcot, the analytic technique
is something completely different from that
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of suggestive treatments. Analysis is a kind
of new alliance between patient and analyst,
as opposed to the old alliance of suggestive
therapies. Freud was very careful in delivering in his writings the basic rules of the psychoanalytic process. His reference to “tact”
in a letter to S. Ferenczi dictates the fundamental and indispensable note of his legacy.
But it is a legacy that has proven to be highly problematic. Lacan (1975) dedicated the
first of his Seminars (1953/54) to Freud’s
writings on technique, which he found fresh
and lively. After a half century, in 2009, the
IPA dedicated a congress to “Psychoanalytic
Practice: Convergences and Divergences.”
On that occasion, G. B. Contri proposed a
paper entitled “The Logical Divan” (2010).
He wrote:
We propose the one comparison we
believe to be the highest of comparisons,
the one that we know it’s not shared by
many. In form of equation: Psychoanalysis
= Freud + Divan…. This formula tells us
that Freud is not one of the ‘paradigms’ of
psychoanalysis. (Contri, 2010)
This section will discuss the issue of variable session duration placed within the still new
analyst-patient alliance proposed by Freud.
In Section 4, “Analyzability as a Precondition for Treatment,” we argue that when
talking about variable-length sessions, we
are talking about technique and setting, that
is to say the conditions that make treatment
possible. If analyst and analysand are equal
in the possibilities of their work of thinking, they are equal in their partnership; they
are instead asymmetrical in the analytical
setting, a setting that has two distinct places. In this section, we show the setting in
close connection with metapsychology. The
conditions that allow the establishment and
development of the analytic relationship up
to its realization, including its conclusion, is
presented as a fertile ground for improving
the work of the unconscious. Four analytical
vignettes document not only that the unconscious does not ask for permission, but that it
can become a pleasure to let it speak in small
doses. A development occurring step-by-step
as the scanning of the translation of the unconscious in the session’s discourse is taking
place. The punctuation of variable duration
invites and supports both the analysand and
the analyst in their vigilance in favor of the
unconscious from their respective asymmetrical positions.
In Section 5, “Some Examples of
Variable-Length Sessions,” we contrast the
presentations on the variable-length session
with the practice of the fixed session, using
clinical material of two patients for whom
the regularity and fixity of the analytic hour
served in the role of the third, and were

particularly important to provide a consistent
frame to experience primal angst and fear of
breakdown of mental functioning. Session
material of these patients is presented to
forward the question of how analysts of the
fixed session psychoanalytic tradition might
benefit from opening a dialogue with analysts
using the variable-length session technique
to enhance the potentiality and pregnancy of
each analytic moment to the greatest extent
possible. Variable-length sessions might not
be a viable option for psychoanalytic practice in our United States, the postmodern
world of Western capitalism, where minutes
translate into dollars and insurance companies dictate the length of sessions. However,
when the psychoanalyst keeps the technique
of scansion in mind when she listens to the
patient’s associations, might it facilitate the
readiness, acuity, and depth of analytic listening to openings of the unconscious? It is with
this question in mind that the author of this
section presents to our colleagues who use
the variable-length session this clinical material and asks them to comment on the application of scansion. In addition, the author
puts forward the question of their handling
of the session when free association stops, either in the form of falling into silences or that
of empty speech.
The Source of the Scandal: Historical
Context and Review
Lacan Himself Was Once a Trainee: On the
Path Traced by the Fathers
Lacan began his psychoanalytic work
on the path traced by the fathers of psychoanalysis, using one-hour sessions both as
analysand and as analyst at the beginning of
his practice.
Lacan was 31 years old and quite aware
that he was a brilliant and nonconformist
intellectual when he formulated his request
for analysis to Rudolph Loewenstein.1 It was
1932; Lacan “hadn’t come to Freudianism by
way of official psychoanalysis” (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.71), but had now chosen “the
best training analyst in the SPP and the most
typical representative of the alluring Freudian
world Lacan so longed to join” (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.72). Lacan wanted an analysis
with Loewenstein steeped in Freudian legitimacy,2 but at the same time, he continued to build his theoretical training outside
the psychoanalytic environment, cultivating
1. Rudolph Loewenstein, member of the German
Psychoanalytic Society, suggested by Freud, moved to Paris,
France in 1925 in order to train new analysts. In 1942, he
left Europe for the United States to avoid persecutions
against Jewish people.
2. Roudinesco documents that Lacan held the IPA in
high regard as the institution that guaranteed Freudian legitimacy to each member. He was perfectly aware that without
the support of an analyst loyal to Freud, it was not possible
to make a career in the French psychoanalytic movement.
Indeed, he chose Charles Odier, a technician of proven orthodoxy, as supervisor.
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Spinoza’s philosophy, phenomenology, surrealism, and dynamic psychiatry. Roudinesco
notes (1993/1997, p.75), “True, he took part
in the SPP’s internal discussions and mixed
socially with his colleagues, but he was acquiring knowledge neglected at that period
by the Freudian community itself.”
Lacan and Loewenstein met for six
years, from 1932 to 1938. The relationship
between them has gone down in history as
conflicting:
Not only was the analysand admitted
to membership of the SPP against the advice of his analyst, though with the support
of Pichon, but Lacan also escaped from the
analysis as soon as he could, despite having
promised to go on. And ultimately he became for France what Loewenstein never
was: an intellectual leader. (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.75)
On the other hand, Loewenstein believed that the training should domesticate
Lacan’s inability to follow rules, not wanting
to admit that Lacan “carried on with it just
as a means of acquiring the title of training
analyst in the SPP” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997,
p.82), which he obtained in December 1938.
Meanwhile, Lacan had started practicing psychoanalysis in 1933; his first longterm analysand, Georges Bernier, remained
in treatment under him until 1939. “There
were three sessions a week, each lasting an
hour,” noted Roudinesco (1993/1997, p.80).
From 1940 to 1942, in Marseille, Lacan and
Bernier became excellent friends united by a
passion for Eliot and Shakespeare.
In 1944, returning from a period in
the United States to escape persecution,
Bernier, back in France, returned to analysis
with Lacan for two years. “Lacan’s technique
hadn’t altered, and the length of the sessions
was still the same” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997,
p.170; Roudinesco, personal interview).
However, the friend and analysand noticed
that something had changed: a certain verbal
mannerism and a meticulous attention to his
attire had become noticeable.
Even Marseille had become dangerous
because of the war, so much so that Lacan
left it in 1943 to return to Paris:
Even before the war, the fact that
Lacan moved in intellectual circles had
brought him a certain amount of notoriety
and a small private clientele…. He was also
Pablo Picasso’s personal doctor. But up [to]
1947 or so he was seldom asked to do training analyses…but after 1948-49 the situation altered in Lacan’s favor as the third
generation of French psychoanalysts became
increasingly attracted by his teaching. After
that he worked full-time as private psychoanalyst. (Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.170)
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Issues in Psychoanalysis in Postwar France
André Green, a member of the Paris
Psychoanalytic Society (SPP) since 1965,
president of SPP from 1986 to 1989, and
a vice president of IPA from 1975 to 1977,
argued that the war had affected the French
analytical movement more than movements
in other European regions. Not only did
France not welcome analysts forced to flee,
but the country also had to deal with an actual and massive Nazi invasion of its territory:
Therefore, after the war the French
suffered a considerable delay—clinical and
theoretical—in psychoanalysis. The only
exception to this mediocrity was perhaps
the work of Bouvet, a clinician. When
Lacan appears, with his considerable intellectual armor and his exceptional talent,
he finds a very impoverished analytical
thinking. (Green and Benvenuto, 2019)
In 1953, Daniel Lagache promoted the
founding of the SFP, the Société Française de
Psychanalyse, splitting the SPP, which was the
Society officially affiliated with IPA. Lacan
joined the SFP, but none of the SFP members seemed to realize that by leaving the old
group, they were “ceasing to be a member of
the IPA” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.202).
They therefore became “dissidents,” criticized
not for their teaching, but for the techniques
and procedures used during the psychoanalytic treatment. These procedures questioned the
technical rules established by the IPA in the
1920s to regulate didactic analysis. Based on
IPA’s rules of technique, the treatments had to
last four years, for four or five weekly 50-minute sessions. “These requirements applied, in
principle, to training analyses as well as to
therapeutic ones, though in fact it was only for
the former category that they were strictly insisted on” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.202). In
the case of therapeutic analyses, the clinician
could stipulate with the patient the number
of sessions, included time, and money; such
agreement couldn’t be modified by the analyst
nor patient without good reasons.
These standards were accepted by all
the members of all the societies affiliated to
the IPA; in fact, the unity that prevailed
during the forties in the empire Freud
had founded was due entirely to this codification, which acted with the force of a
generally accepted law. So while different theories as to how treatments should
be conducted were tolerated, any breach of
the rules about time might always result
in expulsion. Lacan did not obey the rule
prescribing a fixed length of time for each
session…he did use a technique of variable
ones, bringing sessions to an end arbitrarily when he himself saw fit. (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.202)

If the code of mandatory duration
was to contain the analyst’s omnipotence, Lacan overturned the code by
placing the analyst at the helm of the
transference relationship. Furthermore,
the session of variable duration gave
Lacan the opportunity to accept a
greater number of training analysts,
increasing his influence within the
Society. The greater number of (and requests for) training analyses strengthened his conviction that a renewal of
the standard IPA criteria was necessary
and fruitful:
And now, at the very moment when
fame was at hand and long-awaited recognition imminent, a bunch of stuffedshirt rules on him in the name of some bureaucratic setup light years away from the
glorious Viennese epic he meant to revive!
(Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.203)
For three subsequent years, from 1951
to 1953, he had tried to present his position
on the variable-length session before the full
members of the SPP. “He didn’t publish these
three lectures, and they remain unpublished
to this day” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p. 203).
Making the duration of the sessions variable
helped to produce a “dialectical” transference:
thanks to a no longer chronological rhythm,
through moments of scanning and stopping, a
beneficial action was produced on the patient.
Not only did the full members of the
SPP not share his ambitions for renewal, but
also the new Society, the SFP, found itself
in enormous difficulty in this debate. SFP
no longer belonged to the IPA; to retain
Freudian legitimacy, the society needed to
be reinstated, to re-enter the ranks of the
standard rules.
Lacan was obliged to change tactics
and disguise what he was really doing.
The SPP had been embarrassed from its
inception by the fact that its members no
longer belonged to the IPA . . . they needed
to prove to a commission of inquiry that
all the training analysts in the SFP obeyed
the standard rules about the length of sessions . . . And as he was the first to want
to be readmitted into Freudian legitimacy,
he couldn’t, after July 1953, try to justify variable-length sessions. Thus he never
published the famous lectures delivered to
the SPP on this taboo subject, and he went
on giving variable-length sessions within the framework on SFP, while at the
same time publicly declaring that he had
“normalized” his practice. (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, pp.203-204)
In August 1953, Lacan wrote a letter to
a senior colleague, in which he claimed that
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the rumors about his variable sessions were
nothing more than slander. Meanwhile, he
was preparing the Discourse of Rome to earn
his laurels in Lagache’s society (the SFP) and
to finalize the “orthodox sublation of Freud
doctrine” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.212).
Ten years had passed since his return from
Marseille, ten years of work with the SFP
in order to free Freudism from the tradition
of French university psychology and to integrate Freudism with the medical path of
dynamic psychiatry and with the intellectual,
literary, and philosophical paths cultivated
thanks to his privileged relationships with
the best thinkers of his time (Heidegger,
Lévi-Strauss, Ricoeur, Althusser, Derrida).
Lacan Under External Control and His
Excommunication
At the conference held in London
in the summer of 1953, the Central
Executive, headed by Heinz Hartmann,
refused to affiliate the people who had
resigned from the SPP. Application for
admission from a new society were to
be examined by a committee, which as
usual changed into a board of inquiry.
Winnicott was in the chair. (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.245)
The judgment on both Dolto and Lacan
was negative due to the way they led didactic analyses: they were charged with training
analysts not committed to the IPA standards. Lacan had a seductive influence on
the younger generation of analysts. At the
Copenhagen congress, six years later, the
central executive committee decided to set
up a new committee to examine the candidacy of the SFP one more time. Once again,
the committee became an Investigating
Committee, set up in Paris in May 1961. Two
years of negotiation “ended in disaster: Lacan
and most of the SFP’s pupils were excluded
from the legitimacy of the IPA” (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.247). In 1961, Lacan had already been the subject of Recommendations;
they reproached him for having too many
analysts in training and therefore he “should
not take on any more training analyses or
controls” (Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.248).
The results of the Investigating Committee
led the Executive Committee to exclude
Lacan from the list of training analysts
of the SFP; this was the content of the
Stockholm “Directive” of the IPA Congress
in August 1963. Excluding Lacan and Dolto
was the price to pay so that the Society could
be admitted among the IPA ranks. The recommendations were sent to the IPA in July
1963, in what became known as the Turquet
Report (de Mijolla, 2012; Guerra, 2015). One
passage from the Report reads, “They [SFP]
are averse to the idea of having ‘to pay’ to
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join the International [IPA], although this is
exactly what the situation requires, where the
price is the elimination of Lacan” (Guerra,
2015, p.55).
What had the committee members found? In the summary provided by
Roudinesco (1993/1997, p.249), they had
found old analysands and followers not in
analysis who “praised Lacan’s practice and
teaching, without being especially devoted to him personally”; they had found that
some students in advanced analysis distanced
themselves from Lacan as an analyst, while
most of the younger pupils, recruited among
the trainees, seemed to have faith in Lacan
as a revered Master. Pierre Turquet, as secretary of the committee, was responsible for
drafting the report for the IPA executives.
He was convinced that “Lacan was a ‘charismatic leader’, not an educational technician”
(Roudinesco, 1993/1997, p.249). What were,
then, the charges against Lacan?
Lacan continued to be the main
problem of the situation as a whole…. his
exclusion from training must be total and
definitive…. In some circles the “Society” is
identified with him… he has always had
a very high number of analysands, twice
as many as any other analyst…. Within
the group, his views are strongly defended and considered fundamental. (Guerra,
2015, p.51)

more importance than they actually had.
The Report itself prefigures the final decision contained in the Stockholm “Directive”:
Lacan remains, and will remain,
unsuitable as a training analyst (...) They
will have to guarantee his permanent exclusion (...) remove his analysands and
they should be asked to continue their
analysis with a senior analyst. (...) As a
teacher-exponent of psychoanalysis, he
cannot be prevented from continuing with
his seminars. (Guerra, 2015, p.73)
But they should not be included in the
SFP educational training program.
Following this directive, on October
13, 1963, the majority of the members of
the assembly of the SFP ruled in favor
of the exclusion of Lacan from the list of
training psychoanalysts, so that the SFP
could become an Society affiliated to the
International. (Guerra, 2015, p.XI)

In hindsight, they are a list of concerns,
not of actual violations.
Turquet relates how Lacan defended
himself:

Obeying the Directive, the SFP prepared
a new list of training analysts that excluded Dolto and Lacan but failed to avoid the
dissolution of the SFP into two new distinct
societies: L’Ecole Freudienne de Paris, founded by Lacan in 1964 and not affiliated with
the IPA, and L’Association Psychanalytique de
France, composed of those who had voted to
exclude Lacan, which obtained the affiliation
to the IPA.
We agree with Roudinesco’s conclusion.
With the Stockholm Directive, the IPA had
banned a doctrine that claimed

“There is fury against me. My short
sessions have been given more importance
than they actually have. They are the
scapegoat for other problems.” There is some
truth in this but the “other problems” refer
to other aspects of his psychoanalytic practice, in particular, his management of negative transference. (Guerra, 2015, p.71)

complete adherence to Freudian orthodoxy. In this respect the split of 1963
was unique. For the first time in the whole
history of the psychoanalytic movement, a
school of strict Freudian obedience found
itself to all intents and purposes excluded
from Freudian legitimacy. (Roudinesco,
1993/1997, p.257)

And he adds that Lacan is “unpredictable in deciding whether the session will be
short, and the sessions last from 15 to 35
minutes at the most” (Guerra, 2015, p.71).
We could summarize it like this: in the absence of real charges, the Turquet Report produces and motivates a sentence that can allay
the fears about a psychoanalytic practice, that
of Lacan, which took the liberty to modify
the codified technique in use up until that
moment. But no words on how this practice
would be damaging the psychoanalytic technique, since any damage was fully attributed
to the negative transference of his analysands.
Specifically, no words on the merits of the
variable-length session. Turquet himself admits that the “short sessions” had been given

As we mentioned at the beginning of this
section, Lacan began his career in psychoanalytic institutions by playing the diligent top
student: requesting an analysis by the most
prominent member of the Freudian school
operating in France, loyal to the codified
norms of the time; all in order to obtain the
legitimacy of the psychoanalytic institutions.
His rise among the ranks of post-war French
psychoanalysts confirms his commitment to
renew psychoanalysis within the existent institutional framework. What follows are ten
years of inquisition culminating with his expulsion from the list of training analysts. The
main official reason given for his expulsion
is his short sessions, a practice that—in the
opinion of the IPA’s leadership—would have
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compromised and impoverished the training
of his analysands. But is it not possible that
the variable-time sessions had become the
scapegoat? Is it not possible that this specific
technique has been absolutized as a part for
the whole of Lacan’s thought and practice?
Michel Plon reinterprets those events
and argues that Lacan had no intention of
breaking with the IPA since he respected it
as a formal Institution supporting Freud’s
legacy. But the psychoanalysts at the head
of the IPA were afraid of Lacan’s thought:
“The IPA took as an excuse, as an alibi, the
‘technical’ question of short sessions: basically it was Lacan’s thought that could not be
summarized” (Guerra, 2015, p.112; see also
Chaumon et al., 2015). Underlying the short
session technique, for Lacan, there was a theoretical reasoning, it was not a whim. “Lacan
clearly exposed the scansion: we must not let
the analysand speak and speak and speak,
but we must ‘cut’ him or her off at a precise
moment, to force the analysand to reflect, to
allow reflection” (Guerra, 2015, p.113).
The Variable-Length Session as Technique
As we mentioned in the introduction,
in this round table, we propose to judge the
variable-length session without insisting on
historical controversies, but rather focusing
on its possible merits. We are not the first to
take this approach, even if the previous literature is quite limited.
In a 2019 contribution, Bruce Fink
brilliantly describes the differences between
well-known technical modalities in psychoanalysis and transformations suggested by
Lacan. We know that symptoms provide
satisfaction substitute, as Freud taught us
(Freud, 1917/1963, pp.365-366). The goal of
treatment, though, is not to provide the patient with reparative satisfactions, but rather
to have an impact on the patient’s pre-existing satisfaction substitute that support his
neurosis. The analyst aims to unmask the
substitute satisfaction represented by the
symptoms in order to return to a state which
gives satisfaction to the subject’s thinking.
This unmasking is fostered by the technique
devised by Lacan and known as “scansion,”
from which arose the term séances scandées,
used by Lacan to define the variable-length
session. Lacan reports an example from a patient of his: “I would often punctuate those
assertions with a monosyllabic ‘huh’ or ‘hum,’
leaving it to him to decide whether I was
calling them into question or affirming them,
allowing him to project his own doubts and
uncertainties onto my punctuations” (Fink,
2019, p.327). He describes it as a way to put
the analysand at work, session after session.
These punctuations frustrate the patient’s
temptation to be omnipotent, omniscient,
immortal beings and also provides scansions
that can foster the patient’s changes. In this
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sense, it is very important that the patient
recognizes the part he played in getting himself into the very predicament, about which
he has been complaining for as long as he can
remember, and against which his whole life
has been a libidinally charged protest. The
analysand is not only a victim of his pathological situation, but also a builder of it.
A research group at Ghent University
recently set out to map those factors that
stand out as relevant to personal change in
Lacanian psychoanalytic therapy (Dulsster et
al., 2019). They found what patients indicated as crucial to change in terms of specific
aspects in their speech during sessions. They
compared these patients’ answers with core
concepts developed in Lacan’s seminal text,
The Function and Field of Language and Speech
in Psychoanalysis (1953/1966). They found a
strong coherence between the key themes
discerned in patents’ answers and the key
points stressed in Lacan’s text. Lacan’s The
Function linked his ideas about the praxis of
psychoanalysis with his conceptualization of
Freudian discoveries.
“Whether it wishes to be an agent of
healing, training, or sounding the depths,
psychoanalysis has but one medium: the patient’s speech” (Lacan, 1953/1966, p.206).
Psychoanalysis starts from the patient’s speech
and makes people the subject of their own
speaking: The focus is not on underlying psychological processes, like reactive feelings, behavioral patterns, or insightful comprehension.
The study’s participants indicated that—to
their surprise—the therapy did not strongly
focus on the crisis that they arrived with, but
installed a praxis of free speech, which made
them pay detailed attention to the structure of
their speaking. That speech in psychoanalysis
cannot be distinguished from transference. As
Lacan observed, as the sender of speech, the
analysand receives her own message back from
the receiver. Hearing one’s own speech reveals
that the ego does not have total control over
what is being said. Therefore, the other that
the analysand is confronted with is not the
interpersonal other, but the other that the unconscious is for the ego.
The analyst pays attention to discontinuities in speech, symptoms and so-called productions of the unconscious, like dreams or
slips of the tongue. Discontinuities in speech
reveal where the ego fails and the unconscious emerges. As soon as the analyst focuses on speech, participants began to listen to
their own speech differently, paying attention
to peculiarities and to contradictory material. Participants did not stress the attention to
symptoms, but they focused on the surprising impact of the language they used and on
repetitive patterns of speech. “Hearing their
own speech confronted them with choices
and helped them reconsider their positions”
(Dulsster et al., p.25).

The “time plays a role in analytic technique in several ways” (Lacan, 1953/1966,
p.257). First, we cannot set a time limit on
an analysis. There are no sure ways to predict
what the patient’s time for understanding will
be, or when the analysis will be completed.
Second, as we discussed already in reference
to Lacan’s séances scandées, the analyst must not
fix the length of a session. The end of a session
has to be used as a scansion; it should mark
an issue in the analysand’s speech. The participants seemed satisfied with their therapeutic
gains and even if they would continue “working” on certain themes. It was very interesting
to note that neither the end of a session as a
scansion, nor the length of a session, appeared
in the speech of the participants.
About the position of the analyst, Lacan
suggests that the analyst’s attentive silence
should let the patient play his speech with only
a metric punctuation of contents emerging in
the session. The analyst’s abstention shows his
refusal to respond except when the subject’s
question assumes the form of true speech: the
analyst will sanction the analysand’s speech
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with his response. All participants stressed
that they were surprised by the detailed attentiveness and relative silence of the analyst. The
silence made them speak and also made them
more attentive to the words of the analyst.
In a review of Lacan’s thought targeting
psychoanalysts, Gazzola (2005) also discusses the variable-length session and the use of
logical time in analysis. He very simply explains that the variable-length session may
be shorter than the conventional 50 minutes
because the end of a session has to be based
on a significant moment, in which the flow of
the analytical content requires a well-timed
cut. The moment of ending a session is due
to analytical reasons, not to a pre-determined
timing. The mastering of time in each session
is essential to discover the unconscious and
can be used to improve the analytical technique. Just as the subject of psychoanalysis
is logical rather than psychological, so is the
time of the session logical and not chronological. By providing the unpredictability of
the end of the session, the analyst throws the
patient into a logical modulation.
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The patient must rush and try to say
it all before the analyst cuts the session.
This is a powerful tool to make the process
advance. Time for the session should be
logical just like the unconscious perceives
it, rather than chronological. The cut (interruption) of the session precipitates itself
in a sudden act, in a way that is not controlled by the patient, and in fact in a way
that is barely controlled by the analyst.
(Gazzola, 2005, p.330)
Conclusion
To return this historical review to the
focus of the round table, we can provide the
following considerations. First, the invention
of the variable-length session has remained
stuck in the political controversies related to
the management of training in the psychoanalytic world. The semantic change wrought
by the Turquet Report and other official documents is telling: not variable-time or variable-length session but short session. The emphasis is only on the quantitative connotation
of long versus short. For Lacan, the emphasis
was on the scandées property of the session,
not on its brevity.
Second, the focus on short sessions prevented all the inquiries from understanding
that Lacan was not lost but was experimenting. He was proposing a working hypothesis and was open to debate on its merits.
Lacan was not the first to propose it. Indeed,
Eitingon in the 1920s had already said, “It was
originally our intention, systematically and in
every case, to reduce the length of the analytic
sitting from one hour to half-an-hour, but we
have had to give up this idea. …Generally we
give three quarters of an hour or the classical
full hour” (Eitingon, 1922). However, Lacan
remains the only one to have convincingly experimented with it (Will, 2018).
This round table attempts to avoid
these two shortcomings in order to judge
and evaluate the variable-length session for
what it is: an innovation in technique and
not an arbitrary and unmotivated whim.
Lacan’s story seems to suggest that whoever
touches the technique will get burned. But
history shows that this is not the case. Was
not an experiment in technique the practice of those analysts who were the first to
start face-to-face analytical sessions? It is a
legitimate question to ask which change in
technique modifies the analytic relationship
the most: a session of variable length or a
session without the couch? Still, there is no
evidence that a face-to-face analytical practice has ever motivated an expulsion from
the IPA.3
3. Starting from the well-known works of Paul-Claude
Racamier (1972), a version of psychoanalysis without the
coach has been proposed in the world as a sort of alternative to Freudian original technique. According to Giacomo B.
Contri, we wonder if this treatment, as a form of direct action
from clinician towards the patient, even when it is reciprocal
in alternation, cannot be described as a regressive temptation
(see Contri, 2009).

“You Better Heal”: The Only Advice a
Freudian Analyst Should Give—
Notes on the Variable-Length Sessions
Glauco Maria Genga, MD
...the Technical Recommendations
that I wrote about a long time ago were of
an essentially negative order. It seemed to
me that the most important thing was to
emphasize what should not be done and to
point out the temptations of choosing directives contrary to analysis.
I left to tact everything positive that
should be done…. Of course, no measurement rules can be given: the decision
depends on the experience and normality of the analyst. (from Freud’s letter to
Ferenczi, 4 January 1928, in Jones, 1955)
So?—I ask him—do you think you
will have time for me?
The analyst said that’s fine with him,
I’ll have to think about it some more
and if I want, I’ll call him back.
—D. Kalliany, interview in King
magazine
Introduction
As I write this, the entire world is still
under attack, threatened by the pandemic that
began about a year ago. In recent months, we
have seen that the use of the web has made
many activities possible, including those related to my profession. But in the last few years,
increasing attention has rightly been paid to
the use of devices by the younger generations:
their inclination for reading has sharply decreased, as has their propensity for taking time
to think; and they have lost the taste for logical
articulation in making sentences, for proceeding by trial and error, for placing or removing a
comma from a sentence.
On account of these considerations
on such wide-ranging phenomena, the opportunity to work on psychoanalytic technique and to do it together with colleagues
of different nationalities, whom I esteem, is
of great value. In fact, a common reflection
on technique is most opportune: without it,
we will suffer the consequences of seeing the
technique of the couch disappear altogether—I don’t mean in a hundred years’ time,
but in the near future.4
Like many others, I have been able to
work in recent months only through online
sessions; there was no other way not to interrupt sine die the work that was being carried out. The vast majority of my patients
have worked well, continuing to bring to the
4 Perhaps only the Jewish culture can show us the way.
I recall with admiration Israel’s pavilion inside Expo 2015;
it contained a captivating narrative of how in that society,
tradition and innovation can coexist, producing invention
and service. It showed the example of progress in the field
of micro-irrigation, which has applications far beyond the
borders of that state.
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sessions material worthy of interest, including derivatives of the Unconscious—dreams
and slips of the tongue. However, I am persuaded that this was possible because they
had months or years of in-person sessions
before that.
The couch technique makes all the difference. All that follows is a small part of my
reflections gained from thirty years of daily
experience: many hours spent sitting behind
my couch every day.
Not Precepts but Concepts: Psychoanalysis
= Freud + the Divan
In the opening of his essay “On
Beginning the Treatment” (1913/1958b),
Freud compares the learning of analytic
technique to that of playing chess. In both
cases, it is not possible to learn in detail
the rules of those disciplines, but rather one has to rely on observation and try
to follow closely the way of proceeding of
already experienced players and analysts.
Freud was certainly very careful in delivering in his writings what were and are the
basic rules of the psychoanalytic process. He
never fell into the error of “mechanization
(Mechanisierung) of the technique” or the
catechization of his followers: “The extraordinary diversity of the psychical constellations concerned, the plasticity of all mental
processes and the wealth of determining
factors oppose any mechanization of the
technique” (Freud, 1913/1958b, p.123). His
reference to “tact” in the letter to S. Ferenczi,
quoted in the epigraph, dictates the fundamental and indispensable note of his legacy.
This legacy proved to be highly problematic. It is not by chance that Lacan dedicated the first of his Seminars (1953/1954)
to Freud’s writings on technique, which he
found fresh and lively. He considered them,
quite rightly, to be dynamic pages, as if in
them Freud wanted to show how well he held
the hammer of his craft (an image evoked by
Lacan): the technique.
The prominence that Lacan gave to the
theme of the technique is even greater if we
think that in those same pages, he denounced
the confusion in which the “praticiens de
l’analyse” found themselves “sur le sujet de
ce qu’on fait, de ce qu’on vise, de ce qu’on
obtient, de ce don’t il s’agit dans l’analyse”
(Lacan, 1975, p.17).
The issues raised by Lacan a few months
after the Rome Discourses (26-27 September
1953) are still of enormous significance today. Just think of the IPA Congress 2009,
whose theme was “Psychoanalytic Practice:
Convergences and Divergences.” On that
occasion, G. B. Contri proposed a paper entitled “The Logical Divan” (2010). To introduce the theme of this round table, I will use
a strong, somewhat programmatic statement
from that paper:
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It’s not our wish to express any personalism if we propose the one comparison
we believe to be the highest of comparisons,
the one that we know it’s not shared by
many. In form of equation:
Psychoanalysis = Freud + Divan
We consider this equation as a pattern which is wide and elastic, granting
everybody the freedom to exercise his own
preference for a theory, a doctrine and a
school of thought. This formula tells us that
Freud is not one of the “paradigms” of psychoanalysis. Our proposal is much humbler: we will develop the second term of
the equation, the divan, as the term of the
comparison. The divan is taken not only in
its material and perceptive reality, but also
in its logical function. (Contri, 2010)
Psychoanalysis = Freud + Divan. The
meaning of this equation is easily understandable. Psychoanalysis turns out to be the
inseparable sum of two elements:
1. Freud, that is Freud’s works, his opera
omnia, containing the doctrine elaborated in
half a century of constant, fruitful, and original production;
2. that kind of professional practice
which uses the divan and the armchair. The
asymmetry of these seats, which can be observed by anyone, allows something to happen in the analysis room: a happening that
never ceases to surprise, if only we keep our
minds on it.
Two individuals, unknown to each other
until a specific moment, begin to meet regularly by means of appointments of rather
limited duration. In their meetings, they do
nothing but talk, starting from symptoms
and inhibitions, which afflict one of the two.
Talking is one of the most common and
least specialized acts; it is an act that everyone knows and can practice. Through their
conversations, both of them observe healing
effects. How can this happen? I suggest not
taking anything for granted.
Around the time I was beginning to receive my first patients in my practice, while
continuing to work as a psychiatrist in public service, a slightly older colleague who had
been practicing as a psychoanalyst for years
was hired in the same public service as me.
When I asked him why he had decided to
apply to the position, he replied that he felt
the need “not to shut himself away in his
practice”. Those words struck me, and I reported them to my analyst. He replied with
a question, on which I have never ceased to
meditate: “Yes…what does a psychoanalyst
do in his/her studio? Does he/she close or
open himself/herself ?” A basic question,
which deserves to be placed side by side
with texts on psychoanalytic technique, for

example Greenson’s, which I had read ten
years earlier.
Who is the Psychoanalyst?
Who is and what does the psychoanalyst
do? How can he spend so much time listening every day to the failures, the complaints,
even the mystifications and sometimes the
delusions of his patients? He can do so if in
his knowledge, he has focused well on the relationship between the means and the ends
of analytic treatment, which is the only offer
he makes to his patients.
Regarding the ends of the treatment,
I recall Freud’s words in “The Ego and the
Id” (1923/1961a, p.50, footnote 1): “after all,
analysis does not set out to make pathological reactions impossible, but to give the patient’s ego freedom to decide one way or the
other.” The German term is Freiheit, written
in italics in the text. Isn’t this surprising? If,
then, the end of an analysis is the creation in
the analysant5 of such a freedom that was not
there before, the means lies instead in that
“fundamental rule” coined by Freud as the
very heart of the technique. The fundamental
rule is articulated in two variants: on the patient’s side, free associations; on the analyst’s
side, fluctuating attention.
Freud again:
All [the rules] tend to create for the
physician the counterpart of the “fundamental psychoanalytic rule” enunciated for
the analyzed…This technique, on the other
hand, is very simple. As we shall see, it rejects
all expedients, even that of making notes,
and consists simply in not wanting to take
note of anything in particular and in giving everything we happen to hear the same
“floating attention” [gleichschwebende
Aufmerksamkeit]…Just listen and don’t
worry about keeping anything in mind…
On the other hand, the best success is achieved
when one proceeds without any intention
whatsoever, allowing oneself to be surprised
at every turn, facing what happens little by
little with a clear mind and without preconceptions. (Freud, 1912/1958a)
Surprise is even the very criterion
that documents the progress of an analytic treatment (Contri, 1983).6
Whoever sits behind the divan has the
task of fostering every act of speech that
manages, even for a moment, to distinguish
5. I would like to recall that we owe the word analysant
(with a ‘t’, instead of analysand, with a ‘d’) to J. Lacan. This
small nuance—a present participle instead of a gerund—underlines the fact that the position of the patient in the analytic
treatment is active and not at all only passive.
6. “It cannot be said enough: surprise is the very criterion of psychoanalysis, and its end is the end of psychoanalysis
itself ” (G. B. Contri, 1983, p.13). In the same years, Contri
used the elaboration of P. Feyerabend, whose book Against
Method: Outline of an Anarchistic Theory of Knowledge (1975)
had been published a few years earlier. In a few words, “free
associations” does not mean at all the anarchic proceeding of
the subject in the knowledge of his own Unconscious.
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itself from the patient’s official discourse.
Whether it’s a slip of the tongue, a hesitation, a deviation in rhythm, or a different
emotional tone, these are all indicators of the
work of the Unconscious. It is a matter of
grasping where thought manages to emerge
from the meshes of repression and censorship. The Unconscious is the healthy part of
the individual, not the sick part.
In this regard, it is interesting what
Szasz and Greenson reported in the late
1950s and early 1960s:
Even if analysis is a profession, it
should be a pleasant profession and not
a kind of exhausting torture. It is really
surprising that many analysts are always
complaining about their fatigue. I suspect,
however, that this complaint sometimes
does not reflect their true state of mind, but
it is rather a figure of speech, the acceptable
way for them to express their weariness:
it is as if [and here is his provocative interpretation] analysts were embarrassed to
admit that they take pleasure in working,
as if this implied a lack of seriousness.
(Greenson, 1967)
Healing (intransitive verb) means
learning to disagree with one’s personal pathology. And that’s why I have titled these
pages, “You Better Heal.” In brief, it is commonly thought that the analyst should not
give advice to his patient. This is not the
case: all the analyst’s conduct, from silent
listening to the moments when the analyst
chooses to speak, is summarized in the advice (implicit or explicit; general, but never
generic), “You better heal.” This is all the
more valuable if we keep in mind that there
is no desire for healing in the patient until
the analyst promotes it through all his acts
(including the choice not to act).
Who, then, is the psychoanalyst? A
psychoanalyst is someone who one day decides to spend a part (sometimes most) of
his working time sitting behind a couch and
from there, to help someone to get out of
the fetters of his own neurosis (inhibitions,
symptoms, anxieties, and—let’s add—fixations), making of this singular “activity” a
profession from which to draw sustenance.
I am referring to the pleasure principle of
the analyst.
Many years ago, during an excursion in the
mountains, a thirteen-year-old girl I had met in
a group of vacationers asked me what my job
was. I replied, “I seat people in my office and
for a couple of times we talk; then I invite them
to lie down on my couch, if I find that they can
give me something.” Her mother immediately
added, as if to politely rectify: “You mean if you
can give them something.” Only then did I realize my slip of the tongue. I meant, “If they can
receive something from me,” but I had said the
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opposite. I had spoken the norm that guarantees the good progress of an analysis: if I myself
learn or receive something from my patients,
we’re on the right track.
The patient will benefit secondarily. The
personalities and temperaments of analysts
may differ in important characteristics, but it
remains true that the analyst invests a great
deal in speaking. He is very attentive to how he
himself speaks and how others speak to him,
in the closest relationships as well as in spontaneous ones. There is no case of an analyst
neglecting to speak; it would be like a designer
not paying attention to the color of the socks
he wears or a photographer not taking into account the light of the environment where he is
doing his photo shoot: it is impossible.
An analyst loves to talk, starting from
when he listens to others talking. If he is silent—and we know that he is silent a lot of the
time—it is only for this reason: he is convinced
that hearing/speaking make a social bond, as
much as and more than seeing/being seen.
According to Freud, the science of psychic reality has listed the following drives: eating (oral drive), expelling (anal drive), seeing
(scopic drive), and finally talking. According to
Contri, “talking is the fourth drive”; it is the
phonic drive (Contri, 2007). It was not Freud
who termed it in this way, but it is not farfetched to posit that in the entire history of humanity, it was he who inaugurated it. The analyst thus becomes a sort of certifier of the state
of health of the phonic drive in the patient.
The four drives cover the whole field of human
experience, and there is nothing that cannot
be expressed: the whole field of experience
becomes utterable, i.e., speakable. Or rather,
it becomes so again, since it had already been
so in early childhood, before some pathogenic
agent threw man’s cub into contradiction and
therefore into anguish. Only one annotation:
this point is so central and innovative, as well
as incommensurate in its consequences, that
it makes no sense to raise the issue of Freud’s
topicality or of its supposed overcoming. It is
unsubstantiated: it is pure misdirection.
Analyzability as a Precondition for
Treatment
Two notes before presenting some examples taken from the clinic. First, I recall
that the analytic setting has two spatio-temporal coordinates:
1. the “analysis room,” with its furnishings, beginning with the characteristic asymmetry of the seats, materially represented
by the couch and the armchair placed, as it
is well known, outside the visual field of the
analysant;
2. the frequency and duration of the
sessions.
“I hold to the plan of getting the patient
to lie on a sofa while I sit behind him, out
of his sight. This arrangement . . . deserves

to be maintained for many reasons” (Freud,
1913/1958b). This is Freud in 1913. After
more than a century, I claim not only that
the disposition of the couch and armchair
deserves to be maintained, but also that the
word used by Freud to describe the couch (in
German, he uses Ruhebett, ottoman) should
be kept. Today in the Italian psychoanalytic literature, one no longer finds the word
divano, but instead the word lettino is used
to describe the piece of furniture where the
patient lies down. This is a curious linguistic
phenomenon, not at all trivial, but highlighted, as far as I know, only by G. B. Contri. It
reveals that framing the psychoanalytic work
within the framework of the medical professionalism contains a trap: the loss of what is
peculiar in the relationship between analyst
and patient. In such an innovative therapeutic technique as that of the couch, this relationship is all about talking/listening rather
than seeing/being seen.
In 1989, while I was starting to work behind my couch, undertaking an analysis was
perceived by many as a goal, at least in the
upper-middle class, including in university
circles and in the sophisticated and well-off
societies of urban centers. Nothing could be
further away from today’s Zeitgeist. But back
then, psychoanalysis was one of those “third
page” topics (for decades, the third page of
newspapers was dedicated to culture and
lifestyle). Well, a rather glamorous magazine published a curious report, signed by a
brilliant journalist. She had called four famous Italian analysts, pretending to be very
distressed and asking them for an interview,
to start her personal analysis. After the four
interviews, she wrote a long and bold article,
with the purpose of demonstrating that they
had not been able to distinguish between
truth and lies!
And with the double-edged sword that if
they shirked, the author would have had good
reason to accuse them of having denied her
the help that is supposed to be due to those
who present themselves in anguish. In addition to being well written, the article immediately struck me as a very interesting test. Even
more interesting was the outcome of the experiment: three of the four, in different ways,
accepted the newcomer and gave her a second
appointment. Obviously, the second appointment was pl???.The only one who came out of
it in an admirable and technically perfect way
is the last of the four, who was my analyst in
those same years. Here is the entire passage
with which her article concludes:
Giacomo Contri, from Milan, when
over the phone I asked him to see me, maybe just once, had replied in a very low
voice, speaking as if the words were being
dragged out of his mouth: “Your request...
seems to me... to be reasonable...”
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A very large man opens the door to
me, his head completely shaved, wearing
very small round glasses, à la Foucault,
black pants and jacket, a leather colored
shirt, leather sandals without socks.
“Please...this way.”
The studio is vast. Light, double
white curtains. An antique desk, chock-full
of papers, Indian silks in frames, red damask armchairs, except his which is leather,
with a brown fur headrest. The couch, very
narrow, covered with an oriental damask
drape. He is very quiet. He points to a red
armchair. He is silent. I am silent.
“Please” he says, always looking
elsewhere.
I speak. He is silent, in the heightened
attitude of a listener. Precisely, his hands
on his forehead, his gaze focused upwards.
I talk and I talk. I like this situation, who
knows why.
Even if I stop, he doesn’t say anything. Only, he intensifies, a little, the air
of someone who is reasoning, deepening
the vertical wrinkles between his eyes. He
never looks at me. I stare at him, always,
steadily, fixed, continuously, and it seems
to me that he doesn’t like that.
I decide to be silent too, once and for
all. He is silent too, thinking. He is silent,
deep in thought, looking upwards. He
never turns towards me.
Now he is talking. In a low voice, with
long intervals between words. It seems to
me that he does not clearly see the reason for
an analysis. I feel the brocades a lot.
He still doesn’t understand what I’m
complaining about, if anything. I ask him
if he is bored. He thinks a lot, then slowly
he asks me if I infer from his attitude that
he is bored. I answer no, that it’s not his
attitude, it’s that I’m always terrified that
people are bored, even if they, like him, are
paid to be bored, and so I feel like entertaining them a bit to amuse them. It’s a
complex. It seems to me that, still looking
the other way, silently, the shadow of a
giggle arises on his cheek. He says slowly
that perhaps, on closer inspection, the reason for an analysis is there, we will see. He
is silent, silent, silent.
Speaking slowly, he says that I have
already given myself all the answers. I say
that I am trying to imagine the analysis.
He is silent for a long time, then slowly says
that imagining the analysis is as impossible
as imagining the result of an equation. The
equation can only be followed, operation
by operation (my husband, a physicist, will
later tell me that the result of an equation
can be imagined just as well). He falls silent, stands up and goes to get a cigarette.
He has already smoked many.
He stands up. I stand up as well. As if
upset, he tells me to sit down:
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Please…!
I say if he stands up, I want to stand
up, too. As if he had heard something coming from another planet, he orders:
Please...! looking as if he can’t take
it anymore.
I have the very pleasant sensation
of being the one leading the game, for the
simple fact that I divert him with misleading information. No, he is directing,
because he only wants to get to know if my
case will interest him, and it will interest
him because he has to find out what reason
I have for deceiving him like that.
Well?—I ask him—do you think
you will have time for me?
He says that’s fine with him. I’ll have
to think about it some more and if I want,
I’ll call him. The frequency of the sessions?
He says slowly that there are usually four,
but that two or three will be enough for
me. It depends, he’ll decide week by week.
He repeats: three to two, depending. I ask
how much it will cost. Seventy thousand
liras per session. I ask him:

And for this time (a full hour, intense, among the brocades???)?
Seventy thousand, as I have just
told you.
I thank him. He walks me to the door,
a large presence, dark, saying goodbye with
his shaved head, without speaking anymore.
I was immediately grateful to that journalist: she had created a truly formative event,
certainly beyond her conscious intentions. She
ignored the fact that the challenge she had
devised and launched at the four musketeers
of psychoanalysis was not at all different from
the one that neurotic subjects address to their
analysts at every session. This is not a manner
of speech; it is what Freud understood when
he abandoned the cathartic method, i.e., the
lesson of Charcot who, for him, had even been
a good teacher. The question posed by every
hysteric is in a sense the same one we find in
the journalist’s request: “You tell me, and perhaps you don’t know as I don’t, if there exists or
if a law of motion that is valid for two human
bodies is conceivable or desirable” (Contri,

2008). Unlike Charcot, who did not know
how to answer, indeed who did not even notice the question, at the beginning of the last
century, it happened that Freud, unique in history, answered in the affirmative, and proposed
the fundamental rule of analysis.
Contri did the same with that lady who
pretended to be a patient while being a reporter; while he declared himself ready to
accept her as a patient, he told her that she
was not yet a patient. Analyzability (already
a Freudian term) always implies that the patient recognizes, a little or a lot, that he, too,
is responsible for the formation of his own
symptoms. Otherwise, no analytic treatment
will be possible.
Some Examples of Variable-Length
Sessions
Making Good Use of The Sense of Smell in
the Analysis Room
Although the analytical technique privileges, as already mentioned, the sense of
hearing, other senses should not be neglected
and, if necessary, can be useful in conducting the treatment. A brief example about the
sense of smell. For some time I had noticed
that, looking out of the door of my waiting
room to receive one of my patients (a teacher), I smelled an unpleasant odor, to the point
that after each session I had to air out the
room before the next patient (this happened
in the pre-Covid era). One day I decided
to tell the patient, opening the session with
these words, “I don’t know about you, but I
have a sense of smell, and I’m informing you
that after each of your sessions I have to air
the waiting room.” He promptly replied that
such an observation had been made to him
several years earlier by his sixth graders. It
was very instructive for me: what other social
and specifically professional context allows
for such a frank and direct exchange? This
is how Freud worked.7 Here, my olfactory
perception, which I transferred into spoken
discourse, was a “fragment of an amorous
discourse,” echoing Roland Barthes. What
else to call my invitation to that patient to
take care of his hygiene? I understood later,
once again through my sense of smell, that
that conversation, lasting a few minutes, had
been effective.
From the Shape of the Body to the Style of
the Phrase
A rather pretty young woman, one of my
very first patients, was referred to me after she
got into trouble by “declaring” her feelings
twice: to the CEO of the company where
she worked and then also to the young priest

7. Lacan notes something similar too when, in one of his
writings from 1957, he reports an excerpt from a young analyst about what he calls a “rebellious case”: “After so many
years of analysis, my patient still could not smell me; one day
my no-less patient insistence prevailed: he perceived my odor.
The cure lay there” (Lacan, 1957/2006b, p.389).
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of the parish. In both cases, she had been rejected. After a first interview in which she
told me every little detail about these bitter
disappointments, at the second appointment
she said: “Doctor, I’ve fallen in love with you!”
My reply was not long in coming: “I assure
you that I hold love in the highest regard, and
a declaration is a very serious act…whereas
yours is not at all!”
I had realized, thanks to the information
she had given me, and to the caveat made by
my supervisor, that the analyst was, for her,
the third case of the “impossible man” series,
after the CEO and the priest.
Incidentally, that patient of mine, in her
frivolous provocation, ventured further than
one of Greenson’s patients, who merely asked
him, “Doctor, am I supposed to fall in love
with you?” (Greenson, 1967, p.192).
My clarification, correct in the wake
of Freudian doctrine that distinguishes love
from falling in love, did not take into account
the external appearance of the young woman, armed as she was with her seductive art. I
pointed out to her that the way a man could
finally appreciate her did not depend on the
ostentation of her physical shape, attractive as
it may be, but on the attention paid to the
style of her phrases. After a while, I closed the
interview. In this case, as well as in the next,
continuing the interview or session until the
end of a set time would have been a mistake
and a source of confusion for the patient.
A Case of “Red Light”: Acting Out in the
Consulting Room
An analyst told a senior colleague about
something that had happened to him recently: he had made one of his patients settle on the couch, as usual, and in the short
time that he had been distracted taking out
his pipe and tobacco, when he turned back
to the couch, he noticed that the patient was
on her back, but—she had quickly stripped
off her clothes! Just like the famous Courbet
painting! At that point, he said to her, “Get
dressed immediately, otherwise this is our last
session!” I do not remember how it went, but
the analyst’s reaction certainly makes perfect
sense, since stripping is an acting out. It was
necessary to convert the thought that had
produced that acting out, whatever it was,
back to spoken discourse.
The older colleague, hearing what had
happened, commented: “I, in your place,
would have said to her: ‘What are you doing? Even if I had taken you up on your invitation, wouldn’t you have run away immediately?’” This remark, unlike the first one, is a
true interpretation, whose meaning is clear:
“You want to challenge me, because you
believe I am inhibited like you. Therefore,
you only want to embarrass me, in the same
way others have embarrassed you. I, on the
other hand, know what I’m doing and if I

don’t give in to your offers, it is because I
can identify to what extent sex has become a
problem for you.” At that point, the session
could have ended there.
Concluding a Session After a
“Felix Lapsus”8
A middle school teacher had resorted for
many long years to anxiolytics at sustained
dosages, at various times of the day and evening. The intake had begun at the same time
as he started group therapy, which had continued for ten years (!) prior to the current
analysis and had never been discontinued.
Without the pills, he said, he would not be
able to cope with the class and his colleagues.
But then two years after the sessions began,
he recounted the following slip of the tongue:
The other day, I carelessly showed the
pills to the vice principal, when pulling
my handkerchief out of my pocket. It seems
to me that I did it on purpose to demolish
the others’ esteem for me, as if there was an
unconscious will to fail, to not succeed.
A few days later, he began the session
by recounting that he had committed another lapse, almost identical to the previous one:
This morning I forgot to take my
medication: I had it with me (two
Lexotan tablets every morning), but I forgot to take them. Every time I happened to
forget them at home, I had to go straight
home after the first hour to get them. Not
so today.
I intervened with these words: “After today’s slip of the tongue, keep the medications
with you in your pocket, without taking them
except as needed.”
The session must have lasted no more
than fifteen minutes. In it, I merely collected
and re-proposed what the patient himself had
already produced, in his thought and conduct.
Concluding a Session…On a Bomb!
For a long time, a patient has understood
the treatment as a “hard-nosed” struggle
against his neurosis: in a good number of sessions, he has done nothing but repeat, repeat,
and repeat, enumerating the same symptoms,
the same inhibitions, etc. He himself noticed
this, and perhaps he was as bored as I was.
Once, after letting him talk throughout the session, I told him, “So far so good,
but these are things we both know already.
Instead, tell me the last thing that comes to

8. Felix lapsus is an expression coined by G. B. Contri along
the lines of another Latin expression, felix culpa, “fortunate fault,”
which the Catholic church traces back to St. Ambrose about original sin. The latter, in fact, deserved to be redeemed by the sacrifice
of Jesus. The phrase is extensively used to refer to an error that
brings no bad consequences. Furthermore, felix lapsus was also used
in Slow Man (2005), a novel by John Maxwell Coetzee, who won
the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2003.

mind, the one that seems less relevant, or less
important, in short, anything.”
To my surprise, he told me that just last
Sunday he and all of his family members
had to…evacuate their block of flats, along
with all the other residents, because a bomb
had been discovered in the courtyard of the
building…A bomb! It was a remnant from
the Second World War, which the bomb
squad had to defuse and safely remove. For
the occasion, his entire family had been
hosted by the parish, and there had been an
understandable general alarm. He confided
to me that that day, and the following days,
he had imagined that it would have been
better if the whole block had exploded, so
that at least he would no longer have to
worry about finding a new home, and in the
turmoil, he would have been able to tell his
family that he had found another solution,
temporarily with a friend. Faced with this
story, which had taken longer than the usual
time limit, I did not hide my surprise, and I
dismissed him.
When Death Happens: A Case of
“Hit and Run”
The patient failed to show up for a session. It had happened before. So, the next
time, he started, in textbook fashion, “I must
apologize. It happened to me once again, forgetting the session. I didn’t realize it until an
hour after the time.” He proceeded to dwell
on the incident, in tones identical to those
used on other occasions. I didn’t intervene;
everything seemed to be in his obsessive pattern, already so well known. But I had not
imagined to what extent:
“Actually, I have to tell you another important thing that happened this morning:
my father died. This saddens me, but I have
not cried or been moved.” I asked him under
what circumstances his father died; I had not
been aware that he was ill, although elderly.
“Actually, in mid-September, another
important thing happened: my parents were
returning from our house in the mountains,
and my father called me and asked me to
meet them in my car, halfway, because he
didn’t feel like making the whole trip alone:
if a tire blew out, he felt he didn’t have the
strength to change it. I went, but on the way
back, since I had a meeting with some friends
(whom he had confessed he hates) I left my
parents in front of the house to join them. I
knew my father wouldn’t wait until the next
day to unload the suitcases. And so, he did
(the other brother, who also lives with his
parents, is spastic and could not have helped
him). In picking up a heavy suitcase, my father fell, hit his hip badly, and has been bedridden ever since. He was only now starting
to walk again, but this morning, while reading the newspaper, he dropped his glass, and
died immediately. His heart. Now I feel a
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little guilty. If I had stayed to help him, he
might still be here now. But there wasn’t that
much of a relationship between him and me.”
I told him, “Certainly, in this last month
you have never told me about your father’s fall.”
I don’t think I looked at my watch; it
was the kind of news that was certainly startling, bordering on manslaughter, or at least a
hit-and-run.
Provisionally Concluding
In the preceding section, I intended
briefly to show some examples of how the
Freudian analyst (to tell the truth, every analyst is Freudian by definition) can exercise his
attention—primarily, but not exclusively, auditory—for the benefit of the patient. Visual and
olfactory perceptions should not be neglected
at all; the analyst’s attention must always be
first and foremost devoted to reporting every
patient’s act within the spoken discourse. To
be able to do this with ease, the analyst cannot but continually exercise the faculty of
his own judgment. Judging—I remind the
reader—“is the intellectual action which decides the choice of motor action, which puts
an end to the postponement due to thought
and which leads over from thinking to acting”
(Freud, 1925/1961b, p.238). Freud writes thus
in his short and beautiful essay on “Negation”
(1925/1961b). It is appropriate, in this regard,
to make a clarification, as many colleagues in
our field believe that the analyst should not
judge. In Lexikon Psicoanalitico e Enciclopedia
(1987), Contri writes,
…it might be worth getting rid
of a banal misunderstanding: the psychoanalyst, it is said, “must not judge.”
The logical and practical consequences of
trivialization are evident here: with a
false sentence one dismisses the question
of judgment.
We use the term “false sentence” because, in addition to reducing judgment
to moralism…it commits a second and
more serious error, at the basis of moralism: that of taking for certain what is not
certain…that is, that the faculty of judging already exists; therefore it would not
be a question of exercising it but, on the
contrary, of abstaining from it. With the
aggravating circumstance of claiming, for
this refusal, “technical” or “setting” reasons,
that is, to make it a case of abstinence.
But if judgment is a faculty whose defect
is pathogenic, the opposite turns out to be
true: technique and/or setting thrive there,
provided that, at least in the psychoanalyst, the faculty of judgment has reached a
certain fulfillment. (Contri, 1987)
The closing of the session thus comes
to have the value of an intervention, of a
recognition that can be summarized with

the expression “just so,” or—more rarely—“we are not there yet.” In this way, the
analyst places himself in an asymmetrical
position with respect to the analysant. This
is the only way to avoid a clash with the
patient, which would be inevitable if the
model of the relationship were symmetrical. Since the relationship is instead asymmetrical, the analyst becomes a partner, and
the mode of production of healing becomes
indirect. Recall that Freud, who started
from hypnosis, did not have had a high
esteem for it. Since the very beginning,
he wrote—after observing Charcot—that
in hypnotic therapy, the patient has the
right to counter-suggestion. The analytic
technique is something else entirely, it is a
kind of new alliance between patient and
analyst, when compared to the old alliance
of suggestive therapies. Thus, the variable
length of the session makes sense within
this new analyst-patient alliance.
The Unconscious Does Not Ask For
Permission:
Variable-Length Sessions as a Challenge
for the Psychoanalytical Technique
Maria Gabriella Pediconi
In the middle of the journey of
our life I found myself in a dark forest,
because the straightforward path had been
lost.
—Dante Alighieri, Divina
Commedia, Inferno, Canto I, 1-3
The analyst’s wisdom consists of mastering the treatment without leading the
patient. (Pozzetti, 2018, p.185)
It is, therefore, a propitious punctuation that gives meaning to the subject’s
discourse. (Lacan, 1953/2006a)
Overture
When he knocks on the analyst’s door,
John Doe has already lost his bearings. He
doesn’t find himself in his shoes; he’s disoriented. Like Dante on the threshold of hell: “In
the middle of the journey of our life I found
myself in a dark forest, because the straightforward path had been lost.” John Doe knows
it is not hell yet, but almost. It will not take
long for things to precipitate irreparably. He
is exhausted by inhibitions, discredited by
symptoms, muddled by anguish. And those
fixed thoughts which are echoed by repeated
actions, which are always, always the same;
and those uncomfortable and unmovable beliefs, fixations without rhyme or reason. John
Doe would need help, perhaps. But he doesn’t
even know how to ask for it, he doesn’t have a
precise idea of what exactly he would need. He
doesn’t know; this is also his problem.
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The analyst answers the bell and invites
him to come in and sit down. They meet for
the first time after a short call on the phone,
during which they arranged the first appointment. It is a preliminary interview. “Tell me,
how can I help you?” Here is the first step of
a meeting to which, perhaps, the most important transformations in life can be traced.
Perhaps, with good reason, since nothing is
taken for granted, nothing is predictable nor
pre-destined at the beginning of a psychoanalytic treatment. Nothing is known, with the
exception of a few—those, indeed, certain—
technical tools. Two arrangements that are
the pillars of the treatment:
1. the two-place setting: analyst-analysand, couch-sofa, activated by the technique
2. the work of thinking via words, under the aegis of the fundamental rule: saying
what comes to mind without omissions or
systematization.
And John Doe will be able to orient
himself again, finding his bearings, finding
his own way again.
Among these pillars of the technique,
analyst and analysand will be equal in the
possibilities of their work of thinking, equal
in the partnership, but asymmetrical in the
two-place setting. Both will have the experience of being subjects in the asymmetrical dynamic: at times, one will propose
(thoughts, words, acts, omissions) and the
other will receive, proposing appropriate
scansion; at other times, the other one will
propose, in a dynamic where the places are
two, but are not fixed by the roles. The protagonist will be the act of thinking, the organon that Freud called the unconscious. It is
an organon that does not ask for permission.
Jacques Lacan introduces it to us by noting
its main movements, those that are plain for
all to see: here is the unconscious, wherever
and whenever one “dreams, fails and thirdly
laughs” (Lacan, 1967/2005a, p.68). He fails
when he forgets or when he finds himself
subdued by a failed act. We add what Lacan
seems to leave secondarily for a moment: the
unconscious does not ask for permission, not
only in the dream, in the witty remark, or in
the slip of the tongue, but also in the symptom. Such is its inexorability.
If, thanks to Lacan, the psychoanalytic technique has gained the possibility of
conducting sessions of variable length, the
debate around the opportunities and advantages that this technique may provide is
still very controversial. Not because of the
presence of many opposing positions, but,
on the contrary, because of the absence of a
real debate on the merits or shortcomings of
the revisions of the psychoanalytic technique
invented by Lacan. After the initial categorical refusal, which dates back to the conflict
between Lacan and the SPP (1953), subsequently endorsed and concluded by the IPA

with the excommunication (1963), the
question of sessions of variable duration
has been covered up and confused with
other vicissitudes of the codification of
training. With the exception of a few
articles that take it into consideration—
by Fink, Gazzola, and Dussels, whom
we cited in Section 2 of this round table—Lacanian-oriented analysts are
the only ones who defend it, but as an
exception, limited to a specific branch
of psychoanalysis.
What are we talking about when
we talk about variable-length sessions? We are talking about technique
and setting, that is to say the conditions that make treatment possible.
Conditions that are closely linked,
or even derived, from the statute of
thought as it was discovered and scientifically treated by Freud. Compared
to the technique set by Freud, the
method of using variable-length sessions can be described as Lacan’s experiment. It illuminates and relaunches the three factors of psychoanalytic
treatment as such, and is therefore implicated not only in the codification of
training, but in the treatment itself: (a)
the analyst’s place, (b) the work of the
analysand, and (c) the effectiveness of
the treatment.
We will not talk about training in
this article, even if, as noted in Section
2, previous literature and debates have
tended to inextricably link the question
of the variable-length session to the one
of what should be the legitimate training
model within the IPA.9 At the time of
Lacan, only the Eitingon model was considered legitimate; today, two other models have been added: the French one and the
Uruguayan one, both recognized by the IPA
in 2007. Squitieri wonders if the Berlin model,
developed by a private institute and only subsequently becoming the prevailing model within
the IPA, was the only possible model. He adds,
“The question is relevant because it conditions
the whole current structure of our teaching”
(Squitieri, 2011). Carli (2014) also discusses
controversies with the Eitingon model.
In this article, we will rather speak
about the setting in close connection with
metapsychology. The conditions that allow
9. Here is the description of setting on the IPA website:
“The analytic session usually lasts 45 or 50 minutes. In order to
continuously deepen the analytic process, psychoanalytic sessions preferably take place on three, four or five days a week. A
lower frequency of sessions per week or the use of the chair instead of the couch will sometimes be necessary. All agreements
about the setting (including the schedule, the fee per session
and the cancellation policy) will be binding for both patient
and analyst and have to be renegotiated if change is required.
The timeframe for doing an analysis is hard to predict; an average of three to five years can be expected, even though any single case may take more or less time for completion. Patient and
analyst are nonetheless free at any time to decide to interrupt
or end the analysis.” https://www.ipa.world/en/psychoanalytic_treatment/about__psychoanalysis.aspx

the establishment and development of the
analytic relationship up to its realization,
including its conclusion, will be presented
as a fertile ground for improving the work
of the unconscious.
Analyst and Analysant at Work: Who
Speaks with Whom?
What does the retrospective we presented in Section 2 of this round table tell
us about the invention of variable-length sessions and the turmoil it generated in the psychoanalytic movement? After Freud, touching the technique has become dangerous. The
official nature of the international society
founded by Freud has chosen to entrust the
function of guarantor of orthodoxy to the
rules of the technique, weakening metapsychology as the main way to orient analytic
practice. More modestly, Freud (1912/1958a)
never systematized the technique, practicing
rather than giving advice to those who took it
upon themselves to practice psychoanalysis
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after careful doctrinal preparation. Insofar
as technical standards and regulations have
restricted the technique, they have stripped
it of its ties with metapsychology. In the
fundamental norm, Freud encourages the
analysand to talk and respond, but also to
resist the temptations of the official discourse, an outpost of resistance. It is exactly
in these temptations that are condensed the
tendency to omissions and systematizations.
Every analyst knows that the moment in
which he observes the patient in his exercise of omission and systematization; he is
observing the neurotic contravention of the
analytic rule, typical of an official discourse
supported by consciousness. The analyst can
transform this point into a relaunch, closing
the session at that exact moment. A session that thus becomes variable in duration.
It won’t be a reproach, it won’t be a reinforcement for resistance. Instead, it will be a
bridge, a sort of pit stop in the continuation
of the work. And it will be the next session
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and the material that it will present which
will give us the measure of the success of
the relaunch.
From the Analyst’s Side: Mastering the
Treatment
The analytical technique, observed from
the analyst’s position (place), clearly shows
that whoever closes the session marks the
point of the work in progress.
Furthermore, if neither the clock nor the
coded timing ends the session, then the work
on how to close the session becomes one of
the main turning points in the analyst’s work.
For those who adopt the session of variable
duration, learning to close the sessions becomes a fundamental professional acquisition. Lacan states:
It is, therefore, a propitious punctuation that gives meaning to the subject’s discourse. This is why the ending
of the session—which current technique makes into an interruption that
is determined purely by the clock and,
as such, takes no account of the thread
of the subject’s discourse—plays the
part of a scansion which has the full
value of an intervention by the analyst
that is designed to precipitate concluding moments. Thus, we free the ending
from its routine framework and employ
it for all the useful aims of the analytic
technique. (Lacan, 1953/2006a, p.209)
We can highlight here the factors of the
scansion: it will be (a) a significant passage
of the speech, (b) for that particular patient,
(c) in its unrepeatability, and (d) in a precise
phase of the treatment.
The analyst’s work therefore appears
very delicate. What will support his competence in the closing of sessions of variable
length? The analyst must be able to measure
the temporal variability of the session, calibrating it to the singularity of the case, as a
“tailor-made” modality for each of his analysants, monitoring its effects each time and
correcting it himself every time he discerns
its usefulness. The variable length of the session, from the first time the analyst closes the
session at a certain passage of the analysant’s
speech, will produce its effects. On the one
hand, it will introduce bewilderment in the
expectations of the analysant, who will not be
able to count on a fixed-time ritual. On the
other hand, it will prompt him not to linger
on redundant ruminations. The cutting off of
the session without previous agreement activates a lively discursive presence, turns on the
attention, and keeps the avoidance of systematization high.
The analyst’s position is at the same
time delicate and decisive, since the analysand’s discourse waits for somebody else, the

analyst, to listen to him. Insofar as the analysand makes room for the fundamental norm
in the discourse in the session, the unconscious makes its way without asking permission: it is a question of becoming a partner
with the unconscious. The partnership that
the analyst offers to the unconscious, however, is without guarantee.
Jacob was a 27-year-old man. A bachelor, he seemed to be a nerd. His parents were
separated, and he lived with his mother. He
remembered that when he was a child, he
was obsessed with what could happen to his
mother when she was away and was often
forced to call her to ask where she was for
reassurance. He compulsively wondered if his
mother is having a love affair with another
man. The sessions were monotonous and the
topics repetitive.
One particular day, in his session, he said
he went to the seaside to see women in bikinis. He confessed that he got aroused, had
an erection, and was ashamed to the point of
pain. Talking, he became involved, agitated.
At this point he made a slip of the tongue.
Instead of saying “It wasn’t physical pain,”
he said, “It wasn’t a physical erection.” He
noticed the slip, said it was a mistake, and
moved on; he didn’t stop.
The analyst noted that something significant had happened, and, before the opportunity disappears, he closed the session.
Less than 30 minutes had passed since the
beginning, but the analyst did not look at his
watch; he scanned the speech. This time he
closed the session earlier than those in which
the trend was rather monotonous. With the
slip, something happened this time. The analyst was sure that Jacob noticed the cut-off
and wondered if it was done at the appropriate time. On the one hand, he relied on the
certainty of the significance of the passage
chosen to conclude, but on the other, he had
no guarantee that the young man would let
himself be put to work by the cut-off. That
the analysand gets to work does not depend
only on the analyst.
What would tell the analyst that his cutoff was effective? Certainly, the production
of the slip by his analysand deserved complete attention. At long last, a movement had
brought the inhibitions into the open and exposed the defenses of a body that had become
insensitive. It had now become painful to admit that the body was waking up, claiming
its visibility. From the slip, we learned that “it
was not a physical pain,” but it was the pain
of a confession, pain that could be captured
by scanning the speech right on that passage.
The analyst of the variable-length session will
count on the precision of the cut-off at a specific point of the transference.
Here, the cut-off takes the place of an
interpretation, in the sense that it prepares
the ground for the interpretation itself,
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setting the conditions for its effectiveness:
to the extent that the patient allows himself
to be put to work by the cut-off, the interpretation can become a decisive step in the
treatment. And what about the analyst? He
can only submit to the patient’s time and
wait for the analysand to get to work: first,
by acknowledging the cut-off; then, by working on the interpretation. The gap between
the material activated by the session and the
possible continuation of the work is typical of
the psychoanalytic technique in general.
For Lacan, sessions of variable length
meant, at times, short sessions. Short sessions are an effective representation of cutting short with the psychopathology, of not
leaving it the field, nor endorsing it. Indeed,
The subject as is—the speaking subject, if you will—can well claim primacy,
but it will never be possible to consider this
subject purely and simply as the free initiator of the discourse, since, by being divided, is linked to that other subject who is the
subject of the unconscious…
(Lacan, 1967/2005b, p.51)
In fact, one does not consult the psychoanalyst about what one can know, “but about
what escapes knowledge, to be exact, about
what for each person is what they radically do
not want to know” (Lacan, 1967/2005c, p.87).
The analysand, put to work by the cutting off of the session, will weave a tapestry
with his thoughts between one appointment
and another. Connections, reconnections,
echoes, links will emerge. Meanwhile, the
analyst will have taken a step back, leaving
room for the analysand to take his time. Both
will come to know, in this way, the work of
the unconscious, observing the discourse in
the session that progressively leaves behind
the terrain of pathological compulsion.
The treatment weaves tailor-made analytical clothes: the weaving is made up of
two jobs, that of the analyst and that of the
analysant, each building on the other’s work.
The psychoanalytic work initiates an apparatus of discovery and reform starting from the
discursive material presented in the session.
Material that, on the one hand, is presented as the product of the pathology that led
the patient to the session, and so therefore is
conditioned by the processes of fixation and
repetition. On the other hand, the material
of the session occurs under the effect of the
treatment itself—first of all the transferral—which makes it transformable material.
The session of variable duration performs a
screening function and enhances the possibility of giving access to the sifting process by
means of the cutting-off procedure, therefore
facilitating the distinction between the grain
of the unconscious and the weeds of fixation,
even when it occurs in a defensive function.
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The Effectiveness of the Analytical
Technique in Perspective: Accessing
Thinking in “Small Doses”
In “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,”
Freud clearly describes thinking at work, continually engaged in the elaboration of new
states of excitement: it all starts “for that it
is enough to take small specimens of the external world, to sample it in small quantities”
(1920/1955, p.27). The thinking process tastes
the world in small doses and subsequently
binds them, link after link, with all previous
experience. The treatment of excitement in
small doses provides the model of treatment
of the material in the session, which finds its
favorable tool in the variable-duration scansion. The end of the session thus becomes the
turning point of every treatment. It allows the
working through to participate in the expansion of the domain of the pleasure principle

as the governing principle of the entire life of
the subject. The analyst refrains from actively
guiding the analysand, just as he refrains from
returning the material in a more complete
form, letting the analysand take time and find
the means to reopen the closures and fixations
of his neurotic discourse. Not restitution, but
a reopening based on the alliance between analyst and analysant.
According to Giacomo B. Contri, we
describe the alliance in the treatment as
two-place working. Analyst and analysant
settle into a tandem, in which the two are
equal in the partnership, occupying asymmetrical positions.
Peers in the Partnership
Giacomo B. Contri summarizes the analyst’s position in this sentence: “The analyst
knows that he cannot do the good that he

himself knows” (2007, p.293). It follows that
therapeutic acts can promote change but
cannot provide healing.10 The technique that
facilitates the restart of thinking requires
that the analyst and the analysand,
in their work, follow…the same norm
according to two of its possible versions:
the rule or norm of non-omission and
non-systematization in the analysand; the
rule or norm of fluctuating attention in
the analyst. (Contri, 2007, pp.294-295)
Equals in following the same fundamental norm, they will construct the analytic setting with the aim of unmasking those
objections that keep the thinking within the
pathology.
Occupants of Asymmetrical Positions
Giacomo B. Contri explicitly expresses the logic of psychoanalytic work as consisting
of indirect actions in which the
personal action of each agent
plays indirectly in favor of the
other partner, while the two
partners remain autonomous
in contributing to the enrichment of each other. It is a question of “a partnership that is
not unequal but asymmetrical”
(Contri, 2014, p.218). The couch
itself performs a function implicit in its asymmetrical spatial
arrangement. This asymmetrical
layout becomes the favorable
condition to contrast the pathological condition that the analysand brings to the session with
the series of systematizations of
forced omissions that make up
his discourse, even when they
occur in the defensive forms of
repression, rejection, denial, division, isolation. Thanks to the
analytic rule, the patient will be
able to return to conceiving his
own autonomy—autonomy in
speaking and posing issues—
occupying an asymmetrical position compared to the analyst.
“The analyst then does not have
to perform direct actions on
the patient: he must only take
care that the rule given to the
patient is observed” (Contri,
2014, p.220). The analyst will
therefore not be fixed on the patient; his autonomous direction
will be exercised as “a floating
attention,” a competence that
does not belong to a distracted
10. Regarding the concept of healing in psychoanalysis, we suggest Genga et al. (2019).
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or unfocused analyst, but rather to a thinking that is not absorbed by the patient. The
analyst will not be indifferent but will allow
himself to be solicited by the autonomous
movement of the other, gathering up the direction of his thoughts. It can happen that
the analyst acts and intervenes—interpretation is a case of intervening indirectly—by
means of the quantities of speech, scansions,
cut-offs, forms of punctuation.

the time of wakefulness and that of sleep and
dreams (see Contri, 2007). Indeed,

We can represent the analytic relationship as the specific discursive action of
two subjects. The two agents, patient and
analyst, are different only according to the
species, while the kind of their action is, in
fact, a common discursive action. In this
case, one is the protagonist—the client—
and the other is a deuteragonist—the analyst. The analyst is expected in his species to
be the one who provides an action such as
to make the protagonist’s action conclusive,
by putting in place favorable conditions
so that the infinite repetitions of the psychopathology ends. In this partnership, the
transference presents itself as the willingness on the part of the client in order not to
stop the kind of action in progress.
(Contri, 2014, p.219)

It is the same preliminary condition
that Freud describes in “Beyond the Pleasure
Principle” (1920/1955); the psychic apparatus works to bring all experience under the
supremacy of the pleasure principle. Tasting
external reality in small doses will be its favorable condition. Thus, also in the treatment,
dosing with access to materials of the experience will be the condition of the work that
will re-establish the law of satisfaction. The
variable-length session reproduces this condition of access in small doses, offering itself
as a procedure that orients by means of scansions comparable to placeholders or bookmarks.

We now briefly present three clinical
vignettes with the aim of exemplifying the
possible uses of the variable-length duration
session. These vignettes show that the session
is not dialogical; in it, the analyst works by
means of an indirect activation of the material, since he works to create the conditions
so that the analysant’s thinking—and consequently that of the analyst—can be carried
forward. The analyst closes the session, not
the clock, nor any codified rule. The session
that the analyst closes had been started and
opened by the analysant.
It is a work aimed at arranging favorable
conditions without suggesting the content.
Following Luiz Gazzola, we recall that in
psychoanalytic treatment
there is no intersubjectivity, says
Lacan, there is always a Subject and the
Other, and this is an asymmetric relationship. This applies as well to the analytical
relationship, where the analyst, rather
than being just another subject, incarnates
the Other in all its opacity. Think of the
obsessional patient endlessly lost in ruminations leading him or her nowhere: the
analyst needs to stay away from the position of being just another subject that
would be engaged in endless intellectual
battles. (Gazzola, 2005, p.331)
Time in the psychoanalytic technique
hosts the life of thought, which proceeds
with its basic modules of 24 hours, including

thinking does not present itself to us
in the form of a function that can be qualified in some way as superior. On the contrary, it is a preliminary condition within which a whole series of functions are
rooted in whatever way possible. (Lacan,
1967/2005c, p.87 [emphasis added])

Little Red Riding Hood and the Three Wolves
of the Identification: The Variable-Length
Session as an Aid to Interpretation
The unconscious is neither commanded
nor given explanations: thinking takes its time.
Below, we report some interpretative brushstrokes: a name, a closure, the attestation of a
theme in order to take a step forward.
Mia began her analysis severely stressed
by panic attacks. Thanks to the analysis, she
was able to continue working and, after a
long wait, she is experiencing with trepidation the beginning of a new pregnancy. She
is agitated in telling the nightmare that woke
her up in the middle of the night. Three ferocious wolves threaten her daughter. The little girl
climbs onto the bars of the gate, but a wolf reaches
her and completely enfolds her. She, the patient,
helpless spectator, shouts the girl’s name out loud.
The girl, climbing, still entwined and clinging to
the gate, seems not to notice the danger. Until an
elderly neighbor decides to take his car and rifle,
telling her: “I’ll take care of it.”
At first the associations seem to be led
only by the horror of the wolves, racked by the
mortal threat to the child. Until, unexpectedly,
the admission appears that upon awakening,
the following thought about the dream came
to mind: “yet I did not see the color red. But
I don’t know why I thought this” says the
woman, “maybe I expected to see the blood
of the wounds.” For the analyst, the color red,
together with the little girl who is the protagonist of the dream, becomes a precious clue:
she picks up on it and relaunches it, saying,
“we can combine red with Riding Hood.” The
patient completes the name, Little Red Riding
Hood, but she doesn’t seem to pick up on the
theme. The associations return to the wolves,
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but now they focus on their fur; the woman
recognizes it is not that typical of wolves, rather it resembles that of wild boars. And she well
remembers the wild boars that her uncle, the
hunter, had had embalmed. Here, the analyst
notes confirmation of the theme. It is time to
close the session with a short sentence: “Here
comes the hunter.”
In the following session, Mia resumes
her exploration starting from the place that
the story of Little Red Riding Hood had
had in her childhood. It was the story that
her mother told her every night before falling asleep: the moment of the story was long
awaited; she had her mother all to herself.
The same mother who over the years, she
realizes today, conditioned all her choices
as a child, girl, wife, and mother. The mother spewed out her fears and doubts on her
daughter, she filled her with alarm, easily
upset as she was by every slightest difficulty.
The analysant realizes that she has modeled
everything about herself on her mother; now
that she is beginning to get rid of this, she is
expecting another child. Will she be able to
free herself from the clutches of this identification? In her dream, the terrified mother
sees her daughter, who seems unaware of the
danger, while the wolf embraces her. The little
girl climbing that ancient gate has become a
mother, and today she is working on devising a new way to be a mother again, using a
new tactic. She is looking for a new way of
salvation which, her dream says, comes about
through the help of the elderly neighbor—
the hunter uncle—who sets out to remedy it.
The dreamer is deciphering her own
theme; the analyst collects the assist that the
material offers her and marks the passage by
closing the session. She did not consider the
minutes of the session; it will have been just
over 20 minutes from the beginning, but she
has not looked at the clock, she has scanned
a passage of the speech.
Oedipus’ Round Trip: The Variable-Length
Session and Eros’ Door in Transference
Now, an example that highlights the
progress of the unconscious in small doses.
Alice very rarely talks about dreams. She
uses daily life to fill her sessions and open up,
sometimes too shyly, to her memories. The
analyst has learned that even in the transference she proceeds slowly. In the first months,
coming out of the session, she closed the
door, as if to underline that she was leaving
her confidences in a bubble that had to remain closed. The first time she did not close
the door leaving the consulting room, the analyst felt a surge of satisfaction. The variable
time of the sessions, together with the materials that were gradually finding their place,
was slowly opening a crack.
That day Alice arrives with a long and
articulate dream, a precious rarity. In the first
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scene, she is in New York with a friend; they are
sitting at a café. A gentleman pays her a compliment on her look: she is wearing a green sheath
dress and a nice pair of pink boots. Then she realizes that all those present are without a mask
and decides to leave. Her dream changes scene
completely: now she is walking uphill in a small
Italian village, and a woman looks at her by
lowering the window of the car in which she sits
with other women. An insistent look followed by
dubious words: “But can you make the climb?”
The dreamer replies, “ Yes, I’ve done it many
times!” The woman in the car looks at her clothing: she is not wearing casual clothes, but the
same green sheath dress of New York, combined
now with brown boots.

The associations review travel memories
of New York, travels with a friend, a woman
who travels for work from one continent to
another. The session ends on work in progress.
In the next one, Alice returns to the dream
to comment on her friend’s clothes and style
in dressing: she, the analysant, elegant; her
friend, unkempt. In reality, this is actually the
case. The emphasis on the difference becomes
the narrative thread for the memories that
come back concerning the last trip to New
York with a family of friends. The friends’
children were pretentious and not very accommodating, so they often had to choose
separate itineraries. She describes the details,
but the emphasis remains very nuanced, with

no mention of any conflicts. Until she allowed herself to drop a hint, which reveals
a personal opinion, a confidence. Alice says,
“Well, I noticed a difference of views between us and them!” The tone is confident.
The analyst catches a passage that reconnects
with the dream and so takes the opportunity
to cut it off: “Even the dream tells the difference of views between the man in New York
and the woman in the car. They had both
seen you, noticed you, looked at you.” The analyst did not look at her watch; almost thirty
minutes may have passed since the start of
the session. The patient leaves the consulting
room without closing the door: the passage
remains open.
In the following sessions,
there are the “views” of men much
older than her who have paid her
compliments. Stories and memories that have never emerged before during treatment. The analyst
speeds up the process when it becomes evident that the memories
are focused on mature men. “Her
peers seem to be lacking in this
review,” she says on concluding
one of the sessions. The door stays
open again. The memory about
her peers, which had remained
blocked, begins to re-emerge, powerful, relevant. The mature men of
the one-way Oedipus trip finally
give way to possible partners, while
the discussion in the session warms
up; her voice becomes tremulous
and lets the long-hidden affections
shine through.
It is the returning Oedipus
that allows Eros to enter the transference and livens the treatment in
small doses. In this way, the woman will be able to go back to confessing her feelings. Not just the
amorous ones, but also the angry
ones. Indeed, the ancient anger—
which in her dream peeps out as a
question towards the woman who
looks at her insistently—struggles
to emerge. The anger that makes
her daily life harsher, making her
symptomatically irritable to the
point of rumination. Affections can
find Eros’ path in the transference.
The Latest Scandal: The VariableLength Session as a Tool to Avoid
the Crash of Masochism
Esther has been in analysis
for many years. When she started, she was so enmeshed by her
inhibitions and her ruminations
that she had never imagined getting two degrees, finding a stable
and profitable job, and marrying
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the man with whom she would conceive and
give birth to the child they are now learning to take good care of. Esther occasionally puts the end of her treatment into words;
she knows that the farewell is not far off. She
begins to focus on the benefits, trying not
to deny the sorrow. She gets ready, taking
advantage of the sessions to illuminate the
thousand and one things that make up her
daily life and the small challenges of family
and work relationships.
One particular day begins again on an
ordinary note, then moves to something that
has been in store for a while. She admits that
the topic had also arisen in previous sessions
but had been set aside. The analyst is attentive; perhaps a surprise is being prepared.
Surprises are not always pleasant. Esther
narrates: she narrowly missed knocking down a
man who was crossing the street on the pedestrian crossing. She was driving distracted. When
she looked up from her cell phone, she saw the
man in front of her running like a hare! “Thank
heavens he started running, otherwise I would
have hit him.” In her voice, you can distinctly
hear the trepidation and the narrow escape! It is
true that her speed was moderate, yet she remembers meticulously that she had had to slam on the
brakes, and she found herself in the middle of the
pedestrian crossing: if the man had not started
running, foreseeing the danger, Esther would
have hit him! The man looked at her, and she,
from the car, apologized with a polite nod.
She goes through the memories minute
by minute, as if in confession. What was she
thinking about? What was she looking at on
her cell phone that was so important? She
was on a well-known road; she was thinking about dinner. On her cell phone, she
was looking for her husband’s number, and
she had lingered and read the new messages.
Here is the first cut-off: the analyst notes that
she was looking for her husband’s number. In
the following session, the confession continues, detail after detail: she wonders why she
wanted to call her husband at that precise
moment; she knew well that she would see
him shortly afterwards, that there was no urgency, no need, no obligation. She prepares
dinner every day without asking her husband
anything, nor does he expect it. In small doses: the unconscious does not easily discover
her temptations.
The crucial passage is offered by a slip.
“The fact is that I would always like to be
under his chapel, under his protection!”
Then she corrects the sentence: I meant,
“under his hat.” “Under his hat [cappello]”
became “under his chapel [cappella]”. In
Italian, the final vowel makes the difference, but the slip is enormous! Indeed, in
Italian, the word “cappella” also indicates
an anatomical part of the penis, specifically
the glans. The sought-for protection blatantly appeals to male anatomy, dressed in

religious tones. Here is the temptation that
is hidden in the narrowly avoided crash: it
is difficult to give up the protection of the
master! The seal of actively pursued phallic
submission has not yet completely lost its
poison. The analyst cannot fail to conclude
the session at this confession. She would
have missed an opportunity of inestimable value. Even if just twenty minutes have
passed since the beginning.
Esther can find an advantage in the
discovery, sanctioned by the scansions of
the session made by the analyst: the temptation to belong masochistically to her prince
is not a need nor an inevitable constraint,
but a downfall. It is the stumbling block of
a deadly idealization, the scandal of a distraction of which to be beware. Otherwise,
the pain of a crash would threaten the conclusion of the analysis by replacing it with a
passage to the act.
These analytical vignettes document not
only that the unconscious does not ask for
permission, but that it can become a pleasure to let it speak in small doses. But only
if a step-by-step scanning of the translation
of the unconscious in the session’s discourse
is taking place. The punctuation of variable
duration invites and supports both the analysand and the analyst in their vigilance, from
their respective asymmetrical positions.
The Desire to Become a Psychoanalyst
I consider myself lucky to have arrived
at psychoanalysis. To have been able to carry out a long and fruitful personal analysis
of more than ten years, during which I developed the idea and the initiative to start
my professional practice as a psychoanalyst.
From that moment on, my personal analysis
for good reason may be called training analysis. My terminable analysis, together with the
supervision and friendship for thinking exercised in a society of colleagues, equip my professional practice with that continuous support that Freud called interminable analysis. I
am fortunate to have been able to experiment
with variable-length sessions, which have
been beneficial to me and have taught me to
take advantage of time in person—of my analyst in my sessions—without experiencing
submission to an impersonal clock.
If, to appreciate the advantages of variable-length sessions, we had to move away
from the controversy that had put it down
and had identified it with the training of the
aspiring analyst, now we extend the exploration of possible benefits even in the case in
which an analysand who is conducting an
analysis with variable-length sessions starts
his/her psychoanalytic profession.
To conclude, let’s try to follow a mental exercise in which we consider, for a moment, the duration of the session as a unit
of measurement for the exploration of the
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thought material, of the unconscious material. We even hypothesize a criterion of
quantitative correspondence: the more time
the analysant is given in the session, the
more material he will be able to bring and
then process on the couch, the more he will
have explored the unconscious.
Thus, let’s compare Jennifer’s and
Thomas’ analytical work. Jennifer now practices as an analyst; her analysis occupied her
with two variable-length sessions per week,
between 20 and 35 minutes. Thomas now
practices as an analyst, and his didactic analysis took place with four sessions per week
of 45-50 minutes.
Let’s proceed in a quantitative way,
taking Thomas’ time as the unit of maximum exploration: more time = more material. Jennifer’s two weekly variable-length
sessions allow her to cover Thomas’ single
maximum exploration unit: what Jennifer
explores in one week, Thomas will have explored in one session. What Thomas explores
in a week for about three hours, Jennifer will
explore in a month.
Jennifer’s exploration is more diluted,
distributed over days and seasons, spread
among the myriad of events of daily life.
Thomas’ exploration is more concentrated
over time; therefore, he claims a privileged
position in the weeks and in the months,
and this required a high economic investment within a limited period of time. It
could be hypothesized that the analysis absorbs him much more, while Jennifer combines the exploration of the material she
thought of during the session with the rest
of her daily life.
In a year, the weeks of analysis are the
same for Thomas and Jennifer: 42 out of
52. In fact, the two analysts’ vacation weeks
amount to 10, mostly concentrated in the
summer months. Thomas’ didactic analysis
lasted three years, the minimum duration
required for the coded training. Jennifer’s
training analysis lasted 12 years.
The extension of the exploration, from
the point of view of the amount of material explored, is comparable, even if it took
Jennifer four times as many years as it did
Thomas. The same extension of exploration
was distributed differently in the lifetimes
of the two new analysts. Thomas began his
didactic analysis at the age of 30; today, he
turns 34 and starts his private profession.
Jennifer began her analysis at 25, and today she turns 35: receiving her first patients,
pleased to see that her personal analysis is
coming to an end. Both have chosen a supervisor to monitor and guide their therapeutic actions in the best possible way, and
both are happy in their profession.
Those who practice the psychoanalytic
profession, such as Jennifer and Thomas, participate in Freud’s ambition, which is to cure
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the thinking with that practice that he called
lay analysis, to which he added, “I would like
to deliver it to a stock [Stamm] that does
not yet exist, a stock of shepherds of worldly
souls, who do not need to be doctors and can
afford not to be priests” (Freud, 1928).
Primal Angst and the Clock as the Third in
the Fixed Duration Analytic Session
Vaia Tsolas, PhD
Introduction
A couch and a clock, two essentials for
the frame of the analytic experience. With
the primal significance of a clock for analysts as myself who practice the fixed session
approach, the clock undeniably signifies an
authority of a third; it marks not only the beginning and the end of each session, but also
the passing of time, limitations, and finitude.
Freud (1913/1958b), in his paper “On
Beginning the Treatment,” highlights the
significance of time frame and leasing a
definite hour of the week as essential ingredients for analytic work to take place when
he writes:
In regard to time, I adhere strictly
to the principle of leasing a definite hour.
Each patient is allotted a particular hour
of my available working day; it belongs
to him and he is liable for it, even if he
does not make use of it . . . There will be
an inclination to point to the many accidents which may prevent the patient from
attending every day at the same hour and
it will be expected that some allowance
shall be made for the numerous intercurrent ailments which may occur in the
course of a longish analytic treatment. But
my answer is: no other way is practicable.
(Freud, 1913/1958b, pg. 126-27).
Lacan, in his return to Freud, challenged
the fixity of the analytic hour with his introduction of the seánces scandées in highlighting
psychic time, the unconscious, and the end
of the session as a form of interpretation in
punctuating the unconscious and in disrupting the defensive productions of the ego.
During my training years, I myself was
an analytic patient in a Lacanian analytic
frame. My sessions often lasted less than
30 minutes. When, later, I had a second
analysis with a classical/ego psychological
fixed-session framework, I found myself
initially thrown off, not only by the change
of the person of the analyst and technique,
but equally by the different session duration,
almost as if I were experiencing another
immigration. In my own reconstructions,
I recall my Lacanian analyst stopping my
sessions with an enthusiastic “Here we go,
let’s stop here.” His enthusiasm was almost
contagious. Why did he stop here? What

did I say? It left me in an inquiry into an
obscure language from within, similar to the
language of dreams, which eluded my consciousness. Leaving the sessions with the
enthusiastic scansion of “here we go” carved
an important pathway in my mind towards
this mystery from within that resisted translation but revealed itself gradually through
analytic listening in sessions.
My colleague on this round table,
Maria Gabriella Pediconi, presents the
Unconscious as the organ that does not ask
for permission, but rather requires an analytic ear that is acutely tuned to the productions of this mysterious organ from within,
in the failed acts of the slips of tongue and
other parapraxes. In a previous passage of
this round table, she writes,
The variable length of the session, from
the first time the analyst closes the session at
a certain passage of the analysand’s speech,
will produce its effects. On the one hand, it
will introduce bewilderment in the expectations of the analysand, who will not be
able to count on a fixed-time ritual. On the
other hand, it will prompt him not to linger
on redundant ruminations.
In contrast to my Lacanian analytic
experience, my second analysis produced
its own effects. Here, the end was fixed,
and yet the clock was hidden from my view.
Despite my accurate predictions of the end
of the session, some sessions felt painfully
long and others surprisingly short, confirming once again Freud’s discovery that the
unconscious does not know time. It is the
focus of this paper to contrast the presentations of my colleagues on this round table of the variable session with the practice
of the fixed session using clinical material
of two patients for whom the regularity of
the analytic hour and its fixity proved particularly important to provide a consistent
frame to experience in session primal affect and the terror of primal angst. Session
material of these patients will be presented
to pose the question of how analysts like
myself, of the fixed session psychoanalytic
tradition, might benefit from opening a dialogue with analysts using the variable session technique to enhance the potentiality
and pregnancy of each analytic moment to
the greatest extent possible.
Variable sessions might not be a viable
option for psychoanalytic practice in our
postmodern world of western capitalism,
where minutes translate into dollar values,
and insurance companies dictate the length
of sessions. However, I propose that when the
psychoanalyst keeps the technique of scansion in mind when she listens to the patient’s
associations, it could facilitate the readiness,
acuity, and depth of analytic listening towards
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the openings of the unconscious. It is with
this question in mind that I will present the
two following cases and ask my colleagues to
comment on the application of scansions to
the direct clinical material.
In addition, I would like to put forward
the question of the handling of the session
when free association stops, either in a form
of falling into silences or empty speech.
In other words, how would the analyst of
the variable session handle the breakages
of symbolic functioning in sessions when
the fear of the void, fear of breakdown in
Winnicott’s terms (1974), or the dread of
eruption of the Real, predominate and compromise the patient’s ability to free associate? The fixed session provides the holding
envelope of the session as the third, where
primal angst can be contained and experienced by the analytic dyad. Would the variable session produce by itself an intolerable
level of anxiety for patients with an inclination towards non-neurotic functioning that
might prove to be even more decompensatory? Both patients below, Atlas and Eris, have
in common an underlying fear of breakdown
that requires the lending over of the analyst’s
regressive capacity and free association to facilitate the opening of moments.
Atlas presented with an intolerable anxiety of silence and fear of breakdown, filling
the session with endless details, communicating ever so intensely in the countertransference the dread of the moment where the
ticking of the clock carried an unbearable,
eternal weight of stickiness. The wish to
control the fear of emptiness was presented
with attempts to discharge negative affect
and evade memories by compulsively narrating affectless details of his daily activities.
The fixity of the sessions seemed to provide
Atlas with a holding framework, where the
unbearable weight of eternity of the moment
could be experienced in the analytic space.
Eris, on the other hand—even though
she filled sessions with free associations,
pregnant with signification and meaning,
she used silence as a way to avoid feeling
being “put on the spot.” Growing up with
her masochistically depressed mother and
an overly domineering father, her survival
was to excel academically and to be a tomboy. Being “put on the spot” by being a girl
had also had an intergenerational flavor.
Women in her family were masochistically
submissive to their husbands, who had more
freedom and pleasure in life. Her castration
anxiety, however, seemed to cover a more
primal fear of breakdown, which appeared
in childhood as her difficulty in falling
asleep and her fear of nightmares.
In sum, the special interest to analysts
like myself of the fixed session tradition is to
ponder how the scansion might be approximated within fixed time analytic work.
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Atlas: The Heavy Weight of Time Passing
I name the patient Atlas, as this was how
I came to know him, condemned by Zeus to
hold up the celestial heavens for eternity. A
hard-working father who never took a day off
from his store, an immigrant himself, who carried the unspeakable weight of abandoning the
motherland as a young man to search for a better future elsewhere. Atlas never could recall his
father apart from his working in his store until
the day he died. He had to make every minute
count in currency for his family. This was the
overwhelming sense of duty of an immigrant;
almost a guilty duty, incarnating the crime of
rejection of one’s own ancestors and the compulsive need to repair an unspeakable loss and
to repay an unknowable debt. Atlas was born
right after the loss of his sister, three years his
senior, who tragically died from a surgery and
anesthesia complications. The survival guilt
marked by his birth and the inherited guilty
duty of his father brought Atlas to assume the
position of holding up the heavens for his depressed mother and emotionally removed father, who drowned himself in work even more.
A well-behaved child and an A+ student who
reportedly felt that he had to live for both himself and his sister, Atlas worked hard to hold up
the heavy load that had fallen on his shoulders
and hoped that one day he might escape.
In Greek mythology, when Heracles
went to Atlas to ask for help in fetching the
golden apples from Hera’s garden as one
of the twelve labors, he offered to assume
Atlas’s burden by holding up the heavens in
exchange. When Atlas returned, he attempted to trick Heracles into carrying the sky
permanently by offering to deliver the apples
himself, but Heracles, suspecting the trickery,
superficially agreed and asked Atlas to hold
up the sky for a moment so that Heracles
could readjust his cloak, and then he got
away quickly.
Atlas the patient seemed to be more successful than the mythical titan and managed
to run away for good. His “golden apples” were
studying abroad. He immigrated to the Big
Apple and entered graduate studies, which
he addressed with the same persistence and
resentment that only an Atlas can demonstrate. His self-hatred remained disguised
under the guise of hard work, which contributed greatly to his growth. His punishment
for the unthinkable crime of the rejection of
his family, his motherland, his language, and
his past seemed to be that he had to continue to hold up the heavens for everyone and
for the new family he created in the new land.
Unthinkable, and yet an intimate enemy, was
his fear of his aggression and of being disappointing to or rejected by others, a revision
and continuation of the lifelong experience of
feeling abandoned himself.
When he came to treatment initially, he
was suffering from bursts of anger and bouts

of alcoholism that scared him as having lost
control over his life and his rational, responsible self; a fear of a breakdown. His relationship with his wife, which was modeled on
his relationship with his depressed mother
and aloof father, was the source of a constant
overwhelming sense of duty and guilt for not
ever being able to do enough to please her,
the story he knew had played out all his life.
In sessions, Atlas similarly carried the
own weight of his being by talking and reflecting on his own associations, communicating
clearly how little he expected from the analyst.
If she made a comment or asked a question, he
almost felt startled, but continued, following
his own internal compass. One of the sessions
was particularly difficult as the analyst’s eyelids
grew heavy. Atlas used a flat and monotonous
tone of voice to obsessively narrate details of
his weekly daily activities. The analyst’s mind
drifted into sitting in her father’s coffee shop
for hours as a little girl, waiting and counting the hours for her parents return, listening to the news on the radio. “Killing time,”
Atlas said, talking about working from home
during COVID, feeling bored and guilty. He
was “slacking,” he emphasized, confessing that
he played games on the internet during work
hours. “Killing time,” the analyst repeated,
speaking both to the countertransference of
the stickiness of the clock and the memory of
her childhood that had invaded her mind like
a dream image.
It is curious that many images from her
past and her personal history of immigration
came to her mind in sessions with Atlas, serving the function of keeping her alive during
the long, monotonous narrations of his weekly
activities. She didn’t dread Atlas’ sessions. His
accent sounded like some long-forgotten music in the background. As someone who tried
his best to survive by disavowal of loss, a person without a past, a country, almost outside of
time passing, Atlas stood as the true foreigner.
To the analyst’s surprise, it happened
without fail. Once her mind would drift off
to some image of her past, Atlas would shift
from talking about his week to an association of his past prior to his immigration. In
this session, it was sitting in his father’s shop
right after school hours, reading random old
newspapers he would find at the store while
his father was taking his late lunch breaks.
Atlas highlighted that this kind of killing time
by playing internet games during work hours,
however, was different. It was not purposeful,
like back then, when he was helping his dad at
the store. “I felt proud and good rather than
wasting time as I do now, worrying I might be
caught.” These associations came 35 minutes
into session, after Atlas moved past the narration of mindless details of the daily activities
in which he had rummaged before.
Unlike other sessions, Atlas opened up
the following session with a dream rather than
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his usual reporting of his day. I was in my old
street, close to the bottom of the hill. So, as I’m
heading down, I see that my dad is in front of
me. He is close to the corner of our block. I’m like
a good five feet behind. He sees somebody falling
down and I see that as well. It is the super of the
building next to us. He is from the same village
as my parents; my mother used to tell me as a kid
to stay away from him. He looked kind of scary.
He falls down into the snow, very close to the entrance of our block. My dad goes to help the guy.
In the meantime, a car is trying to pass, and I lose
sight of my dad and the whole situation. Now the
driver of the car is actually a cousin of mine with
his father. This cousin, we grew up together, and
he immigrated at the same time as I did. His father died around the same time as mine. Unlike
me, he managed to go to his father’s funeral despite
COVID restrictions. He always managed to do
things before I did. He drove a car younger than
me, and he always got bigger cars. I run to my
dad, and I ask him what are you doing here? And
he says what do you want? A grown-up can do
whatever he wants, he shouted; go away. I followed him. The super takes a gun and shoots me in
the left arm. This is where I got my COVID shot
yesterday and it actually hurts. I lay there waiting for my dad to come help me. I worried that he
could shoot my dad too.
Atlas associated the shot with being
shady, since he used his doctor to write him
a false note to get the vaccine. However,
“the shot” had another meaning; the shot
of anesthesia that cost his sister’s life. Was
that doctor “shady,” which in turn caused
the overshadowing of Atlas’ life with his
mother’s impossible loss and mourning? He
recalled his habit of stealing books from the
nearby bookshop as a child, an urge he still
fights every time he is in a bookshop, despite his current ability to buy whatever he
likes. “I always felt shady, just like the super.
My father was never shady. He was always
hard-working and fair. I can never see him
like that, ‘shady.’ When I do the bare minimum at work, I feel shady.”
“So the shot is the punishment you
crave?” the analyst asked.
“Hm, I never saw myself as looking for
punishment. But I guess I am, every time I
mess up. Now I don’t steal books, I steal free
time. What would happen if I got caught? I
can get fired.”
“And you can’t even say ‘A grown-up can
do whatever he wants,” the analyst added.
“I wish,” Atlas replied. “I try to create
trouble for myself,” he added.
“Wishing for your father to come and
save you.”
Atlas teared up. He recalled a memory
when there was snow on the ground, and
his father was holding his hand, taking him
down the slippery street, but his father did
not have good enough shoes and fell a few
times. “A fallen father,” he said.
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“A fallen father,” the analyst noted, as it
appeared to be a primary signifier for Atlas:
condensing all the disappointments he had
experienced, associating them to his father’s
ability to father him.
“Now, he is underground. He can’t protect me from anything. And, you know what?
All these people in the dream except myself
and my cousin are dead.”
“Even though you wished, you have taken the shot instead,” the analyst added. Atlas
nodded. It was the end of the session.
Eris: The Wooden Monster
I name this patient, Eris. Έpις, or Éris,
is the Greek goddess of strife and discord.
Her opposite is Harmonia. In some myths,
she is the daughter of Nyx (night). Eris, the
patient, initially came to see me due to depression associated with her divorce and the
anxiety of raising her two sons, but especially

her younger son, who suffered from a chronic
seizure disorder. In the course of our twice a
week treatment, Eris was able to mourn the
loss of her marriage and to begin a new relationship with a man she liked, whom I am going to name Bob. Eris was often preoccupied
with how much she pushed people away with
her combative nature when she got frightened.
The particularity of Eris’ treatment revolved around her prolonged moments of
silence, which she named “being on the spot
and being in her head.” It appeared that she
also used silence to attenuate her frustration
and anger. During COVID, we had phone
sessions. I found myself asking if she was
still on the call, as I was uncertain whether
we might have gotten disconnected. I often
wondered if she was worried about what I
thought and whether she had an underlying
negative and paranoid transference despite
the overall overtly positive transference.
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With time, we came to name her silences as moments when she could “run into her
study” like her father, shutting out the world
with its expectations.
Her father, a professor of mathematics,
often withdrew during the day from family affairs into his study, times he cherished
beyond anything, especially her mother. Eris
reported initially an idealized relationship
to her father and a devalued relationship to
her mother, who suffered from chronic anxiety and bouts of anger and depression. The
parents got divorced when the father had an
affair with his secretary and left the family
to create a second family; Eris was 10 years
old. The couple entered into a bitter divorce,
which lasted for 10 years due to resolvable
custody issues. Eris was able to live with her
father and his new family when she was 13.
She experienced this as an identification with
her father and taking leave from the mother.
Eris’ marriage replicated her parents’
hate for each other and the wish to run away.
She had two male children, the younger diagnosed with epilepsy, which was the last
straw for the already strained marriage.
Her aloof husband left her in a similar
way to how her father left the mother, having affairs with other women, a situation Eris
had dreaded all her life. She felt depressed
and paralyzed after the divorce, and this led
her to treatment.
In the countertransference, I dreaded
Eris’ silent moments. I often felt fearful of
dissolving into sleepiness. During this specific session, as I was sitting through one of
these long silences, I was taken by the image
of a staircase, looking upwards toward its far
side, which led to a small door. The movie
Cinema Paradiso came to mind next, seeing
the little boy, Salvatore, looking with intense
longing at the closed door of the projection
room, wanting to enter and meet with the
projectionist, Alfredo. It took me a while
to realize that the little boy, in my patient’s
scenario, was her sitting outside her father’s
study, waiting for him to open the door.
“Sitting in silence outside your father’s
door,” I said.
Surprisingly, Eris recalled her father sitting outside her bedroom door, waiting patiently for her to fall asleep. She talked of her
fear of falling asleep as a child, the endless
nights terrified of nightmares.
She then continued with her difficulty
falling asleep the previous night, and she reported the following dream: It was some kind of
a monster, and there were two Bobs. One was protecting me, and one was asleep. I was going to fight
it off with willpower, so I was yelling at it. But I
couldn’t. I almost formed the words to yell at it, but
I was like a little bit paralyzed. And the monster
was trying to paralyze me, and I was yelling at it,
trying to fight it off. And then real Bob woke up
because I was making noises in my sleep.
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“A monster,” I said.
“Yes, a monster, but what was Bob doing
with the monster in my dream?” she joked.
“There was one Bob supposedly looking out for the monster, but the monster had
crept up on me. And the other Bob was, I
don’t know, he was next to me, but not doing anything really. I was trying to cast a spell
through weird words. Something like . . . Die!
Die! Die! And then later it was: Everything
will be fine. Die, and everything will be fine!”
“What about the monster?”
“I don’t really know. It looked like a
big wooden stick…Just like a stick monster.
The shape of a stick and the color of wood.
Or like a like a dead tree with not as many
branches. But alive. Yes, I saw it walking. It
kind of reminds me of this stick monster
puppet that my mother gave to my son for
his third birthday. It was just before he got
diagnosed. He was inconsolable at the time,
and this puppet was the only toy that would
calm him down. We did not know what was
wrong at the time. We knew there was something that was going on. I think I was excited
about this puppet because he liked it. So, my
feelings around the stick monster were good
feelings. But it reminds of the diagnosis that
changed my son’s life and ours.”
“What about ‘the die’ magic spell?” I asked.
“I was trying to get rid of this monster.
Just have it end already. Just like the endless
moments of waiting to fall asleep as a child;
saying to myself everything will be fine. I am
still trying to convince myself because I don’t
believe that.”
“And the two Bobs?” I inquired.
“Well, it actually reminds me how I felt
about my ex-husband, John. He really never recovered after our son’s diagnosis. He
became more and more distant. The divorce
that followed years later kind of started at
that moment. One part of him was trying to
be supportive, but the other one was gone.
This old stick reminds me I guess of all this
old pain.”
“The old pain?” I emphasized.
“Yes, my divorce, my son’s diagnosis, their
divorce, the split in my family, name it …”
“Your mother fought forever, still getting
the short end of the stick. And you?” I asked.
She got excited. “Yes!!! Always, from the
moment I was born, I got the short end of
the stick. Even when I finally went to live
with my father and stepmother. Her daughter was the one who always got the best; the
best dresses, the best classes, name it! I got
the crumbs from the table.”
“In April, it will be my forty-fifth birthday. I keep thinking about it and thinking
it would be nice to do something nice with
Bob, which probably we can’t really do anyway because of COVID, but I feel like I’d like
celebrating this time. But when I get close to
feeling good about something, I stop myself.

If I could stop worrying about everything,
worrying always about what people think of
me, and if I am doing enough for everybody.
I always worry about where I’m standing in
comparison to other people.”
“The measuring stick?” I highlighted.
“Hm! Maybe it is a measuring stick. I
would like to stop being bothered by it. I can’t
just put it away. It feels like Bob is totally
oblivious to what comes up in my brain. Like
he is asleep to my anxieties.”
“He thinks everything is fine. I am financially stable and have a good life for the
moment.”
“My mother was a constant worrier, but
she failed in both, her marriage and doing
something for herself. Her dream was to be
a doctor. The measuring stick! Even though I
have surpassed her a long time ago, I always
felt judged by her.”
“You wish Bob could fight all these
monsters of the past and give you, like your
mother gave to your son, a comforting puppet,” I said, thinking here of the wish in the
transference to be offered a comforting other,
but finding the critical unsatisfied mother.
“But in the dream, half of him is asleep,”
she said. “In my mother’s house, there is a tree
in the back yard that looks like this wooden monster. It was in this back yard where
we had the party for my wedding. I have so
many past regrets and disappointments,” she
said emphatically.
“So many that didn’t measure up to the
stick,” I repeated.
“I guess so. Am I saying to myself to be
careful and not to fall into the trap of getting
married again? That I can only rely on myself ?”
she asked. This was the end of our session.
Discussion: The Real, Primal Angst, Fear of
Breakdown, and the Holding Component
of the Fixed Session
I have presented these two patients to
forward the question of the ways in which
my colleagues of variable sessions might “cut”
the session and where this “cut” speaks to the
specific opening of each patient’s unconscious;
how might this handle the stickiness of time
with a patient like Atlas, who shelters himself
with the mundane details of empty speech, or
with a patient like Eris, who makes the analyst drown in the void of endless silences? In
my practice, I have found the weight of these
regressive moments towards nothingness to
be the necessary “muddy walks” to get to the
other side of representation and meaning. I
have found, in my own clinical experience,
that the analyst’s free associations during these
moments of formal regression serve almost as
a “lifeguard” in the face of the void and the
nothingness of the Real. For example, in the
analytic work with Atlas, the analyst’s images
from her childhood often emerged and were
welcomed as the lifeguard. The fixity of the
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session provided, I argue, the placeholder for
progression and regression, the frame for both
the patient’s and the analyst’s free associations
to take place along with the other important
frame recommendations Freud proposed in
his recommendations for novice analysts, such
as payments, the office, and the couch. It is the
clock in the place of the third that provides the
regulatory function of a frame and the necessary conditions for the patient and analyst
to engage in regressive movements. Once this
third of the clock is operating in a consistent,
regular, and fixed manner, the analyst’s regression can be present, and the overwhelming
anxiety of the primal angst can be contained
within the envelope of time. The use of the
analyst’s free association and the place holder
of the fixed session seem to stand in my work
as the lifeguard against the primal angst of the
Real, breakdown, and fear of psychic death.
In “Fear of Breakdown,” Winnicott
(1974) writes:
Emptiness occurring in a treatment is a state that the patient is trying
to experience, a past state that cannot be
remembered except by being experienced
for the first time now . . . the patient fears
the awfulness of emptiness, and in defense will organize a controlled emptiness
. . . will ruthlessly fill up by a greediness
which is compulsive and which feels mad.”
(Winnicott, 1974, pp.106-107)
In this important work, Winnicott
points to the patient’s present fear of a
mental breakdown as signifying a past fear
of breakdown in infancy that had not been
felt, recognized, and registered. Therefore, it
has been lived but, without being integrated, it stayed in the psyche as non-existent.
This unassimilated psychic event begs for the
fear to return in the present and to be experienced in the analytic situation. “I contend
that clinical fear of a breakdown is the fear
of a breakdown that has already been experienced” (Winnicott, 1974, p.104). It is this
return and lived-in experience in the analytic
relationship that would permit the fear to be
recognized and assimilated psychically.
This fear of breakdown cross-references
the fear of the void, non-existence, death in
other theoretical frameworks; for example, in
Lacanian terms, the register of the Real. The
Real of unmediated experience is wrapped
and contained with the mediation of imaginary-symbolic of the Other, which the
framework of maternal holding makes possible. The remainders of the Real, however,
exist in the holes of the imaginary-symbolic
net. Regardless, if the symbolic netting of the
mother-infant relationship is of adequate nature, the fear of breakdown, I propose, manifests itself in every individual to different degrees and ranges from the most severe to the
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most benign. Every individual subject dreads
coming face to face with the Real of the void
and erects various defenses against this terror
of falling into it.
In the analytic situation, this eruption of
the Real can be experienced as a nightmare
that has been theorized by Freud as a negative
therapeutic reaction. I argue that it requires the
analyst’s capacity for regression and dreamlike activity in the countertransference to bring
the unthinkable and the primal angst of falling apart into the analytic space and symbolic
thinking. In my clinical work, the projective
identification of the fear of breakdown escapes
consciousness, but manifests itself as a dread
in the countertransference, where time feels
eternal and the falling apart takes the form of
and is experienced as the embarrassing fear of
falling asleep and plunging into the void. The
unpleasure and dread in the countertransference might lead to a counter-resistance in the
analyst and the shutting down of analytic curiosity. The images that might emerge in the
countertransference, however, during these
transitory states can be crucial for bringing in
what Winnicott suggests as being, up to this
moment, non-existent psychically, and with
that, to unstick time and facilitate the patient’s
free association.
Aulagnier (2001) theorizes the presymbolic material as pictograms. Pictograms are
the primal sum of memory traces prior to
linguistic representation, rooted in the body’s
sensoriality. They stand for the pictographic
representations of the fusion of the reflecting agent and the reflected object/sensation
itself. Taste, sight, and sound, with their corresponding sources of excitation, unite and
provide the background for a primal sense of
self that is anchored on the body. Imprinted
on the body’s memory, pictograms highlight
the body-psyche unity. The pictograms, lost
in the alterations of space, time, the passage
from one country to another, one language to
the next, one developmental phase onwards,
capture the markings of pain and loss. “The
agency that sees itself in the represented contemplates itself as a source of its own pain; it
then tries to annul and destroy that image of
itself ” (Aulagnier, 2001, pp.19-20).
I see the images in the countertransference of “the girl sitting in the coffee shop”
and “Salvatore staring with intense longing
at the close door of Alfredo’s projecting room”
mentioned above captured by Aulagnier’s
notion of pictograms. I also have experienced
the fixed session in my clinical work as the
necessary ingredient for the analyst’s regressive capacity in sessions to take place. I would
be interested to find out from my colleagues
how the scansion can bring forward, in a
different way, the unsymbolized and unrepresented pre-psyche material and how they
might approach the unrepresented eruption
of the Real in a variable session.

Atlas, Eris, and the Father’s Time: Scansion
as Interpretation
Maria Gabriella Pediconi
In “An Autobiographical Study,” Freud,
presenting the discovery of free associations
as the founding moment of psychoanalytic
technique, states, “To a spectator, therefore—
though in fact there must be none—an analytic treatment would seem completely obscure” (1925/1959, p.41).
It is impossible to duplicate or imprint
in one single snapshot both the practice of
that analyst and the speech of that patient.
Ergo, in this short comment, we are suggesting an impossible experiment. It is valid only
as material for a debate that can enrich the
psychoanalytic technique a little over a century after its foundation.
Following the helpful suggestion of my
colleague Vaia Tsolas, who relies on the free associations of the analyst as a propulsive element
during the sessions, I rely on my free associations as an analyst to propose a different scan
of the sessions she presented. Thus, I introduce
a dialectic that attempts to establish a bridge
between fixed sessions and variable scansions.
The two cases present a common key:
the father.
The father is the key in Atlas’ psychic life
as well as in Eris’ psychic life.
Respectively.
The fallen father for Atlas: the fall of his
father that provokes in his son the fall of the
paternal idealization.
The loving father for Eris who obliges
her to reciprocate impossible love.
The fall of idealization for Atlas, the fear
of not reciprocating for Eris. Variable scansion would be a sanction, revealing the issues
that are focusing on the work of their own
unconscious within the sessions discussed.
Here is one possible scansion for Atlas’
session and two possible scansions for Eris’
session.
Killing Time
Atlas and his “killing time” seems figured even in the dream of his father’s funeral. Here, “killing time” can became a good
occasion to scan. It is impossible to kill the
time, while to kill his father is an impressive
temptation. The expression “killing time” can
be treated as a window that overlooks the
unconscious. The scansion by the cutting off
at this point extends the meaning of killing
time and goes on to touch on the father.
As Vaia Tsolas writes, Atlas’ father is a
“fallen father”: the analyst noted it appeared
to be a primary signifier for Atlas, condensing all the disappointments he had experienced, associating with his father’s ability
to father him. “Now, he is underground. He
can’t protect me from anything.” Atlas seems
to be killing the time of his fallen father.
Now, two possible scansions for Eris.
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The Father at the Door
The surprise of the memory of her father
just outside the door waiting for Morpheus,
the god of sleep, to carry his daughter into
the dream world offers a good opportunity to
scan. Here, the session opens a gap between
memories, like a window on the unconscious
and on the memories that it keeps intact for a
long time. In this scan, a little touch could be
added: “Memories like this are precious and
can be useful.”
Bob and Bob
In the dream, memories and repetition
support each other. If there are two Bobs, to
whom will Eris correspond lovingly: to the
first Bob or to the second? To the first love,
her father, or to the second? Which Bob has
to die? In this scan, the analyst could add, “We
can take our time to deal with the two Bobs.”
What if Eris’s dense and difficult silences were the suspensions on the abyss of the
unconscious that also suspend time, scan it,
wait, and postpone entry? Then the scan can
operate by imitating the suspensions of the
unconscious, pausing with its expectations,
taking time instead of imposing it.
These openings that overlook the unconscious can also be accompanied by the
affection of primal angst which, however, it
is worth remembering, appears as such only
after repression. Angst always comes afterwards, preceded by the time in which repression occurred, in turn preceded by the
time of thought not yet fallen into repression. Indeed, Atlas and Eris can draw, and
the analyst with them, from the time when
memories recorded the occurrence of psychic life, the time of childhood. Childhood
is not a golden time, but the time of the occurrence of thoughts, which is the happening
described by both Aulagnier and Winnicott.
It happens by means of the body and the excitements. Angst is the affection of thought
that remains when the act of repression has
unglued the representation from the feeling.
It is then that the fragments become disembodied and fall apart.
Finally, what could primal angst and the
clock that ticks away time as an indisputable
rule have in common? That the subjects defensively sanction their authority. Once the
authority of the clock has been legitimized,
filling the fixed time will be just one of the
cases of defending oneself from the threat of
losing love (from which the fear of breakdown
comes), which coincides with the urge to fill
all the time at one’s disposal. On the contrary,
the treatment enables the subject to circumvent the threat of losing love in order to heal,
thanks to the construction of a renewed psychic life based on the appointment regime.
It is the way indicated by Lacan.
According to Vaia Tsolas, “Lacan, in his return to Freud, challenged the fixity of the
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analytic hour with his introduction of the
seánces scandées in highlighting psychic time,
the unconscious, and the end of the session
as a form of interpretation in punctuating the
unconscious and in disrupting the defensive
productions of the ego.”
Kairos, the Third One in the Analytic
Variable-Length Session
Glauco Maria Genga, MD11
First of all, I would like to thank my
colleague Vaia Tsolas for the opportunity
for this interesting and original comparison
of the two different frameworks—the fixed
analytical session and the one with variable
length—in which we carry out our work as
psychoanalysts on both sides of the Atlantic
Ocean. I would like to thank my colleague
Gabriella Pediconi, who with her notes proposed so clearly the emphasis on the theme
of the father in both cases.
I gave my notes a title that I hope will
help the reader to focus on the suggestion I
care most about: the reference to the propitious time (Kairos) of the mental functioning
(psychischen Geschehen) in both subjects of the
analytical relationship.
If the clock represents the inescapable
flow of time, this does not automatically
make it a principle of authority; otherwise,
it would end up being only the expression of
an instance of command. Clock time must
be considered for what it is: a very important
factor of the reality principle, which the analyst and the patient must take into account
in order to carry out the treatment properly.
But, in my view, the authoritative function, the “authority of a third,” belongs to
the analytic fundamental rule, the true compass of psychoanalytic treatment, which
shows us the way to take advantage of every

11. The picture above represents the god Kairos in a bas-relief from the 3rd century B.C., carved from a famous statue
by Lysippus, Municipal Museum of Traù, Croatia.

propitious moment in the relationship with
the analysant.
In Greek mythology, the concept of the
“propitious moment” is well represented by a
minor and little-known deity, Kairos. While
Kronos is a powerful Titan who devours
his own children—the future is continually
swallowed up in the past—on the other hand,
Kairos is a boy with wings on his feet, a razor in his hand and a shaved head—except
for a forelock: to catch Kairos, one must have
sharp reflexes and a sharp mind, be ready
to grasp the forelock as it is coming, as fast
as the wind; once it has passed there is no
way to catch him. And the hand, on a shaven
nape, finds no grip (“Cairologico”, 2014).
In the Papers on Technique mentioned by
Tsolas, Freud (1913/1958b, p.129) touches
several times on the theme of the relationship
between time and psychoanalytic treatment,
recalling “that a necessary proportion must
be observed between time, work and success.”
As for the pace or the speed at which
each treatment proceeds, the analyst is required to notice whether his patient is using
the time of the session to work in obedience to
the fundamental rule (which implies what has
been called “transference-love” or “therapeutic
alliance”) or in the opposite direction, that is,
in an exaggeratedly defensive way toward the
emergence of his Unconscious. (This reminds
me of a point I touched on in my contribution
to the previous round table discussion with
the same colleagues [Genga, 2019]: in neurosis, healing is perceived, in one way or another, as a danger.) When this happens, whether
the patient prolongs his silences indefinitely
or piles up many empty speeches so that they
leave a lot to be desired, the analyst feels a kind
of impermeability of the subject, who will appear deaf to any criticism, suggestion, or help.
In such cases, it is better for him to limit his
interventions to a minimum.
When, Then, Should the Analyst Intervene
and/or Interpret?
Here, we could open a short parenthesis:
the two verbs, to intervene and to interpret,
do not indicate the same act; interpretation is
one of the possible interventions from behind
the couch. The analyst can also:
1. ask for clarification whenever he realizes that he does not understand what the
patient is telling him;
2. reconstruct, which is a rather particular interpretation, to be spent wisely;
3. put the patient in front of crossroads
(aut-aut). It is a particular case of interpretation: “if you take way A, the analysis can
continue; if you take way B, this is the last
session.”
When, then, should the analyst intervene and/or interpret?
Answer: when the analysant…gets
there almost by himself. That is, when he is
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one step away from recognizing that a certain act of his is the outcome of his own unconscious production, as if he were saying,
“I did this, even though I did not realize it
until now.”
In the case of Atlas’ and Eris’ sessions,
the analyst reports her “eyelids grew heavy.”
When Atlas uses a monotonous tone of
voice to recount routine activities that are
not affectively invested, the analyst’s thinking “drifts,” Tsolas writes. But it’s a nice
drift, allowing her to fantasize or remember
going to sit in her father’s coffee shop. What
happened? The analyst “disconnected,” and
for a few minutes, to some extent, she was
minding her own business! If this had been
a variable-length session, the analyst could
have closed with these words: “What you
are telling me, you have already told me,
at great length! Let’s see if something else
comes to mind next time.” This is especially
true if, in the previous sessions, the analyst
had already made the same invitation without getting the patient to change his subject.
Here, then, the scansion, as Pediconi writes,
becomes a sanction with a revelatory scope
for the analysant: “In this way, I can tell you
at what point you are.”
Atlas “Stood as the True Foreigner”
The image is very exact, and he would
effortlessly recognize himself in it. In fact,
his sense of guilt for having “rejected his
ancestors” makes him feel a “foreigner,” but
this feeling has no appropriate reason. Let us
think of Ulysses, whose myth has for centuries been an offer of meaning for every sailor: Ulysses has never been touched by such a
sense of guilt. But, I might add, neither was
Ishmael when he left Manhattan to board
the Pequod. In short, that sense of guilt is
artificial and—just like a virus—has “inoculated” Atlas’ thinking through the ideology of
his family, obviously people who are anything
but open-minded.
In my opinion, it will be more difficult for Atlas to come to terms with the
other source of guilt, the one that delves
into the death of his sister. In the survivor
syndrome, the speeches heard in the family
around the dearly departed can really complicate the scenario of mourning: here, it
is not only the physical death of his little
sister, but also of the imaginary child in the
thoughts of their parents.
Atlas’ Dream
In the session following the one in
which the analyst guides him down the path
of killing time, Atlas begins with an incredibly fruitful dream. Of course, the emotion
with which Atlas remembers his father’s
falls on the snowy ground is indicative of
the affective and conflictual density of that
memory. One is reminded of the words with
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which Freud recalls the humiliation suffered
by his father Jacob, when he resigned himself to picking up his fur cap that an anti-Semitic Christian had thrown in the mud
in front of him!
For Eris Too, the Theme of Her Relationship
With Her Father Is of Primary Importance
Tsolas informs us that the patient’s parents divorced when the father had an affair
with his secretary, with whom he formed a
second family. But perhaps the thirteen-yearold Eris, identifying herself with her father,
suggests that she liked the fact that her father
had another woman and, even more so, that
he wanted or accepted that his daughter went
to live with them. I know analysts, perhaps
a little old-fashioned, who in situations like
this have driven the patient to feel feelings of
jealousy and enmity towards the father’s new
partner. Nothing could be more wrong, and
more unbearable to the patient. It is far better
to leave the door open to Oedipal triangulation, in which the daughter discovers—or
remembers—that her father had made room
for her. In fact, Eris’ father was there for her
when she was struggling to fall asleep.
The Two Bobs Dream
“And the two Bobs?” I read that the analyst specifically asked the dreamer about this.
I, too, was surprised to read that “one part
of him was trying to be supportive, but the
other one had disappeared.” Bob divided, or
rather multiplied (!) by two, makes me think
of a curious silent film by Orson Welles, Two
Much Johnson (1938), whose plot revolves
round the protagonist, a certain Johnson,
who is continually persecuted by two other
guys who assume his identity. In the slang
of the late nineteenth century, when the play
from which the film was taken was written,
the title contained an allusion to male genitalia. I have no idea if that meaning is preserved in today’s American language. In any
case, I would have exclaimed, perhaps closing
the session: “Too much Bob, dear lady!”
A Note on Defenses and Resistance
Finally, in any psychoanalytic treatment
we do not propose to break down the subject’s defenses, but rather to bring them to
fruition. As far as I understand it, it is in psychopathology that we can observe a decrease
in the capacity for defense. In the extreme
case of paranoia, the maximum of suspicion
does not prevent the subject from being very
naive. On the contrary, during the healing
process, the subject will have learned to defend himself.
Defenses should never be confused
with resistance: with this term, Freud indicates the psychic instance hostile to analytic work, the anti-analytic work. Defenses,
on the other hand, are located within the

alliance between analyst and analysant. (I
recall that the expression “mechanisms of
defense” was introduced by Anna Freud
in 1936. Today, I find that it introduces a
complication regarding the question of socalled “psychic determinism.”) Our task as
analysts is to bring the patient to approach
his unconscious thoughts. We will thus
discover that the Oedipal complex asks for
citizenship; it must be found, cultivated,
and brought out in the analytic relationship
without hesitation. Also, because the willingness of each subject to reopen such fundamental questions does not remain eternal:
what can be modified today, tomorrow may
not be. Here too, Kairos.
Response to Pediconi’s and Genga’s
Commentaries
Vaia Tsolas, PhD
I am deeply grateful to my colleagues for
the generosity with which they approached
my clinical material and deciphered the questions I posed. How might the analyst who
practices with the fixed session benefit by
considering the variable-session practice, and
how might the variable-session technique
approach differently difficult moments in the
analytic work, such as when free association
stops, and words fail to carry the work forward? I have encountered these moments of
“the sticky clock” more and more frequently
in recent years, in working with the primal
angst of trauma, in general, and which the
pandemic brought forward even more forcefully within the past year.
It is the general agreement between my
colleagues of this round table that the shifting of the attention from the clock to the patient’s free association and unconscious productions has a major impact on analytic listening as it comes to dictate the end of each
session. My colleagues correct the misunderstanding that the variable session is synonymous with the short session, and advocate for
it by highlighting the variability of the length
that carries the work forward. Therefore, the
message to the analysand is that the session
duration depends on her unconscious productions, rather than the predetermined fixed
time of 45 or 50 minutes. This, in turn, brings
forward a different psychoanalytic ethic towards the otherness of the unconscious and
of one’s own unique psychic world. Genga
proposes that the third here follows the fundamental rule, which highlights psychic time
as different from time of the reality principle.
In other words, the pulsation of the unconscious, with its openings and closings, does
not coincide with the linearity of time, and
it is this rhythm that comes to the fore more
clearly in a variable session. Genga also suggests that the pregnancy of every moment is
captured well by the propitious time (Kairos)
of mental functioning. “To catch Kairos, one
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must have sharp reflexes” points to the analytic acuity of listening in the variable session practice. How can we approximate this
acuity of analytic listening in a fixed session
paradigm? My colleagues suggest that perhaps asking the question of where you might
scansion the session, regardless if one carries
out the task, might provide the sharpness of
the analytic focus and the shifting of the attention from the patient’s own speech to the
patient’s unconscious productions.
How much time do we spend in sessions
of fixed length waiting for something meaningful to emerge? Perhaps a great amount!
The waiting time is accentuated even more
with non-neurotic patients and in working
with trauma, where the unsymbolized predominates and is communicated via projective identification rather than words. It seems
to me that the main technical difference I
find in this contrast to my colleagues’ work is
that in these instances when the free association stops to scansion the session, rather than
to sit through (“be there” in Winnicottian
terms), waiting and relying on the countertransference and the analyst’s free association.
Pediconi sees the angst of these moments as
the affect that comes after repression, and the
difficult silences as “the suspensions on the
abyss of the unconscious that also suspend
time, scan it, wait, and postpone entry.” It is
with this in mind that the analyst of the variable session will stop the session, respecting
the timing of the unconscious that postpones
work with halts and allowing the patient to
leave the consulting room and return for the
next occasion. Therefore, the analysand is becoming even more aware of this Otherness
from within that has its own timing and resists despite the subject’s best intentions.
In my opinion, it is the otherness of the
unconscious that the variable session puts
forward ever more clearly and unequivocally, making the analysand aware of its power
in guiding the analytic trajectory (length of
session and duration of treatment). It is here
where Pediconi proposes that “the unconscious does not ask for permission”; it has
its own timing and logic. The Otherness of
the unconscious, which speaks a different
language and has its own rhythm, unquestionably agreed upon among analysts of any
theoretical orientation and tradition, is well
represented by the analytic practice of the
variable-length session. Flabbi in a personal
communication writes, “For me, it is always
useful to learn about someone doing what
I am doing but in a different way. It is part
of the fun of living in the US coming from
Italy: why here do they build houses this
way? Why do they eat differently? These are
questions that helped me a lot to emerge
from my own fixations.”
It is perhaps this spirit that our round
table and our exchange aspires to present. z
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Inter Alia: a memoir by Ernest Kafka
“Ernest Kafka’s memoir grips the
reader’s attention like an adventure
story, with its tales of fleeing Austria
as Hitler moved in; his father’s
aristocratic Jewish orphanage; the
family’s comfortable existence in
Vienna ending in an encounter with
the Gestapo; their protection by a
French-resident Jewish aristocrat;
and their emigration to New York.
From his marriage to Barbara …
a memoir
children and grandchildren, several
houses, travel, starry restaurants,
Ernest Kafka
Jewish jokes, and the perpetual
table at Elaine’s. But Kafka has
another purpose … the discussion
of psychoanalysis, theoretical, historical, and practical, in a context that
makes it of equal interest to the professional and to the general reader
… a thumping good read.”

Inter Alia

—PAUL LEVY, PhD, journalist, writer, ArtsJournal.com, author of
several books on Lytton Strachey, The Official Foodie Handbook, and
others

Contemporary Conflict Theory: A
Journey of a Psychoanalyst: Selected
Papers of Sander M. Abend, MD

CONTEMPORARY

CONFLICT

THEORY

The Journey of a Psychoanalyst

Selected Papers of Sander M. Abend, M.D.
Introduction by Arthur A. Lynch

“This collection of the psychoanalytic papers of Dr. Sander Abend is a
more than welcome addition to our
literature. Covering a wide range of
psychoanalytic topics, and written in
a clear and comprehensive way, it
reveals an analyst equally at home
with psychoanalytic theory and practice. Experienced analysts as well as
beginners in the field will profit from
a careful reading of these papers.”
–MARTIN S. WILLICK, M.D.

“Sander Abend’s invaluable contributions to theory and practice make
him among the most important voices in psychoanalysis today. This long awaited collection of his extraordinary papers is destined to be a classic in our field. This book is essential
reading for anyone seriously interested in contemporary psychoanalysis.” –THEODORE JACOBS, M.D.
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The Peripatetic Psychoanalyst:
Selected Papers of Arnold D. Richards
Volume 4
The range and scope and depth
and breadth of Arnold Richards’s
contribution to psychoanalysis is
vast, and impressive. His writings
address more than one could
imagine one psychoanalytic thinker
would conceive of, could focus on,
and do so with insight, commitment
to the psychoanalytic enterprise,
THE PERIPATETIC
and humanistic vision. He challenges
PSYCHOANALYST
dogma, rigid ideology, and celebrates
Selected Papers of Arnold D. Richards
creativity and pluralism. Not only
Volume 4
does he consider theoretical ideas
Introduction By Daniel S. Benveniste
and clinical application, he also
positions psychoanalytic thought
within the sociopolitical surround
in which we all live.The gift Arnold Richards gives to his readers is
the opportunity to think and envision along with him. Reading Arnold
Richards’s writings can provide a delightful immersion into the history
of psychoanalysis, including its often messy internal conflicts, while
appreciating the always unfolding development of psychoanalytic ideas.
He invites you to imagine with him a psychoanalytic future…
–MERLE MOLOFSKY, NCPsyA

The World of Psychoanalysis and
Psychoanalysts: The Selected Papers
of Arnold D. Richards, Volume 5
The World of
Psychoanalysis and
Psychoanalysts

From the Introduction by Arthur A.
Lynch:

In Volume V, Richards continues in
the Freudian tradition of discovery
through a specific method of listening/reading in an evenly hovering
manner while paying attention to
those reports of action or fantasy
that reflect the elements of the unconscious conflicts at play (desires/
fears, guidance from moral pressures, or attempts to use other
solutions that provide adaptive or
Introduction by Arthur A. Lynch
avoidant outcomes. More importantly, however, he continues to expand the base of the Freudian tradition, by incorporating new findings
from the many schools of psychoanalysis, pointing out where theoretical
conflicts limit such integration and where integration is possible and
desirable.
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